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Abstract
For diﬀeomorphisms of smooth compact ﬁnite-dimensional manifolds, we
consider the problem of how fast the number of periodic points with period n
grows as a function of n. In many familiar cases (e.g., Anosov systems) the
growth is exponential, but arbitrarily fast growth is possible; in fact, the ﬁrst
author has shown that arbitrarily fast growth is topologically (Baire) generic
for C2 or smoother diﬀeomorphisms. In the present work we show that, by
contrast, for a measure-theoretic notion of genericity we call “prevalence”, the
growth is not much faster than exponential. Speciﬁcally, we show that for each
ρ, δ > 0, there is a prevalent set of C1+ρ (or smoother) diﬀeomorphisms for
which the number of periodic n points is bounded above by exp(Cn1+δ) for
some C independent of n. We also obtain a related bound on the decay of
hyperbolicity of the periodic points as a function of n, and obtain the same
results for 1-dimensional endomorphisms. The contrast between topologically
generic and measure-theoretically generic behavior for the growth of the num-
ber of periodic points and the decay of their hyperbolicity show this to be a
subtle and complex phenomenon, reminiscent of KAM theory. Here in Part
I we state our results and describe the methods we use. We complete most
of the proof in the 1-dimensional C2-smooth case and outline the remaining
steps, deferred to Part II, that are needed to establish the general case.
The novel feature of the approach we develop in this paper is the introduc-
tion of Newton Interpolation Polynomials as a tool for perturbing trajectories
of iterated maps.
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1. A problem of the growth of the number of periodic points and
decay of hyperbolicity for generic diﬀeomorphisms
1.1. Introduction. Let Diﬀr(M) be the space of Cr diﬀeomorphisms of a
ﬁnite-dimensional smooth compact manifold M with the uniform Cr-topology,
where dimM ≥ 2, and let f ∈ Diﬀr(M). Consider the number of periodic
points of period n
Pn(f) = #{x ∈ M : x = fn(x)}.(1.1)
The main question of this paper is:
Question 1.1.1. How quickly can Pn(f) grow with n for a “generic” Cr
diﬀeomorphism f?
We put the word “generic” in quotation marks because as the reader will
see the answer depends on the notion of genericity.
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For technical reasons one sometimes counts only isolated points of pe-
riod n; let
P in(f) = #{x ∈ M : x = fn(x) and y = fn(y)(1.2)
for y = x in some neighborhood of x}.
We call a diﬀeomorphism f ∈ Diﬀr(M) an Artin-Mazur diﬀeomorphism (or
simply an A-M diﬀeomorphism) if the number of isolated periodic orbits of f
grows at most exponentially fast, i.e. for some number C > 0,
P in(f) ≤ exp(Cn) for all n ∈ Z+.(1.3)
Artin and Mazur [AM] proved the following result.
Theorem 1.1.2. For 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞, A-M diﬀeomorphisms are dense in
Diﬀr(M) with the uniform Cr-topology.
We say that a point x ∈ M of period n for f is hyperbolic if dfn(x), the
linearization of fn at x, has no eigenvalues with modulus 1. (Notice that a
hyperbolic solution to fn(x) = x must also be isolated.) We call f ∈ Diﬀr(M)
a strongly Artin-Mazur diﬀeomorphism if for some number C > 0,
Pn(f) ≤ exp(Cn) for all n ∈ Z+,(1.4)
and all periodic points of f are hyperbolic (whence Pn(f) = P in(f)). In [K1] an
elementary proof of the following extension of the Artin-Mazur result is given.
Theorem 1.1.3. For 0 ≤ r < ∞, strongly A-M diﬀeomorphisms are
dense in Diﬀr(M) with the uniform Cr-topology.
According to the standard terminology, a set in Diﬀr(M) is called residual
if it contains a countable intersection of open dense sets and a property is called
(Baire) generic if diﬀeomorphisms with that property form a residual set. It
turns out the A-M property is not generic, as is shown in [K2]. Moreover:
Theorem 1.1.4 ([K2]). For any 2 ≤ r < ∞ there is an open set N ⊂
Diﬀr(M) such that for any given sequence a = {an}n∈Z+ there is a Baire
generic set Ra in N depending on the sequence an with the property if f ∈ Ra,
then P ink(f) > ank for inﬁnitely many nk ∈ Z+.
Of course since Pn(f) ≥ P in(f), the same statement can be made about
Pn(f). But in fact it is shown in [K2] that Pn(f) is inﬁnite for n suﬃciently
large, due to a continuum of periodic points, for at least a dense set of f ∈ N .
The proof of this theorem is based on a result of Gonchenko-Shilnikov-
Turaev [GST1]. Two slightly diﬀerent detailed proofs of their result are given
in [K2] and [GST2]. The proof in [K2] relies on a strategy outlined in [GST1].
An example of a Cr smooth unimodal map of an interval [0, 1] for which Pn(f)
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grows faster than an arbitrary given sequence {an} along a subsequence for
any 2 ≤ r < ∞ appears in [KK]. In [KS], Theorem 1.1.4 is extended to
the space of 3-dimensional volume-preserving diﬀeomorphisms also using ideas
from [GST1].
However, it seems unnatural that if a diﬀeomorphism is picked at ran-
dom then it may have arbitrarily fast growth of the number of periodic points.
Moreover, Baire generic sets in Euclidean spaces can have zero Lebesgue mea-
sure. Phenomena that are Baire generic, but have a small probability are
well-known in dynamical systems, KAM theory, number theory, etc. (see [O],
[HSY], [K3] for various examples). This partially motivates the problem posed
by Arnold [A]:
Problem 1.1.5. Prove that “with probability one” f ∈ Diﬀr(M) is an A-M
diﬀeomorphism.
Arnold suggested the following interpretation of “with probability one”:
for a (Baire) generic ﬁnite parameter family of diﬀeomorphisms {fε}, for
Lebesgue almost every ε we have that fε is A-M (compare with [K3]). As The-
orem 1.3 shows, a result on the genericity of the set of A-M diﬀeomorphisms
based on (Baire) topology is likely to be extremely subtle, if possible at all.1
We use instead a notion of “probability one” based on prevalence [HSY], [K3],
which is independent of Baire genericity. We also are able to state the result
in the form Arnold suggested for generic families using this measure-theoretic
notion of genericity.
For a rough understanding of prevalence, consider a Borel measure µ on
a Banach space V . We say that a property holds “µ-almost surely for per-
turbations” if it holds on a Borel set P ⊂ V such that for all v ∈ V we have
v + w ∈ P for almost every w with respect to µ. Notice that if V = Rk and µ
is Lebesgue measure, then “almost surely with respect to perturbations by µ”
is equivalent to “Lebesgue almost everywhere”. Moreover, the Fubini/Tonelli
theorem implies that if µ is any Borel probability measure on Rk, then a prop-
erty that holds almost surely with respect to perturbations by µ must also hold
Lebesgue almost everywhere. Based on this observation, we call a property on
a Banach space “prevalent” if it holds almost surely with respect to pertur-
bations by µ for some Borel probability measure µ on V , which for technical
reasons we require to have compact support. In order to apply this notion to
the Banach manifold Diﬀr(M), we must describe how we make perturbations
in this space, which we will do in the next section.
1For example, using technique from [GST2] and [K2] one can prove that for a (Baire)
generic ﬁnite-parameter family {fε} and a (Baire) generic parameter value ε the correspond-
ing diﬀeomorphism fε is not A-M. Unfortunately, how to estimate the measure of non-A-M
diﬀeomorphisms from below is a, so far, unanswerable question.
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Our ﬁrst main result is a partial solution to Arnold’s problem. It says
that for a prevalent diﬀeomorphism f ∈ Diﬀr(M), with 1 < r ≤ ∞, and all
δ > 0 there exists C = C(δ) > 0 such that for all n ∈ Z+,
Pn(f) ≤ exp(Cn1+δ).(1.5)
The results of this paper have been announced in [KH].
The Kupka-Smale theorem (see e.g. [PM]) states that for a generic dif-
feomorphism all periodic points are hyperbolic and all associated stable and
unstable manifolds intersect one another transversally. [K3] shows that the
Kupka-Smale theorem also holds on a prevalent set. So, the Kupka-Smale the-
orem, in particular, says that a Baire generic (resp. prevalent) diﬀeomorphism
has only hyperbolic periodic points, but how hyperbolic are the periodic points,
as function of their period, for a Baire generic (resp. prevalent) diﬀeomor-
phism f? This is the second main problem we deal with in this paper.
Recall that a linear operator L : RN → RN is hyperbolic if it has no
eigenvalues on the unit circle {|z| = 1} ⊂ C. Denote by | · | the Euclidean norm
in CN . Then we deﬁne the hyperbolicity of a linear operator L by
γ(L) = inf
φ∈[0,1)
inf
|v|=1
|Lv − exp(2πiφ)v|.(1.6)
We also say that L is γ-hyperbolic if γ(L) ≥ γ. In particular, if L is γ-
hyperbolic, then its eigenvalues {λj}Nj=1 ⊂ C are at least γ-distant from the unit
circle, i.e. minj ||λj | − 1| ≥ γ. The hyperbolicity of a periodic point x = fn(x)
of period n, denoted by γn(x, f), equals the hyperbolicity of the linearization
dfn(x) of fn at points x, i.e. γn(x, f) = γ(dfn(x)). Similarly the number of
periodic points Pn(f) of period n is deﬁned, and
γn(f) = min{x: x=fn(x)}
γn(x, f).(1.7)
The idea of Gromov [G] and Yomdin [Y] of measuring hyperbolicity is
that a γ-hyperbolic point of period n of a C2 diﬀeomorphism f has an M−2n2 γ-
neighborhood (where M2 = ‖f‖C2) free from periodic points of the same pe-
riod.2 In Appendix A we prove the following result.
Proposition 1.1.6. Let M be a compact manifold of dimension N , let
f : M → M be a C1+ρ diﬀeomorphism, where 0 < ρ ≤ 1, that has only
hyperbolic periodic points, and let M1+ρ = max{‖f‖C1+ρ , 21/ρ}. Then there is
a constant C = C(M) > 0 such that for each n ∈ Z+,
Pn(f) ≤ CMnN(1+ρ)/ρ1+ρ γn(f)−N/ρ.(1.8)
2In [Y] hyperbolicity is introduced as the minimal distance of eigenvalues to the unit
circle. This way of deﬁning hyperbolicity does not guarantee the existence of an M−2n2 γ-
neighborhood free from periodic points of the same period; see Appendix A.
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Proposition 1.1.6 implies that a lower estimate on a decay of hyperbolicity
γn(f) gives an upper estimate on growth of the number of periodic points
Pn(f). Therefore, a natural question is:
Question 1.1.7. How quickly can γn(f) decay with n for a “generic” Cr
diﬀeomorphism f?
For a Baire generic f ∈ Diﬀr(M), the existence of a lower bound on a rate
of decay of γn(f) would imply the existence of an upper bound on a rate of
growth of the number of periodic points Pn(f), whereas no such bound exists
by Theorem 1.1.4. Thus again we consider genericity in the measure-theoretic
sense of prevalence. Our second main result, which in view of Proposition
1.1.6 implies the ﬁrst main result, is that for a prevalent diﬀeomorphism f ∈
Diﬀr(M), with 1 < r ≤ ∞, and for any δ > 0 there exists C = C(δ) > 0 such
that
γn(f) ≥ exp(−Cn1+δ).(1.9)
Now we shall discuss in more detail our deﬁnition of prevalence (“proba-
bility one”) in the space of diﬀeomorphisms Diﬀr(M).
1.2. Prevalence in the space of diffeomorphisms Diﬀr(M). The space of
Cr diﬀeomorphisms Diﬀr(M) of a compact manifold M is a Banach manifold.
Locally we can identify it with a Banach space, which gives it a local linear
structure in the sense that we can perturb a diﬀeomorphism by “adding” small
elements of the Banach space. As we described in the previous section, the
notion of prevalence requires us to make additive perturbations with respect
to a probability measure that is independent of the place where we make the
perturbation. Thus although there is not a unique way to put a linear structure
on Diﬀr(M), it is important to make a choice that is consistent throughout
the Banach manifold.
The way we make perturbations on Diﬀr(M) by small elements of a Ba-
nach space is as follows. First we embed M into the interior of the closed unit
ball BN ⊂ RN , which we can do for N suﬃciently large by the Whitney Em-
bedding Theorem [W]. We emphasize that our results hold for every possible
choice of an embedding of M into RN . We then consider a closed neighbor-
hood U ⊂ BN of M and Banach space Cr(U,RN ) of Cr functions from U to
RN . Next we extend every element f ∈ Diﬀr(M) to an element F ∈ Cr(U,RN )
that is strongly contracting in all the directions transverse to M .3 Again the
particular choice of how we make this extension is not important to our re-
sults; in Appendix C we describe how to extend a diﬀeomorphism and what
conditions we need to ensure that the results of Sacker [Sac] and Fenichel [F]
apply as follows. Since F has M as an invariant manifold, if we add to F a
3The existence of such an extension is not obvious, as pointed out by C. Carminati.
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small perturbation in g ∈ Cr(U,RN ), the perturbed map F +g has an invariant
manifold in U that is Cr-close to M . Then F + g restricted to its invariant
manifold corresponds in a natural way to an element of Diﬀr(M), which we
consider to be the perturbation of f ∈ Diﬀr(M) by g ∈ Cr(U,RN ). The details
of this construction are described in Appendix C.
In this way we reduce the problem to the study of maps in Diﬀr(U), the
open subset of Cr(U,RN ) consisting of those elements that are diﬀeomorphisms
from U to some subset of its interior. The construction we described in the
previous paragraph ensures that the number of periodic points Pn(f) and their
hyperbolicity γn(f) for elements of Diﬀr(M) are the same for the correspond-
ing elements of Diﬀr(U). So the bounds that we prove on these quantities
for almost every perturbation of any element of Diﬀr(U) hold as well for al-
most every perturbation of any element of Diﬀr(M). Another justiﬁcation for
considering diﬀeomorphisms in Euclidean space is that the problem of expo-
nential/superexponential growth of the number of periodic points Pn(f) for a
prevalent f ∈ Diﬀr(M) is a local problem on M and is not aﬀected by a global
shape of M .
The results stated in the next section apply to any compact domain U ⊂
RN , but for simplicity we state them for the closed unit ball BN . In the
previous section, we said that a property is prevalent on a Banach space such as
Cr(BN ) if it holds on a Borel subset S for which there exists a Borel probability
measure µ on Cr(BN ) with compact support such that for all f ∈ Cr(BN ) we
have f + g ∈ S for almost every g with respect to µ. The complement of a
prevalent set is said to be shy . We then say that a property is prevalent on an
open subset of Cr(BN ) such as Diﬀr(BN ) if the exceptions to the property in
Diﬀr(BN ) form a shy subset of Cr(BN ).
In this paper the perturbation measure µ that we use is supported within
the analytic functions in Cr(BN ). In this sense we foliate Diﬀr(BN ) by an-
alytic leaves that are compact and overlapping. The main result then says
that for every analytic leaf L ⊂ Diﬀr(BN ) and every δ > 0, for almost every
diﬀeomorphism f ∈ L in the leaf L both (1.5) and (1.9) are satisﬁed. Now we
deﬁne an analytic leaf as a “Hilbert Brick” in the space of analytic functions
and a natural Lebesgue product probability measure µ on it.
1.3. Formulation of the main result in the multidimensional case. Fix
a coordinate system x = (x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN ⊃ BN and the scalar product
〈x, y〉 = ∑i xiyi. Let α = (α1, . . . , αN ) be a multi-index from ZN+ , and let
|α| = ∑i αi. For a point x = (x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN we write xα = ∏Ni=1 xαii .
Associate to a real analytic function φ : BN → RN the set of coeﬃcients of its
expansion:
φε(x) =
∑
α∈ZN+
	εαx
α.(1.10)
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Denote by Wk,N the space of N -component homogeneous vector-polynomials
of degree k in N variables and by ν(k,N) = dimWk,N the dimension of Wk,N .
According to the notation of the expansion (1.10), denote coordinates in Wk,N
by
	εk =
({	εα}|α|=k) ∈ Wk,N .(1.11)
In Wk,N we use a scalar product that is invariant with respect to orthogonal
transformation of RN ⊃ BN (see Appendix B), deﬁned as follows:
〈	εk, 	νk〉k =
∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)−1
〈	εα, 	να〉, ‖	εk‖k =
(〈	εk, 	εk〉k)1/2.(1.12)
Denote by
BNk (r) = {	εk ∈ Wk,N : ‖	εk‖k ≤ r}(1.13)
the closed r-ball in Wk,N centered at the origin. Let Lebk,N be Lebesgue
measure on Wk,N induced by the scalar product (1.12) and normalized by a
constant so that the volume of the unit ball is one: Lebk,N (BNk (1)) = 1.
Fix a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers 	r = ({rk}∞k=0) such that
rk → 0 as k →∞ and deﬁne a Hilbert Brick of size 	r
HBN (	r) = {	ε = {	εα}α∈ZN+ : for all k ∈ Z+, ‖	εk‖k ≤ rk}(1.14)
=BN0 (r0)×BN1 (r1)× · · · ×BNk (rk)× . . .
⊂W0,N ×W1,N × · · · ×Wk,N × . . . .
Deﬁne a Lebesgue product probability measure µNr associated to the Hilbert
Brick HBN (	r) of size 	r by normalizing for each k ∈ Z+ the corresponding
Lebesgue measure Lebk,N on Wk,N to the Lebesgue probability measure on
the rk-ball BNk (rk):
µNk,r = r
−ν(k,N) Lebk,N and µNr = ×∞k=0µNk,rk .(1.15)
Deﬁnition 1.3.1. Let f ∈ Diﬀr(BN ) be a Cr diﬀeomorphism of BN into
its interior. We call HBN (	r) a Hilbert Brick of an admissible size 	r = ({rk}∞k=0)
with respect to f if
A) for each 	ε ∈ HBN (	r), the corresponding function φε(x) =
∑
α∈ZN+ 	εαx
α
is analytic on BN ;
B) for each 	ε ∈ HBN (	r), the corresponding map fε(x) = f(x) + φε(x) is a
diﬀeomorphism from BN into its interior, i.e. {fε}ε∈HBN (r) ⊂ Diﬀr(BN );
C) for all δ > 0 and all C > 0, the sequence rk exp(Ck1+δ) →∞ as k →∞.
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Remark 1.3.2. The ﬁrst and second conditions ensure that the family
{fε}ε∈HBN (r) lies inside an analytic leaf within the class of diﬀeomorphisms
Diﬀr(BN ). The third condition provides us enough freedom to perturb. It is
important for our method to have inﬁnitely many parameters to perturb. If
rk’s were decaying too fast to zero it would make our family of perturbations
essentially ﬁnite-dimensional.
An example of an admissible sequence 	r = ({rk}∞k=0) is rk = τ/k!, where
τ depends on f and is chosen suﬃciently small to ensure that condition (B)
holds. Notice that the diameter of HBN (	r) is then proportional to τ , so that
τ can be chosen as some multiple of the distance from f to the boundary of
Diﬀr(BN ).
Main Theorem. For any 0 < ρ ≤ ∞ (or even 1 + ρ = ω) and any
C1+ρ diﬀeomorphism f ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ), consider a Hilbert Brick HBN (	r) of an
admissible size 	r with respect to f and the family of analytic perturbations of f
{fε(x) = f(x) + φε(x)}ε∈HBN (r)(1.16)
with the Lebesgue product probability measure µNr associated to HB
N (	r). Then
for every δ > 0 and µNr -a.e. 	ε there is C = C(	ε, δ) > 0 such that for all n ∈ Z+
γn(fε) > exp(−Cn1+δ), Pn(fε) < exp(Cn1+δ).(1.17)
Remark 1.3.3. A relatively short (16 pages) exposition of ideas involved
into the proof of this Theorem appears in Sections 2–6 of [GHK].
Remark 1.3.4. The fact that the measure µNr depends on f does not con-
form to our deﬁnition of prevalence. However, we can decompose Diﬀr(BN )
into a nested countable union of sets Sj that are each a positive distance from
the boundary of Diﬀr(BN ) and for each j ∈ Z+ choose an admissible sequence
	rj that is valid for all f ∈ Sj . Since a countable intersection of prevalent
subsets of a Banach space is prevalent [HSY], the Main Theorem implies the
results stated in terms of prevalence in the introduction.
Remark 1.3.5. The Main Theorem holds also for diﬀeomorphisms deﬁned
on a closed subset of BN , with essentially the same proof. This fact is used to
prove Theorem 1.3.7 below.
Remark 1.3.6. Recently the ﬁrst author along with A. Gorodetski [GK]
applied the technique developed here and obtained partial solution of Palis’
conjecture about ﬁniteness of the number of coexisting sinks for surface diﬀeo-
morphisms. See also Sections 7 and 8 in [GHK].
In Appendix C we deduce from the Main Theorem the following result.
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Theorem 1.3.7. Let {fσ}σ∈Bm ⊂ Diﬀ1+ρ(M) be a generic m-parameter
family of C1+ρ diﬀeomorphisms of a compact manifold M for some ρ > 0.
Then for every δ > 0 and a.e. σ ∈ Bm there is a constant C = C(σ, δ) such
that (1.17) is satisﬁed for every n ∈ Z+.
In Appendix C we also give a precise meaning to the term generic. See
also Section 9 in [GHK] for a discussion of the notion of prevalence for diﬀeo-
morphisms that we use in this paper, and [HK] for a more general discussion
of prevalence in nonlinear spaces.
Now we formulate the most general result we shall prove.
Deﬁnition 1.3.8. Let γ ≥ 0 and f ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a C1+ρ diﬀeomor-
phism for some ρ > 0. A point x ∈ BN is called (n, γ)-periodic if |fn(x)−x| ≤ γ
and (n, γ)-hyperbolic if γn(x, f) = γ(dfn(x)) ≥ γ.
(Notice that a point can be (n, γ)-hyperbolic regardless of its periodicity,
but this property is of interest primarily for (n, γ)-periodic points.) For positive
C and δ let γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn1+δ).
Theorem 1.3.9. Given the hypotheses of the Main Theorem, for every
δ > 0 and for µNr -a.e. 	ε there is C = C(	ε, δ) > 0 such that for all n ∈ Z+,
every (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic point x ∈ BN is (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic. (Here
we assume 0 < ρ ≤ 1; in a space Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) with ρ > 1, the statement holds
with ρ replaced by 1.)
This result together with Proposition 1.1.6 implies the Main Theorem,
because any periodic point of period n is (n, γ)-periodic for any γ > 0.
Remark 1.3.10. In the statement of the Main Theorem and Theorem 1.3.9
the unit ball BN can be replaced by an bounded open set U ⊂ RN . After
scaling U can be considered as a subset of the unit ball BN .
One can deﬁne a distance on a compact manifold M and almost periodic
points of diﬀeomorphisms of M . Then one can cover M = ∪iUi by coordinate
charts and deﬁne hyperbolicity for almost periodic points using these charts
{Ui}i (see [Y] for details). This gives a precise meaning to the following result.
Theorem 1.3.11. Let {fσ}σ∈Bm ⊂ Diﬀ1+ρ(M) be a generic m-parameter
family of diﬀeomorphisms of a compact manifold M for some ρ > 0. Then for
every δ > 0 and almost every σ ∈ Bm there is a constant C = C(σ, δ) such that
every (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic point x in BN is (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic. (Here
again we assume 0 < ρ ≤ 1, replacing ρ with 1 in the conclusion if ρ > 1.)
The meaning of the term generic is the same as in Theorem 1.3.7 and is
discussed in Appendix C.
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1.4. Formulation of the main result in the 1-dimensional case. The proof
of the main multidimensional result (Theorem 1.3.9) is quite long and com-
plicated. In order to describe the general approach we develop in this paper
we apply our method to the 1-dimensional maps which represent a nontrivial
simpliﬁed model for the multidimensional problem. The statement of the main
result for the 1-dimensional maps has another important feature: it clariﬁes
the statement of the main multidimensional result.
Fix the interval I = [−1, 1]. Associate to a real analytic function φ : I → R
the set of coeﬃcients of its expansion
φε(x) =
∞∑
k=0
εkx
k.(1.18)
For a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers 	r = ({rk}∞k=0) such that
rk → 0 as k →∞ following the multidimensional notation we deﬁne a Hilbert
Brick of size 	r
HB1(	r) = {ε = {εk}∞k=0 : for all k ∈ Z+, |εk| ≤ rk}(1.19)
and the product probability measure µ1r associated to the Hilbert Brick HB
1(	r)
of size 	r which considers each εk as a random variable uniformly distributed
on [−rk, rk] and independent from the other εk’s.
Main 1-dimensional Theorem. For any 0 < ρ ≤ ∞ (or even 1+ρ = ω)
and any C1+ρ map f : I → I of the interval I = [−1, 1] consider a Hilbert Brick
HB1(	r) of an admissible size 	r with respect to f and the family of analytic
perturbations of f
{fε(x) = f(x) + φε(x)}ε∈HB1(r)(1.20)
with the Lebesgue product probability measure µ1r associated to HB
1(	r). Then
for every δ > 0 and µ1r-a.e. ε there is C = C(ε, δ) > 0 such that for all n ∈ Z+
γn(fε) > exp(−Cn1+δ), Pn(fε) < exp(Cn1+δ).(1.21)
Moreover, for µ1r-a.e. ε, we have that every (n, exp(−Cn1+δ))-periodic point is
(n, exp(−Cn1+δ))-hyperbolic.
In [MMS] Martens-de Melo-van Strien prove a stronger statement for C2
maps. They show that for any C2 map f of an interval without ﬂat critical
points there are γ > 0 and n0 ∈ Z+ such that for any n > n0 we have
|γn(f)| > γ. This also implies that the number of periodic points is bounded
by an exponential function of the period. The notion of a ﬂat critical point used
in [MMS] is a nonstandard one from the point of view of singularity theory; in
particular, if 0 is a critical point, then the distance of f(x) to f(0) does not
have to decay to 0 as x → 0 faster than any degree of x.
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In [KK] an example of a Cr-unimodal map with a critical point having
tangency of order 2r + 2 and an arbitrary fast rate of growth of the number of
periodic points is presented.
Let us point out again that the main purpose of discussing the 1-di-
mensional case in detail is to highlight ideas and explain the general method
without overloading the presentation with technical details. The general
N -dimensional case is highly involved and excessive amount of technical details
make understanding of general ideas of the method not easily accessible.
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2. Strategy of the proof
Here we describe the strategy of the proof of the Main Result (Theorem
1.3.9). See also Section 3 in [GHK] for a shorter description. The general idea
is to ﬁx C > 0 and prove an upper bound on the measure of the set of “bad”
parameter values 	ε ∈ HBN (	r) for which the conclusion of the theorem does
not hold. The upper bound we obtain will approach zero as C → ∞, from
which it follows immediately that the set of 	ε ∈ HBN (	r) that are “bad” for all
C > 0 has measure zero. For a given C > 0, we bound the measure of “bad”
parameter values inductively as follows.
Stage 1. We delete all parameter values 	ε ∈ HBN (	r) for which the corre-
sponding diﬀeomorphism fε has an almost ﬁxed point which is not suﬃciently
hyperbolic and bound the measure of the deleted set.
4This paper is based on the ﬁrst author’s Ph.D. thesis.
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Stage 2. We consider only parameter values for which each almost ﬁxed
point is suﬃciently hyperbolic. Then we delete all parameter values 	ε for which
fε has an almost periodic point of period 2 which is not suﬃciently hyperbolic
and bound the measure of that set.
Stage n. We consider only parameter values for which each almost periodic
point of period at most n − 1 is suﬃciently hyperbolic (we shall call this the
Inductive Hypothesis). Then we delete all parameter values 	ε for which fε has
an almost periodic point of period n which is not suﬃciently hyperbolic and
bound the measure of that set.
The main diﬃculty in the proof is then to prove a bound on the measure
of “bad” parameter values at stage n such that the bounds are summable over
n and that the sum approaches zero as C →∞. Let us formalize the problem.
Fix positive ρ, δ, and C, and recall that γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn1+δ) for n ∈ Z+.
Assume ρ ≤ 1; if not, change its value to 1.
Deﬁnition 2.0.1. A diﬀeomorphism f ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) satisﬁes the Induc-
tive Hypothesis of order n with constants (C, δ, ρ), denoted f ∈ IH(n,C, δ, ρ),
if for all k ≤ n, every (k, γ1/ρk (C, δ))-periodic point is (k, γk(C, δ))-hyperbolic.
For f ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(M), consider the sequence of sets in the parameter space
HBN (	r)
Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f) = {	ε ∈ HBN (	r) : fε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, ρ)(2.1)
but fε /∈ IH(n,C, δ, ρ)}.
In other words, Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f) is the set of “bad” parameter values 	ε ∈
HBN (	r) for which all almost periodic points of fε with period strictly less
than n are suﬃciently hyperbolic, but there is an almost periodic point of
period n that is not suﬃciently hyperbolic. Let
M1 = sup
ε∈HBN (r)
max{‖fε‖C1 , ‖f−1ε ‖C1};(2.2)
M1+ρ = sup
ε∈HBN (r)
max{‖fε‖C1+ρ ,M1, 21/ρ}.
Our goal is to ﬁnd an upper bound
µNr {Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f)} ≤ µn(C, δ, ρ,	r,M1+ρ)(2.3)
for the measure of the set of “bad” parameter values. Then the sum over n of
(2.3) gives an upper bound
µNr {∪∞n=1Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f)} ≤
∞∑
n=1
µn(C, δ, ρ,	r,M1+ρ)(2.4)
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on the measure of the set of all parameters 	ε for which fε has for at least one
n an (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic point that is not (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic. If this
sum converges and
∞∑
n=1
µn(C, δ, ρ,	r,M1+ρ) = µ(C, δ, ρ,	r,M1+ρ) → 0 as C →∞(2.5)
for every positive ρ, δ, and M1+ρ, then Theorem 1.3.9 follows. In the remainder
of this chapter we describe the key construction we use to obtain a bound
µn(C, δ, ρ,	r,M1+ρ) that meets condition (2.5).
2.1. Various perturbations of recurrent trajectories by Newton interpola-
tion polynomials. The approach we take to estimate the measure of “bad”
parameter values in the space of perturbations HBN (	r) is to choose a coordi-
nate system for this space and for a ﬁnite subset of the coordinates to estimate
the amount that we must change a particular coordinate to make a “bad”
parameter value “good”. Actually we will choose a coordinate system that
depends on a particular point x0 ∈ BN , the idea being to use this coordinate
system to estimate the measure of “bad” parameter values corresponding to
initial conditions in some neighborhood of x0, then cover BN with a ﬁnite
number of such neighborhoods and sum the corresponding estimates. For a
particular set of initial conditions, a diﬀeomorphism will be “good” if every
point in the set is either suﬃciently nonperiodic or suﬃciently hyperbolic.
In order to keep the notation and formulas simple as we formalize this
approach, we consider the case of 1-dimensional maps, but the reader should
always have in mind that our approach is designed for multidimensional dif-
feomorphisms. Let f : I → I be a C1 map on the interval I = [−1, 1]. Recall
that a trajectory {xk}k∈Z of f is called recurrent if it returns arbitrarily close
to its initial position — that is, for all γ > 0 we have |x0 − xn| < γ for some
n > 0. A very basic question is how much one should perturb f to make x0
periodic. Here is an elementary Closing Lemma that gives a simple partial
answer to this question.
Closing Lemma. Let {xk = fk(x0)}nk=0 be a trajectory of length n+ 1 of
a map f : I → I. Let u = (x0 − xn)/
∏n−2
k=0(xn−1 − xk). Then x0 is a periodic
point of period n of the map
fu(x) = f(x) + u
n−2∏
k=0
(x− xk).(2.6)
Of course fu is close to f if and only if u is suﬃciently small, meaning
that |x0 − xn| should be small compared to
∏n−2
k=0 |xn−1 − xk|. However, this
product is likely to contain small factors for recurrent trajectories. In general,
it is diﬃcult to control the eﬀect of perturbations for recurrent trajectories.
The simple reason why this is so is because one cannot perturb f at two nearby
points independently .
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The Closing Lemma above also gives an idea of how much we must change
the parameter u to make a point x0 that is (n, γ)-periodic not be (n, γ)-periodic
for a given γ > 0, which as we described above is one way to make a map that
is “bad” for the initial condition x0 become “good”. To make use of the other
part of our alternative we must determine how much we need to perturb a map
f to make a given x0 be (n, γ)-hyperbolic for some γ > 0.
Perturbation of hyperbolicity. Let {xk = fk(x0)}n−1k=0 be a trajectory
of length n of a C1 map f : I → I. Then for the map
fv(x) = f(x) + v(x− xn−1)
n−2∏
k=0
(x− xk)2(2.7)
such that v ∈ R and
∣∣|(fnv )′(x0)| − 1∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∏
k=0
f ′(xk) + v
n−2∏
k=0
(xn−1 − xk)2
n−2∏
k=0
f ′(xk)
∣∣∣∣∣− 1
∣∣∣∣∣ > γ,
(2.8)
x0 is an (n, γ)-hyperbolic point of fv.
One more time we can see the product of distances
∏n−2
k=0 |xn−1−xk| along
the trajectory is an important quantitative characteristic of how much freedom
we have to perturb.
The perturbations (2.6) and (2.7) are reminiscent of Newton interpolation
polynomials. Let us put these formulas into a general setting using singularity
theory.
Given n > 0 and a C1 function f : I → R we deﬁne an associated function
j1,nf : In → In × R2n by
j1,nf(x0, . . . , xn−1) =
(
x0, . . . , xn−1, f(x0), . . . , f(xn−1), f ′(x0), . . . , f ′(xn−1)
)
.
(2.9)
In singularity theory this function is called the n-tuple 1-jet of f . The ordinary
1-jet of f , usually denoted by j1f(x) = (x, f(x), f ′(x)), maps I to the 1-jet
space J 1(I,R)  I × R2. The product of n copies of J 1(I,R), called the
multijet space, is denoted by
J 1,n(I,R) = J 1(I,R)× · · · × J 1(I,R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
,(2.10)
and is equivalent to In × R2n after coordinates are rearranged . The n-tuple
1-jet of f associates with each n-tuple of points in In all the information
necessary to determine how close the n-tuple is to being a periodic orbit, and
if so, how close it is to being nonhyperbolic.
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The set
∆n(I) =
{
(x0, . . . , xn−1)× R2n ⊂ J 1,n(I,R) : ∃ i = j such that xi = xj
}(2.11)
is called the diagonal (or sometimes the generalized diagonal) in the space of
multijets. In singularity theory the space of multijets is deﬁned outside of the
diagonal ∆n(I) and is usually denoted by J 1n (I,R) = J 1,n(I,R) \∆n(I) (see
[GG]). It is easy to see that a recurrent trajectory {xk}k∈Z+ is located in a
neighborhood of the diagonal ∆n(I) ⊂ J 1,n(I,R) in the space of multijets for
a suﬃciently large n. If {xk}n−1k=0 is a part of a recurrent trajectory of length
n, then the product of distances along the trajectory
n−2∏
k=0
|xn−1 − xk|(2.12)
measures how close {xk}n−1k=0 is to the diagonal ∆n(I), or how independently one
can perturb points of a trajectory. One can also say that (2.12) is a quantitative
characteristic of how recurrent a trajectory of length n is. Introduction of this
product of distances along a trajectory into analysis of recurrent trajectories is
a new point of our paper.
2.2. Newton interpolation and blow-up along the diagonal in multijet space.
Now we present a construction due to Grigoriev and Yakovenko [GY] which
puts the “Closing Lemma” and “Perturbation of Hyperbolicity” statements
above into a general framework. It is an interpretation of Newton interpolation
polynomials as an algebraic blow-up along the diagonal in the multijet space.
In order to keep the notation and formulas simple we continue in this section
to consider only the 1-dimensional case.
Consider the 2n-parameter family of perturbations of a C1 map f : I → I
by polynomials of degree 2n− 1:
fε(x) = f(x) + φε(x), φε(x) =
2n−1∑
k=0
εkx
k,(2.13)
where ε = (ε0, . . . , ε2n−1) ∈ R2n. The perturbation vector ε consists of co-
ordinates from the Hilbert Brick HB1(	r) of analytic perturbations deﬁned in
Section 1.3. Our goal now is to describe how such perturbations aﬀect the
n-tuple 1-jet of f . Since the operator j1,n is linear in f , for the time being we
consider only the perturbations φε and their n-tuple 1-jets. For each n-tuple
{xk}n−1k=0 there is a natural transformation J 1,n : In × R2n → J 1,n(I,R) from
ε-coordinates to jet-coordinates, given by
J 1,n(x0, . . . , xn−1, ε) = j1,nφε(x0, . . . , xn−1).(2.14)
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Instead of working directly with the transformation J 1,n, we introduce
intermediate u-coordinates based on Newton interpolation polynomials. The
relation between ε-coordinates and u-coordinates is given implicitly by
φε(x) =
2n−1∑
k=0
εkx
k =
2n−1∑
k=0
uk
k−1∏
j=0
(x− xj(mod n)).(2.15)
Based on this identity, we will deﬁne functions D1,n : In × R2n → In × R2n
and π1,n : In ×R2n → J 1,n(I,R) so that J 1,n = π1,n ◦ D1,n, or in other words
the diagram in Figure 1 commutes. We will show later that D1,n is invertible,
while π1,n is invertible away from the diagonal ∆n(I) and deﬁnes a blow-up
along it in the space of multijets J 1,n(I,R).
DD1,n(I,R) = I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
×R2n
J 1,n(I,R) = I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
×R2n
J 1,n
I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
×R2n
π1,nD1,n
Figure 2.1: Algebraic blow-up along the diagonal ∆n(I)
The intermediate space, which we denote by DD1,n(I,R), is called the
space of divided diﬀerences and consists of n-tuples of points {xk}n−1k=0 and 2n
real coeﬃcients {uk}2n−1k=0 . Here are explicit coordinate-by-coordinate formulas
deﬁning π1,n : DD1,n(I,R) → J 1,n(I,R). This mapping is given by
π1,n(x0, . . . , xn−1, u0, . . . , u2n−1)(2.16)
=
(
x0, . . . , xn−1, φε(x0), . . . , φε(xn−1), φ′ε(x0), . . . , φ
′
ε(xn−1)
)
,
where
φε(x0) = u0,(2.17)
φε(x1) = u0 + u1(x1 − x0),
φε(x2) = u0 + u1(x2 − x0) + u2(x2 − x0)(x2 − x1),
...
φε(xn−1) = u0 + u1(xn−1 − x0) + . . .
+ un−1(xn−1 − x0) . . . (xn−1 − xn−2),
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φ′ε(x0) =
∂
∂x
2n−1∑
k=0
uk
k∏
j=0
(x− xj(mod n))
 ∣∣∣
x=x0
,
...
φ′ε(xn−1) =
∂
∂x
2n−1∑
k=0
uk
k∏
j=0
(x− xj(mod n))
 ∣∣∣
x=xn−1
.
These formulas are very useful for dynamics. For a given base map f
and initial point x0, the image fε(x0) = f(x0) + φε(x0) of x0 depends only
on u0. Furthermore the image can be set to any desired point by choosing u0
appropriately — we say then that it depends only and nontrivially on u0. If
x0, x1, and u0 are ﬁxed, the image fε(x1) of x1 depends only on u1, and as long
as x0 = x1 it depends nontrivially on u1. More generally for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1,
if distinct points {xj}kj=0 and coeﬃcients {uj}k−1j=0 are ﬁxed, then the image
fε(xk) of xk depends only and nontrivially on uk.
Suppose now that an n-tuple of points {xj}nj=0 not on the diagonal ∆n(I)
and Newton coeﬃcients {uj}n−1j=0 are ﬁxed. Then derivative f ′ε(x0) at x0 de-
pends only and nontrivially on un. Likewise for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, if distinct
points {xj}n−1j=0 and Newton coeﬃcients {uj}n+k−1j=0 are ﬁxed, then the deriva-
tive f ′ε(xk) at xk depends only and nontrivially on un+k.
As Figure 2 illustrates, these considerations show that for any map f and
any desired trajectory of distinct points with any given derivatives along it,
one can choose Newton coeﬃcients {uk}2n−1k=0 and explicitly construct a map
fε = f +φε with such a trajectory. Thus we have shown that π1,n is invertible
away from the diagonal ∆n(I) and deﬁnes a blow-up along it in the space of
multijets J 1,n(I,R).
Next we deﬁne the function D1,n : In × R2n → DD1,n(I,R) explicitly
using so-called divided diﬀerences. Let g : R → R be a Cr function of one real
variable.
Deﬁnition 2.2.1. The ﬁrst order divided diﬀerence of g is deﬁned as
∆g(x0, x1) =
g(x1)− g(x0)
x1 − x0
(2.18)
for x1 = x0 and extended by its limit value as g′(x0) for x1 = x0. Iterating this
construction we deﬁne divided diﬀerences of the m-th order for 2 ≤ m ≤ r,
∆mg(x0, . . . , xm)(2.19)
=
∆m−1g(x0, . . . , xm−2, xm)−∆m−1g(x0, . . . , xm−2, xm−1)
xm − xm−1
for xm−1 = xm and extended by its limit value for xm−1 = xm.
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x0 x1 xk
fu(x0) fu(xk)
f ′u(x0) f
′
u(xk)
u0 uk
un un+k
· · ·
xk
· · ·
Figure 2.2: Newton coeﬃcients and their action
A function loses at most one derivative of smoothness with each applica-
tion of ∆, and so ∆mg is at least Cr−m if g is Cr. Notice that ∆m is linear as a
function of g, and one can show that it is a symmetric function of x0, . . . , xm;
in fact, by induction it follows that
∆mg(x0, . . . , xm) =
m∑
i=0
g(xi)∏
j =i(xi − xj)
.(2.20)
Another identity that is proved by induction will be more important for us,
namely
∆m xk(x0, . . . , xm) = pk,m(x0, . . . , xm),(2.21)
where pk,m(x0, . . . , xm) is 0 for m > k and for m ≤ k is the sum of all degree
k −m monomials in x0, . . . , xm with unit coeﬃcients,
pk,m(x0, . . . , xm) =
∑
r0+···+rm=k−m
m∏
j=0
x
rj
j .(2.22)
The divided diﬀerences are the right coeﬃcients for the Newton interpo-
lation formula. For all C∞ functions g : R → R we have
g(x) = ∆0g(x0) + ∆1g(x0, x1)(x− x0) + . . .(2.23)
+ ∆n−1g(x0, . . . , xn−1)(x− x0) . . . (x− xn−2)
+ ∆ng(x0, . . . , xn−1, x)(x− x0) . . . (x− xn−1)
identically for all values of x, x0, . . . , xn−1. All terms of this representation are
polynomial in x except for the last one which we view as a remainder term.
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The sum of the polynomial terms is the degree (n − 1) Newton interpolation
polynomial for g at {xk}n−1k=0 . To obtain a degree 2n−1 interpolation polynomial
for g and its derivative at {xk}n−1k=0 , we simply use (2.23) with n replaced by
2n and the 2n-tuple of points {xk(mod n)}2n−1k=0 .
Recall that D1,n was deﬁned implicitly by (2.15). We have described how
to use divided diﬀerences to construct a degree 2n−1 interpolating polynomial
of the form on the right-hand side of (2.15) for an arbitrary C∞ function g.
Our interest then is in the case g = φε, which as a degree 2n − 1 polynomial
itself will have no remainder term and coincide exactly with the interpolating
polynomial. Thus D1,n is given coordinate-by-coordinate by
um = ∆m
(
2n−1∑
k=0
εkx
k
)
(x0, . . . , xm (mod n))(2.24)
= εm +
2n−1∑
k=m+1
εkpk,m(x0, . . . , xm (mod n))
for m = 0, . . . , 2n− 1.
Equation (2.24) deﬁnes a transformation (u0, . . . , u2n−1) = L1Xn(ε) on
R2n, where Xn = (x0, . . . , xn−1) ∈ In. We call L1Xn the Newton map. This
map is simply a restriction of D1,n to its ﬁnal 2n coordinates:
D1,n(Xn, ε) = (Xn,L1Xn(ε)).(2.25)
Notice that for ﬁxed Xn, the Newton map is linear and given by an upper
triangular matrix with units on the diagonal. Hence it is Lebesgue measure-
preserving and invertible, whether or not Xn lies on the diagonal ∆n(I).
Furthermore, the Newton map L1Xn preserves the class of scaled Lebesgue
product measures introduced in (1.15). In general, a measure µ on R2n is a
scaled Lebesgue product measure if it is the product µ = µ0 × · · · × µ2n−1,
where each µj is Lebesgue measure on R scaled by a constant factor (which
may depend on the coordinate j). Since the L1Xn only shears in coordinate
directions, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.2. The Newton map L1Xn given by (2.24) preserves all scaled
Lebesgue product measures.
This lemma will be used in Chapter 3. In the next section, we will intro-
duce the particular scaled Lebesgue product measure to which the lemma will
be applied.
We call the basis of monomials
k∏
j=0
(x− xj(mod n)) for k = 0, . . . , 2n− 1,(2.26)
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in the space of polynomials of degree 2n − 1 the Newton basis deﬁned by the
n-tuple {xk}n−1k=0 . The Newton map and the Newton basis, and their analogues
in dimension N , are useful tools for perturbing trajectories and estimating the
measure µn(C, δ, ρ,	r,M1+ρ) of “bad” parameter values 	ε ∈ HBN (r).
2.3. Estimates of the measure of “bad” parameters and Fubini reduction
to ﬁnite-dimensional families. We return now to the the general case of C1+ρ
diﬀeomorphisms on RN . In order to bound µNr {Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f)} we decom-
pose the inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert Brick HBN (	r) into the direct sum of a
ﬁnite-dimensional brick of polynomials of degree 2n− 1 in N variables and its
orthogonal complement.
Recall that 	r = ({rm}∞m=0) denotes the nonincreasing sequence {rm}m∈Z+
of sizes of the Hilbert Brick. With the notation (1.11) and (1.12), deﬁne
(2.27)
HBN<k(	r) =
{{	εm}m<k : for every 0 ≤ m < k, ‖	εm‖m ≤ rm}
=BN0 (r0)× · · · ×BNk−1(rk−1) ⊂ W0,N ×W1,N × · · · ×Wk−1,N ;
HBN≥k(	r) =
{{	εm}m≥k : for every m ≥ k, ‖	εm‖m ≤ rm}
=BNk (rk)×BNk+1(rk+1)× · · · ⊂ Wk,N ×Wk+1,N × . . . ;
HBN (	r) = HBN<k(	r)⊕HBN≥k(	r).
Each parameter 	ε ∈ HBN (	r) has a unique decomposition into
	ε= (	ε<k, 	ε≥k) ∈ HBN<k(	r)⊕HBN≥k(	r),(2.28)
φε(x) = φε<k(x) + φε≥k(x) =
∑
|α|<k
	εαx
α +
∑
|α|≥k
	εαx
α,
where φε<k(x) is a vector-polynomial of degree k−1 and φε≥k(x) is an analytic
function with all Taylor coeﬃcients of order less than k being equal to zero.
Recall the notation (1.15), and decompose the measure µNr on the brick HB
N (	r)
into the product
µN<k,r = ×k−1m=0 µNm,rm , µN≥k,r = ×∞m=k µNm,rm , µNr = µN<k,r × µN≥k,r.(2.29)
Thus, each component of the decomposition of the brick HBN<k(	r) (resp. HB
N
≥k(	r))
is supplied with the Lebesgue product probability measure µN<k,r (resp. µ
N
≥k,r).
Denote by
W<k,N = ×k−1m=0 Wm,N , W≥k,N = ×∞m=k Wm,N(2.30)
the spaces to which the brick HBN<k(	r) and the Hilbert Brick HB
N
≥k(	r) belong.
Consider the decomposition with k = 2n. Suppose we can get an estimate
µN<2n,r {Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f, 	ε≥2n)} ≤ µn(C, δ, ρ,	r,M1+ρ)(2.31)
of the measure of the “bad” set
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(2.32) Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f, 	ε≥2n)
= {	ε<2n ∈ HBN<2n(	r) : fε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, ρ) but fε /∈ IH(n,C, δ, ρ)}.
in each slice HBN<2n(	r)× {	ε≥2n} ⊂ HBN (	r), uniformly over 	ε≥2n ∈ HBN≥2n(	r).
Then by the Fubini/Tonelli theorem and by the choice of the probability mea-
sure (2.29), estimate (2.31) implies (2.3). Thus we reduce the problem of esti-
mating the measure of the “bad” set (2.1) in the inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert
Brick HBN (	r) to estimating the measure of the “bad” set (2.32) in the ﬁnite-
dimensional brick HBN<2n(	r) of vector-polynomials of degree 2n− 1. Now our
main goal is to get an estimate for the right-hand side of (2.31).
Fix a parameter value 	ε≥2n ∈ HBN≥2n(	r) and the corresponding parameter
slice HBN<2n(	r) × {	ε≥2n} in the Hilbert Brick HBN (	r). Let f˜ = f(0,ε≥2n) be the
center of this slice. In this slice we have the ﬁnite-parameter family
{f˜ε<2n}ε<2n∈HBN<2n(r) = {f(ε<2n,ε≥2n)}ε<2n∈HBN<2n(r)(2.33)
of perturbations by polynomials of degree 2n−1. This is the family we consider
at the n-th stage of the induction. We redenote the “bad” set of parameter
values Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f, 	ε≥2n) by Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜).
2.4. Simple trajectories and the Inductive Hypothesis. Based on the dis-
cussion in Section 2.1, we make the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.4.1. A trajectory x0, . . . , xn−1 of length n of a diﬀeomor-
phism f ∈ Diﬀr(BN ), where xk = fk(x0), is called (n, γ)-simple if
n−2∏
k=0
|xn−1 − xk| ≥ γ1/(4N).(2.34)
A point x0 is called (n, γ)-simple if its trajectory {xk = fk(x0)}n−1k=0 of length
n is (n, γ)-simple. Otherwise a point (resp. a trajectory) is called non-(n, γ)-
simple.
If a trajectory is simple, then perturbation of this trajectory by Newton
Interpolation Polynomials is eﬀective as the Closing Lemma and perturbation
of hyperbolicity examples of Section 2.1 show. To evaluate the product of
distances it is important to choose a “good” starting point x0 of an almost
periodic trajectory {xk}k in order to have the largest possible value of the
product in (2.34); for some starting points the product of distances may be
artiﬁcially small.
Consider the following example of a homoclinic intersection: Let f : B2 ↪→
B2 be a diﬀeomorphism with a hyperbolic saddle point at the origin f(0) = 0.
Suppose that the stable manifold W s(0) and the unstable manifold W u(0)
intersect at some point q ∈ W s(0)∩W u(0). Then for a suﬃciently large n there
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is a periodic point x of period n in a neighborhood of q going once nearby 0. It
is clear that the trajectory {fk(x)}nk=1 spends a lot of time in a neighborhood
of the origin. Choose two starting points x′0 = fk
′
(x) and x′′0 = fk
′′
(x) for
the product (2.34). If x′0 is not in an exp(−εn)-neighborhood of the origin for
some ε > 0, but x′′0 is, then it might happen that
∏n−2
k=0 |fn−1(x′0)− fk(x′0)| ∼
exp(−δn) and ∏n−2k=0 |fn−1(x′′0) − fk(x′′0)| ∼ exp(−δ′n2) for some δ, δ′ > 0.
Indeed, if we pick out of {fk(x)}nk=1 only the n/2 closest to the origin, then a
simple calculation shows that all of them are in an exp(−εn)-neighborhood of
the origin, where ε is some positive number depending on the eigenvalues of
df(0). So the ﬁrst product might be signiﬁcantly larger than the second one.
This is because the trajectory {fk(x′′0)}n−1k=0 has many points in a neighborhood
of the origin and all of the corresponding terms in the product are small. This
shows that sometimes the product of distances along a trajectory (2.34) might
be small not because the trajectory is too recurrent, but because we chose a
“bad” starting point. This motivates the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.4.2. A point x is called essentially (n, γ)-simple if for some
nonnegative j < n, the point f j(x) is (n, γ)-simple. Otherwise a point is called
essentially non-(n, γ)-simple.
Let us return to the strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.3.9. At the n-th
stage of the induction over the period we consider the family of polynomial
perturbations {f˜ε<2n}ε<2n∈HBN<2n(r) of the form (2.33) of the diﬀeomorphism
f˜ ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) by polynomials of degree 2n− 1. Consider among them only
diﬀeomorphisms f˜ε<2n that satisfy the Inductive Hypothesis of order n−1 with
constants (C, δ, ρ); i.e., f˜ε<2n ∈ IH(n − 1, C, δ, ρ) as we proposed earlier. To
simplify notation we redenote the set Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f, 	ε≥2n) by Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜)
with f˜ = fε≥2n . Our main goal is to estimate the measure of “bad” parameter
values Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜), given by (2.32), for which the corresponding diﬀeomor-
phism has an (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic, but not (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic, point
x ∈ BN .
We split the set of all possible almost periodic points of period n into
two classes: essentially (n, γn(C, δ))-simple and essentially non-(n, γn(C, δ))-
simple. Decompose the set of “bad” parameters Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) into two sets
of “bad” parameters with simple and nonsimple almost periodic points that
are not suﬃciently hyperbolic:
Bsimn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) = {	ε ∈ HBN (	r) : f˜ε<2n ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, ρ),(2.35)
f˜ε<2n has an (n, γ
1/ρ
n (C, δ))-periodic, essentially
(n, γn(C, δ))-simple, but not (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic point x}
and
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(2.36)
Bnonn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) = {	ε ∈ HBN (	r) : f˜ε<2n ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, ρ),
f˜ε<2n has an (n, γ
1/ρ
n (C, δ))-periodic, essentially
non-(n, γn(C, δ))-simple, but not (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic point x}.
It is clear that we have
Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) = Bsimn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) ∪Bnonn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜).(2.37)
We shall estimate the measures of the sets of simple orbits Bsimn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) and
nonsimple orbits Bnonn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) separately, but using very similar methods.
Let f˜ε<2n ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, ρ) be a diﬀeomorphism that satisﬁes the Induc-
tive Hypothesis of order n−1 with constants (C, δ, ρ). It turns out that if f˜ε<2n
has an (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic and essentially non-(n, γn(C, δ))-simple point x0,
then the trajectory of x0 has a close return f˜kε<2n(x0) = xk for k < n such that
distance |x0− xk| is much smaller of all the previous |x0− xj |, 1 ≤ j < k. Let
us formulate more precisely what we mean here by “much smaller”.
Deﬁnition 2.4.3. Let g∈Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a diﬀeomorphism and let D> 1
be some number. A point x0 ∈ BN (resp. a trajectory x0, . . . , xn−1 = gn−1(x0)
⊂ BN of length n) has a weak (D,n)-gap at a point xk = gk(x0) if
|xk − x0| ≤ D−n min
0<j≤k−1
|x0 − xj |(2.38)
and there is no m < k such that x0 has a weak (D,n)-gap at xm = gm(x0).
Remark 2.4.4. The term “gap” arises by consideration of the sequence
− log |x0−x1|, − log |x0−x2|, . . . ,− log |x0−xk|. Deﬁnition 2.4.3 implies that
the last term is signiﬁcantly larger then all the previous terms.
Let us show that n should be divisible by k for an almost periodic point of
period n with a weak gap at xk. This feature of a weak gap allows us to treat
almost periodic trajectories of length n with a weak gap at xk as n/k almost
identical parts of length k each.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let g ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a diﬀeomorphism, M1 be an upper
bound on the C1-norm of g and g−1, D > M21 , and let x0 have a weak (D,n)-
gap at xk and |x0 − xn| ≤ |x0 − xk|. Then n is divisible by k.
Sketch of Proof. Denote by gcd(k, n) the greatest common divisor of k
and n. Then using the bound on the C1-norm of g and g−1 for any x, y ∈ BN
we have
M−11 |g−1(x)− g−1(y)| ≤ |x− y| ≤ M1 |g(x)− g(y)|.(2.39)
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Using the Euclidean division algorithm developed in Part II of this paper, one
can show that
|x0 − xgcd(k,n)| ≤ M2n1 D−n min
0<j≤k−1
|x0 − xj |.(2.40)
Since D > M21 , we cannot have gcd(k, n) < k, so n must be divisible by k.
Q.E.D.
In Part II of this paper we prove the following result.
Theorem 2.4.6. Let g ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a diﬀeomorphism for some
ρ > 0 and satisfy the Inductive Hypothesis of order n−1 with constants (C, δ, ρ),
i.e. g ∈ IH(n − 1, C, δ, ρ) and let M1+ρ = max{‖g−1‖C1 , ‖g‖C1+ρ , 21/ρ}, C >
100ρ−1δ−1 logM1+ρ, and D = max{M30/ρ1+ρ , exp (C/100)}. Suppose the diﬀeo-
morphism g has an (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic and essentially non-(n, γn(C, δ))-
simple point x0 ∈ BN . Then either x0 is (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic or x0 has a
weak (D,n)-gap at xk = gk(x0) for some k dividing n and xj is (k, γn(C, δ))-
simple for some j < n.
Remark 2.4.7. As a matter of fact we need a sharper result, but Theorem
2.4.6 is a nice starting point.
Theorem 2.4.6 implies that the set of “bad” parameters with an essentially
nonsimple trajectory can be decomposed into the following ﬁnite union: Deﬁne
the set of parameters with an almost periodic point of period n with a weak
gap at the k-th point of its trajectory.
Bwgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D) = {	ε ∈ HBN (	r) : f˜ε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, ρ),
f˜ε has an (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic, but not
(n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic point x0 with a weak (D,n)-gap at xk = f˜kε (x)}.
(2.41)
Then for D = max{M30/ρ1+ρ , exp(C/100)}, Theorem 2.4.6 gives
Bnonn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) ⊆
(
∪k|nBwgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D)
)
.(2.42)
Combining inclusions (2.35) and (2.42), we have
Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) ⊆ Bsimn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) ∪
(
∪k|nBwgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D)
)
.(2.43)
Thus we need to get estimates on the measures of bad parameters as-
sociated with essentially simple trajectories Bsimn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) and trajectories
with a weak gap Bwgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D), where k divides n. In Chapter 3, we
describe the Discretization method for the 1-dimensional model problem. This
method will allow us to estimate the measure of parameters Bsimn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜)
associated with simple almost periodic points. At the end of Chapter 3, we
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show how using the Discretization method one can estimate the measure of
parameters Bwgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D) associated with almost periodic trajecto-
ries with a weak gap. Loosely speaking, it is because those trajectories have
the simple parts of length k (see the end of Theorem 2.4.6), and hyperbolic-
ity of the simple part of length k enforces hyperbolicity of the trajectories of
length n. See also diagrams (12) and (13) in [GHK].
3. A model problem: C2-smooth maps of the interval I = [−1, 1]
In Section 2.4 we concluded that the key to the proof of Theorem 1.3.9
(which implies the Main Theorem) is to get an estimate of the measure of
“bad” parameters. Recall that the set of “bad” parameters (2.32) consists
of those parameters 	ε ∈ HBN (	r) for which the corresponding diﬀeomorphism
fε : BN ↪→ BN has an almost periodic point x of period n that is not suf-
ﬁciently hyperbolic. In this chapter we present a detailed discussion of C2-
smooth 1-dimensional noninvertible maps (N = 1 and ρ = 1) with a Hilbert
Brick of a “nice” size. This 1-dimensional model gives a useful insight into
the general approach of estimating the measure of “bad” parameters for the
N -dimensional C1+ρ-smooth diﬀeomorphisms and allows us to avoid several
technical complications that will arise in Part II of this paper [K5]. These
complications are outlined in the next chapter.
3.1. Setting up of the model. Let C2(I, I) be the space of C2-smooth maps
of the interval I = [−1, 1] into its interior. Consider a C2-smooth map of the
interval f ∈ C2(I, I) and the family of perturbations of f by analytic functions
represented as their power series
fε(x) = f(x) +
∞∑
k=0
εkx
k.(3.1)
Fix a positive τ > 0. Deﬁne a range of parameters of this family in the
form of a Hilbert Brick
HBst(τ) =
{
{εm}∞m=0 : ∀ m ≥ 0, |εm| <
τ
m!
}
.(3.2)
We call HBst(τ) a Hilbert Brick of standard thickness with width τ . If we
choose τ small enough, then the whole family {fε}ε∈HBst(τ) ⊂ C2(I, I) consists
of C2-smooth maps of the interval I.
Deﬁne the Lebesgue product probability measure, denoted by µstτ , on
the Hilbert Brick of parameters HBst(τ) by normalizing the 1-dimensional
Lebesgue measure along each component to the 1-dimensional Lebesgue prob-
ability measure
µstm,τ =
(m!
2τ
)
Leb1, µ
st
<k,τ = ×k−1m=0 µstm,τ µstτ = ×∞m=0 µstm,τ .(3.3)
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The main result of this chapter is the following 1-dimensional analogue of
Theorem 1.3.9.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let f ∈ C2(I, I) be a C2-smooth map of the interval I
into its interior and let τ > 0 be so small that the family of analytic pertur-
bations {fε}ε∈HBst(τ) ⊂ C2(I, I) consists of C2-smooth maps of the interval I.
Then for any δ > 0 and µstτ -a.e. ε ∈ HBst(τ) there exists C = C(ε, δ) > 0 such
that the number of periodic points Pn(fε) of fε of period n and their minimal
hyperbolicity γn(fε), deﬁned in (1.7), for all n ∈ Z+ satisfy
γn(fε) > exp(−Cn1+δ), Pn(fε) < exp(Cn1+δ).(3.4)
The strategy for the proof of this theorem is the same as the strategy of
the proof of Theorem 1.3.9 described in Chapter 2. Denote the supremum C2
and C1-norms of the family (3.1)
M1 = sup
ε∈HBst(τ)
{‖fε‖C1}, M2 = sup
ε∈HBst(τ)
{‖fε‖C2 ,M1, 2}.(3.5)
By analogy with the direct decomposition of the Hilbert Brick in the
N -dimensional case (2.27), for each positive integer k ∈ Z+ deﬁne the direct
decomposition of the Hilbert Brick of standard thickness HBst(τ)
HBst<k(τ) =
{
{εm}k−1m=0 : ∀ 0 ≤ m < k, |εm| <
τ
m!
}
,(3.6)
HBst≥k(τ) =
{
{εm}∞m=k : ∀ m ≥ k, |εm| <
τ
m!
}
.
We call HBst<k(τ) a (k-dimensional) Brick of standard thickness with width τ .
The product measure µstτ on the whole Hilbert Brick HB
st(τ) induces the mea-
sure of the product of Lebesgue probability µst<k,τ on the k-dimensional Brick
HBst<k(τ).
Fix n ∈ Z+ and consider the n-th stage of the induction over the period
(see the beginning of Chapter 2). Let
f˜(x) = f(x) +
∞∑
k=2n
εkx
k(3.7)
for some {εk}∞k=2n ∈ HBst≥2n(τ), and consider the 2n-parameter family of per-
turbations by polynomials of degree 2n − 1 with coeﬃcients in the brick of
standard thickness HBst<2n(τ),
f˜ε(x) = f˜(x) +
2n−1∑
k=0
εkx
k, ε = (ε0, . . . , ε2n−1) ∈ HBst<2n(τ).(3.8)
The bounds M1 and M2 from (3.5) apply to this subfamily of (3.1).
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Using the Fubini reduction to ﬁnite-dimensional families from Section 2.3
right after (2.31), for the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 it is suﬃcient to estimate the
measure of “bad” parameters in each such family.
To ﬁt the notation of our model we choose a suﬃciently small positive γn
and we introduce sets of all “bad” parameters (compare with (2.32)):
Bn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) = {ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : f˜ε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, 1),(3.9)
f˜ε has an (n, γn)-periodic, but not (n, γn)-hyperbolic point x0},
and deﬁne the sets Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) and B
non
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) of “bad” parameters
with essentially simple (respectively nonsimple) trajectories as in (2.35) and
(2.36):
Bsimn (C, δ, f˜ , γn) = {	ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : f˜ε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, 1),(3.10)
f˜ε has an (n, γn)-periodic, essentially
(n, γn)-simple, but not (n, γn)-hyperbolic point x0},
and
Bnonn (C, δ, f˜ , γn) = {	ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : f˜ε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, 1),(3.11)
f˜ε has an (n, γn)-periodic, essentially
non-(n, γn)-simple, but not (n, γn)-hyperbolic point x0}.
For suﬃciently small γn, e.g., γn ≤ γn(C, δ), similarly to (2.37) we have
the following decomposition,
Bn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) = Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) ∪Bnonn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn).(3.12)
The main result of the next three sections is the following estimate.
Proposition 3.1.2. Let {f˜ε}ε∈HBst<2n(τ) be the family of polynomial per-
turbations (3.8) with bound M2 on the C2-norm. Then with the notation above,
for any C > 2, δ > 0, and τ > 0 and a suﬃciently small positive γn, e.g., γn ≤
γn(C, δ), the following estimate on the measure of parameters associated with
maps f˜ε with an (n, γn)-periodic, essentially (n, γn)-simple, but not (n, γn)-
hyperbolic, point holds:
µst<2n,τ
{
Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn)
} ≤ 62nM6n+12 (n− 1)!τ (2n− 1)!τ γ1/4n .(3.13)
It is clear that for any C > 0 and δ > 0, if γn = exp(−Cn1+δ), then
the right-hand side of (3.13) tends to 0 as n → ∞ superexponentially fast
in n. An estimate on the measure of essentially nonsimple trajectories
µst<2n,τ
{
Bnonn (C, δ, f˜ , γn)
}
is obtained in Section 3.5, Proposition 3.5.1. Appli-
cation of these two propositions and arguments (2.3, 2.4) will prove Theorem
3.1.1. The method of obtaining an estimate for µst<2n,τ
{
Bnonn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn)
}
is
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similar to the one we shall develop now to prove (3.13). See also Sections 3–5
in [GHK] or Section 11 in [GK].
3.2. Decomposition into pseudotrajectories. In this section, we decompose
the set of “bad” parameters Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) for which there exists a simple,
almost periodic, but not suﬃciently hyperbolic trajectory into a ﬁnite union of
sets of “bad” parameters. Each set will be associated with a particular simple,
almost periodic, but not suﬃciently hyperbolic pseudotrajectory. In the next
section we will estimate the measure of “bad” parameters associated with a
particular trajectory, and in the subsequent section we will extend this estimate
to the set of “bad” parameters associated with all possible simple trajectories,
obtaining estimate (3.13).
Fix a suﬃciently small γn > 0 and γ˜n = γnM−2n2 . Consider the 2γ˜n-grid
in the interval I
Iγ˜n = {x ∈ I : ∃k ∈ Z such that x = (2k + 1)γ˜n} ⊂ I.(3.14)
Deﬁnition 3.2.1. We call a k-tuple {xj}k−1j=0 ∈Ikγ˜n a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory as-
sociated to ε (or to the map f˜ε) if for each j = 1, . . . , k − 1 we have
|f˜ε(xj−1)−xj | ≤ γ˜n, and we call it a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory associated to HBst<2n(τ)
(or to the family {f˜ε}ε∈HBst<2n(τ)) if it is associated to some ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ).
A γ˜n-pseudotrajectory x0, . . . , xn−1 of length n associated to some param-
eter ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) for some γ > 0 is
• (n, γ)-periodic if |f˜ε(xn−1)− x0| ≤ γ,
• (n, γ)-simple if ∏n−2j=0 |xn−1 − xj | ≥ γ1/4,
• (n, γ)-hyperbolic if
∣∣∣∏n−1j=0 ∣∣∣(f˜ε)′(xj)∣∣∣− 1∣∣∣ ≥ γ.
Remark 3.2.2. For ﬁxed ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ), each initial point x0 ∈ Iγ˜n gen-
erates a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory x˜0, x˜1, . . . , x˜n−1 of length n as follows. For each
successive k = 1, . . . , n − 1, choose x˜k ∈ Iγ˜n such that |x˜k − fε(x˜k−1)| ≤ γ˜n.
Notice that this choice is unique unless f˜ε(x˜k−1) happens to lie halfway be-
tween two points of Iγ˜n . It may be helpful in understanding the upcoming
arguments to think of each initial point x0 ∈ Iγ˜n as generating a unique γ˜n-
pseudotrajectory for a given fε, though for a measure zero set of ε there are
exceptions to this rule. In fact, for our estimates it is important only that the
number of γ˜n-pseudotrajectories per initial point be bounded by an exponen-
tial function of n, which is true in this case even if there is a choice of two grid
points at each iteration.
We would like to contain the set of “bad” parameters Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) in a
ﬁnite collection of subsets each of “bad” parameters corresponding to a single
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γ˜n-pseudotrajectory
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xn−1)(3.15)
= {ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : {xk}n−1k=0 is a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory associated to
ε and is
(
n,
γn
2
)
-simple and (n,Mn2 γn)-periodic, but not
(n,M3n2 γn)-hyperbolic}.
We introduce the union of all “bad” sets associated with γ˜n-pseudotrajectories
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2) = ∪{x0,...,xn−1}⊂Inγ˜nB
sim,γ˜n
n,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xn−1).(3.16)
Most of the sets in the right-hand side are empty, and one of our goals is to
estimate the number of nonempty ones.
In comparison to the deﬁnition (3.10) of Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn), we increase pe-
riodicity and hyperbolicity for pseudotrajectories and decrease simplicity. This
will allow us to prove that
Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) ⊂ Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2).(3.17)
Intuitively this is true because each trajectory of length n can be approximated
by a pseudotrajectory of length n which has almost the same periodicity, sim-
plicity, and hyperbolicity as the original one. We will make this argument
precise at the end of Section 3.4.
Remark 3.2.3. Unlike Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn), we do not assume in the deﬁnition
(3.15) of Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2) that f˜ε ∈ IH(n−1, C, δ, 1). This is because we only
need the Inductive Hypothesis to estimate the measure of “bad” parameters
in the case of nonsimple trajectories.
Our goal is then to estimate the measure µst<2n,τ
{
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2)
}
in
order to prove Proposition 3.1.2. Loosely speaking, this measure will be esti-
mated in two steps:
Step 1. Estimate the number of diﬀerent γ˜n-pseudotrajectories #n(γ˜n, τ)
associated to HBst<2n(τ);
Step 2. Estimate the measure
µst<2n,τ
{
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xn−1)
} ≤ µn(M2, γn, γ˜n, τ)(3.18)
uniformly for an (n, γn)-simple γ˜n-pseudotrajectory {x0, . . . , xn−1} ∈ Inγ˜n .
Then the product of two numbers #n(γ˜n, τ) and µn(M2, γn, γ˜n, τ) that are
obtained in Steps 1 and 2 gives the required estimate (3.13).
Actually the procedure of estimating µst<2n,τ
{
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2)
}
is a little
more complicated. Based on the deﬁnition (3.15) of the set
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xn−1)
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of parameters ε for which the diﬀeomorphism fε has a prescribed γ˜n-pseudo-
trajectory {x0, . . . , xn−1} ∈ Inγ˜n that is almost periodic and not suﬃciently
hyperbolic, deﬁne a set of parameters ε for which only a part of the γ˜n-
pseudotrajectory {x0, . . . , xm−1} ∈ Imγ˜n is prescribed for fε:
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xm−1) = {ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : there exist(3.19)
xm, . . . , xn−1 ∈ Iγ˜n such that {xj}n−1j=0 is a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory
associated to ε, and ε ∈ Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xn−1)}.
For each m = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 it is clear that
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xm−1) = ∪xm∈Iγ˜nBsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xm).
(3.20)
Inductive application of this formula to the deﬁnition (3.16) yields
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2) = ∪x˜0∈Iγ˜nBsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2; x˜0).(3.21)
The estimate of Step 1 then breaks down as follows:
#n(γ˜n, τ) ≈ # of initialpoints of Iγ˜n
× # of γ˜n-pseudotrajectories
per initial point
.(3.22)
And up to an exponential function of n, the estimate of Step 2 breaks down
as:
µn(M2, γn, γ˜n, τ) ≈
Measure of
periodicity
× Measure of
hyperbolicity
# of γ˜n-pseudotrajectories
per initial point
.(3.23)
(Roughly speaking, the terms in the numerator represent respectively the mea-
sure of parameters for which a given initial point will be (n, γn)-periodic and
the measure of parameters for which a given n-tuple is (n, γn)-hyperbolic; they
correspond to estimates (3.30) and (3.33) in the next section.) Thus after can-
cellation, the estimate of the measure of “bad” set Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) associated
to simple, almost periodic, not suﬃciently hyperbolic trajectories becomes:
Measure of bad
parameters
≤ # of initial
points of Iγ˜n
× Measure of
periodicity
× Measure of
hyperbolicity
.
(3.24)
The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (3.24) is of order γ−1n (up to an
exponential function in n). In Section 3.3, we will show that the second term
is at most of order n!γ3/4n , and the third term is at most of order (2n)!γ
1/2
n , so
that the product on the right-hand side of (3.24) is of order at most n!(2n)!γ1/4n
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(up to an exponential function in n) and is superexponentially small in n.
These bounds use the change of parameter coordinates by Newton interpolation
polynomials that was introduced in Section 2.2, and they do not depend on
whether the parameters are associated with the brick HBst<2n(τ), except in that
we use the bound M2 on the C2 norm of the maps involved.
In Section 3.4, we complete the proof of Proposition 3.1.2 by bounding
the total measure of “bad” parameters for all pseudotrajectories associated
to HBst<2n(τ). Since we use the Fubini/Tonelli theorem in the Newton coor-
dinates u0, . . . , u2n−1, we need to know the maximum range of each of these
parameters in the image of HBst<2n(τ) under this coordinate change. In the
“Distortion Lemma”, we show that the image of HBst<2n(τ) is contained in a
brick 3 times as large in each direction. Then, in the “Collection Lemma”, we
show in eﬀect that the cancellation in going from (3.22) and (3.23) to (3.24)
is valid. In fact, the number of γ˜n-pseudotrajectories for a given initial point
may depend signiﬁcantly on the initial point, and we do not bound it explic-
itly. Rather, we show that in the decomposition (3.21), the measure of each
term Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2; x˜0) is bounded (up to a factor exponential in n) by
the product of the “measure of periodicity” and “measure of hyperbolicity”
derived in Section 3.3, thus yielding a ﬁnal estimate of the form (3.24).
3.3. Application of Newton interpolation polynomials to estimate the mea-
sure of “bad” parameters for a single trajectory. In this section we ﬁx an
n-tuple of points {xj}n−1j=0 ∈ In, denoted by Xn, and estimate the measure of
“bad” parameters Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xn−1)
}
associated with this partic-
ular trajectory. See also Section 4 in [GHK]. Recall that γ˜n = M−2n2 γn.
Problem 3.3.1. Estimate the measure of ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) for which the
n-tuple {xj}n−1j=0 is
(3.25)
A) a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory, i.e., |f˜ε(xj)− xj+1| ≤ γ˜n for j = 0, . . . , n− 2;
B) (n, γn)-periodic, i.e., |f˜ε(xn−1)− x0| ≤ γn; and
C) not (n, γn)-hyperbolic, i.e.,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∏
j=0
|(fε)′(xj)| − 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ γn.
Recall the deﬁnitions and notation of Sections 2.2 and 2.3. In particular,
W<2n,1 is the space of polynomials of degree 2n − 1 with the standard basis
{xm}2n−1m=0 . The measure µst<2n,τ deﬁned on the brick HBst<2n(τ) ∈ W<2n,1 by
(3.3) extends naturally to W<2n,1 using the same formulas. Denote by W
u,Xn
<2n,1
the same space of polynomials of degree 2n − 1, but with the Newton basis
(2.26). Lemma 2.2.2 implies that the Newton Map L1Xn : W<2n,1 → W
u,Xn
<2n,1
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deﬁned by (2.24) preserves the measure µst<2n,τ . In other words, the deﬁnition
(3.3) produces the same measure whether the standard basis or Newton basis
is used.
Now we will estimate the measure of “bad” parameters for a particular
trajectory using the Newton basis, without regard (except in the ﬁnal hyper-
bolicity estimate) to whether the parameters u = (u0, u1, . . . , u2n−1) lie in
the image L1Xn(HBst<2n(τ)) of the brick we are concerned with. For a ﬁxed
n-tuple of points Xn = {xj}n−1j=0 , consider the Newton family of polynomial
perturbations
f˜u,Xn(x) = f˜(x) +
2n−1∑
m=0
um
m−1∏
j=0
(x− xj (mod n)).(3.26)
Notice that in (2.17) and Figure 2.2, the image f˜u,Xn(x0) of x0 is inde-
pendent of uk for all k > 0. Therefore, the position of f˜u,Xn(x0) depends only
on u0. Recall that µstm,τ is 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure scaled by m!/(2τ).
This gives
µst0,τ
{
u0 :
∣∣∣f˜u,Xn(x0)− x1∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣f˜(x0) + u0 − x1∣∣∣ ≤ γ˜n} ≤ 0!2τ 2γ˜n = 0! γ˜nτ .
(3.27)
Fix u0. Similarly, the position of f˜u(x1) depends only on u1 (see (2.17) and
Figure 2.2). Thus, we have
µst1,τ
{
u1 :
∣∣∣f˜u,Xn(x1)− x2∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣f˜(x1) + u0 + u1(x1 − x0)− x2∣∣∣ ≤ γ˜n}(3.28)
≤ 1! γ˜n
τ |x1 − x0| .
Inductively for k = 2, . . . , n − 1, ﬁx u0, . . . , uk−1. Then the position of
f˜u,Xn(xk) depends only on uk. Moreover, for k = 2, . . . , n− 2,
(3.29)
µstk,τ
{
uk :
∣∣∣f˜u,Xn(xk)− xk+1∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣f˜(xk) +
k∑
m=0
um
m−1∏
j=0
(xk − xj)− xk+1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ γ˜n
}
≤ k!
τ
γ˜n∏k−1
j=0 |xk − xj |
,
and for k = n− 1,
µstn−1,τ
{
un−1 :
∣∣∣f˜u,Xn(xn−1)− x0∣∣∣ ≤ γn} ≤ (n− 1)!τ γn∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj |
.
(3.30)
In particular, the parameter un−1 is responsible for (n, γn)-periodicity of the
n-tuple Xn. Formula (3.30) estimates the “measure of periodicity” discussed
in the previous section.
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Choose u0, . . . , un−1 so that the n-tuple Xn is a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory and
is (n, γn)-periodic. Notice that parameters un, un+1, . . . , u2n−1 do not change
the γ˜n-pseudotrajectory {xk}n−1k=0 . Fix now parameters u0, . . . , u2n−2 and vary
only u2n−1. Then for any C1-smooth map g : I → I, consider the 1-parameter
family
gu2n−1(x) = g(x) + (x− xn−1)
n−2∏
j=0
(x− xj)2.(3.31)
Since the corresponding monomial (x− xn−1)
∏n−2
j=0 (x− xj)2 has zeroes of the
second order at all points xk, except the last one xn−1,
n−1∏
j=0
(gu2n−1)
′(xj) =
g′(xn−1) + u2n−1 n−2∏
j=0
|xn−1 − xj |2
 n−2∏
j=0
g′(xj).(3.32)
To get the ﬁnal estimate, we use the fact that we are interested only in
maps from the family {f˜ε}ε∈HBst<2n(τ). Therefore, |f˜ ′u,Xn(xn−1)| ≤ M1 ≤ M2.
For condition (C) of (3.25) to hold,
∣∣∣∏n−1j=0 f˜ ′u,Xn(xj)∣∣∣ must lie in [1−γn, 1+γn].
If this occurs for any u2n−1 = ε2n−1 ∈ HBst2n(τ), then
∣∣∣∏n−2j=0 f˜ ′u,Xn(xj)∣∣∣ ≥
(1 − γn)/M2 for all u2n−1, because this product does not depend on u2n−1.
Using (3.32) and the fact that 1− γn ≥ 1/2, we get
(3.33)
µst2n−1,τ
u2n−1 :
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∏
j=0
|(f˜u,Xn)′(xj)| − 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ γn

≤ 2M2 (2n− 1)!2τ
4γn∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj |2
= 4M2
(2n− 1)!
τ
γn∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj |2
.
This formula estimates the “measure of hyperbolicity” discussed in the previous
section.
By Lemma 2.2.2, we can combine all these estimates and get
(3.34)
µst<n,τ × µst2n−1,τ{(u0, . . . , un−1, u2n−1) ∈ W u,Xn<n,1 ×W u,Xn2n−1,1 :
f˜u,Xn satisﬁes conditions (3.25) and ‖f˜u,Xn‖C2 ≤ M2}
≤ 4M2 (n− 1)! γn
τ
∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj |
(2n− 1)! γn
τ
∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj |2
n−2∏
m=0
m! γ˜n
τ
∏m−1
j=0 |xm − xj |
,
where the spaces W u,Xn<n,1 and W
u,Xn
2n−1,1 are as discussed in the beginning of this
section. This estimate corresponds loosely to (3.23) in the previous section.
The ﬁnal term is an upper bound on measure of parameters for which Xn is
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a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory for fu,Xn . Roughly speaking, since almost every initial
point x0 has exactly one γ˜n-pseudotrajectory Xn ∈ Inγ˜n for each set of param-
eters, and the total measure of parameters in HBst<2n(τ) is 1, the sum over
all γ˜n-pseudotrajectories Xn associated to x0 and HBst<2n(τ) of the parameter
measure associated with Xn should be 1. Thus the ﬁnal term on the right-hand
side of (3.34) also represents an upper bound on the inverse of the number of
γ˜n-pseudotrajectories per initial point, which appears in (3.23). However, we
need the upper bound to be sharp in order to cancel this term with that in
(3.22), and the heuristic explanation of this paragraph is complicated by the
fact that the parametrization we are using depends on the γ˜n-pseudotrajectory
Xn. These challenges will be resolved in the Collection Lemma of the next
section.
3.4. The Distortion and Collection Lemmas. (See also Section 5 in
[GHK].) In this section we formulate the Distortion Lemma for the Newton
map L1Xn , and complete the estimate of the measure of all “bad” parameters
with a simple, almost periodic, but not suﬃciently hyperbolic trajectory (3.13),
by collecting all possible “bad” pseudotrajectories (see the Collection Lemma
below).
Consider an ordered n-tuple of points Xn = {xj}n−1j=0 ∈ In and the Newton
map L1Xn : W<2n,1 → W
u,Xn
<2n,1, deﬁned by (2.24). We now estimate the distor-
tion of the Newton map L1Xn as the map from the standard basis {εk}2n−1k=0 in
W<2n,1 to the Newton basis {uk}2n−1k=0 in W u,Xn<2n,1. It helps to have in mind the
following picture characterizing the distortion of the Newton map.
ε0
ε2k−1
u0
u2k−1
L1Xn
Figure 3.1: Distortion by the Newton map
The Distortion Lemma. Let Xn = {xj}n−1j=0 ∈ In be an ordered n-tuple
of points in the interval I = [−1, 1] and L1Xn : W<2n,1 → W
u,Xn
<2n,1 be the Newton
map, deﬁned by (2.24). Then the image of the Brick of standard thickness
HBst<2n(τ) with width τ > 0 is contained in the Brick of standard thickness
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HBst<2n(3τ) with width 3τ :
L1Xn(HBst<2n(τ)) ⊂ HBst<2n(3τ) ⊂ W u,Xn<2n,1.(3.35)
In other words, independently of the choice of an n-tuple {xj}n−1j=0 ∈ In for any
0 ≤ m < 2n, the coeﬃcient um has at most the range of values |um| ≤ 3τm! in
the image L1Xn(HBst<2n(τ)).
Remark 3.4.1. For this lemma, the sides of the Brick HBst<2n(τ) have to
decay at least as fast as a factorial in the order of the side, i.e., rn ≤ τn! for some
τ > 0. If the sides of a Brick under investigation decay, say, as an exponential
function, i.e., rn = exp(−Kn) for some K > 0, then the Distortion Lemma
fails and there is no uniform estimate on distortion. In terms of formula (2.24),
if the range of values of εk does not decay fast enough with k, then um depends
signiﬁcantly on εk with k much larger than m.
Proof. Recall that for {εm}2n−1m=0 ∈ HBst<2n(τ), for each m, that |εm| ≤
τ/m!. By deﬁnition (2.24) of the Newton map L1Xn ,
um = εm +
2n−1∑
k=m+1
εkpk,m(x0, . . . , xm (mod n)),(3.36)
where pk,m is the homogeneous polynomial of degree k −m deﬁned by (2.22).
Notice that every monomial of pk,m is uniformly bounded by 1, provided all
points {xj}n−1j=0 are bounded in absolute value by 1. Therefore, |pk,m| is uni-
formly bounded by the number of its monomials
(
k
m
)
. This implies that
|um| ≤ |εm|+
2n−1∑
k=m+1
|εk|
(
k
m
)
≤ τ
m!
(
1 +
2n−1∑
k=m+1
1
(k −m)!
)
≤ 3τ
m!
.(3.37)
This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.
For a given n-tuple Xn = {xj}n−1j=0 ∈ In, the parallelepiped
Pst<2n,Xn(τ) = L1Xn(HBst<2n(τ)) ⊂ W u,Xn<2n,1(3.38)
is the set of parameters (u0, . . . , u2n−1) that correspond to parameters
(ε0, . . . , ε2n−1) ∈ HBst<2n(τ). In other words, these are the Newton param-
eters allowed by the family (3.8) for the n-tuple Xn. We already knew by
Lemma 2.2.2 that Pst<2n,Xn(τ) has the same volume as HBst<2n(τ), but the Dis-
tortion Lemma tells us in addition that the projection of Pst<2n,Xn(τ) onto any
coordinate axis is at most a factor of 3 longer than the projection of HBst<2n(τ).
Let Xm = {xj}m−1j=0 be the m-tuple of ﬁrst m points of the n-tuple Xn.
We now consider which Newton parameters are allowed by the family (3.8)
when Xm is ﬁxed but xm, . . . , xn−1 are arbitrary. Since we will only be using
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the deﬁnitions below for discretized n-tuples Xn ∈ Inγ˜n , we consider only the
(ﬁnite number of) possibilities xm, . . . , xn−1 ∈ Iγ˜n . Let
πu,Xn<2n,≤m : W
u,Xn
<2n,1 → W u,Xm≤m,1 and πu,Xn<2n,m : W u,Xn<2n,1 → W u,Xmm,1
be the natural projections onto the space W u,Xm≤m,1  Rm of polynomials of
degree m and the space W u,Xmm,1  R of homogeneous polynomials of degree m
respectively. Denote the unions over all xm, . . . , xn−1 ∈ Iγ˜n of the images of
Pst<2n,Xn(τ) under the respective projections π
u,Xm
<2n,≤m and π
u,Xn
<2n,m by
Pst<2n,≤m,Xm(τ) =∪xm,... ,xn−1∈Iγ˜n πu,Xn<2n,≤m(Pst<2n,Xn(τ)) ⊂ W u,Xm≤m,1 ,(3.39)
Pst<2n,m,Xm(τ) =∪xm,... ,xn−1∈Iγ˜n πu,Xn<2n,m(Pst<2n,Xn(τ)) ⊂ W u,Xmm,1 .
For each m < n, the set Pst<2n,≤m,Xm(τ) is a polyhedron and Pst<2n,m,Xm(τ) is
a segment of length at most 6τ/m! by the Distortion Lemma. Both depend
only on the m-tuple Xm and width τ . The set Pst<2n,≤m,Xm(τ) consists of all
Newton parameters {uj}mj=0 ∈ W u,Xmm,1 that are allowed by the family (3.8) for
the m-tuple Xm.
For each m < n, we introduce the family of diﬀeomorphisms
f˜u(m),Xm(x) = f˜(x) +
m∑
s=0
us
s−1∏
j=0
(x− xj),(3.40)
where u(m) = (u0, . . . , um) ∈ Pst<2n,≤m,Xm(τ). For each possible continuation
Xn of Xm, the family f˜u(m),Xm includes the subfamily of f˜u,Xn (with u ∈
Pst<2n,Xn(τ)) corresponding to um+1 = um+2 = · · · = u2n−1 = 0. However, the
action of f˜u,Xn on x0, . . . , xm does not depend on um+1, . . . , u2n−1, and so for
these points the family f˜u(m),Xm is representative of the entire family f˜u,Xn .
This motivates the deﬁnition
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤m,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xm−1, xm, xm+1)(3.41)
=
{
u(m) ∈ Pst<2n,≤m,Xm(τ) ⊂ W u,Xm≤m,1 :
|f˜u(m),Xm(xj−1)− xj | ≤ γ˜n for j = 1, . . . ,m + 1
}
.
The set T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤m,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xm−1, xm, xm+1) represents the set of Newton pa-
rameters u(m)=(u0, . . . , um) allowed by the family (3.8) for which x0, . . . , xm+1
is a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory of f˜u(m),Xm (and hence of f˜u,Xn for all valid extensions
u and Xn of u(m) and Xm).
In the following lemma, we collect all possible γ˜n-pseudotrajectories and
estimates of “bad” measure corresponding to those γ˜n-pseudotrajectories.
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The Collection Lemma. With notation above, for all x0 ∈ Iγ˜n , the
measure of the “bad” parameters satisﬁes
µst<2n,τ
{
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0)
} ≤ 62nM4n+12 (n− 1)!τ (2n− 1)!τ γ5/4n .(3.42)
Remark 3.4.2. Figure 3 in [GHK] is a good illustration of the proof below.
Proof of the Collection Lemma. We prove by backward induction on m
that for x0, . . . , xm ∈ Iγ˜n ,
(3.43)
µst<2n,τ
{
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xm)
}
≤ 62n−mM4n+12
(n− 1)!
τ
(2n− 1)!
τ
µst<m,τ
{
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤m−1,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xm)
}
γ5/4n ,
resulting when m = 0 in (3.42).
Consider the case m = n − 1. Fix an (n, γn/2)-simple n-tuple Xn =
{xj}n−1j=0 ∈ Inγ˜n . Using formulas (3.30) and (3.33), we get
(3.44) µstn−1,τ{un−1 :
∣∣∣f˜u,Xn(xn−1)− x0∣∣∣ ≤ Mn2 γn}
≤ (n− 1)!
τ
Mn2 γn∏n−2
m=0 |xn−1 − xm|
≤ 2
1/4Mn2 (n− 1)!
τ
γ3/4n
and
(3.45) µst2n−1,τ{u2n−1 :
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∏
j=0
|(f˜u,Xn)′(xj)| − 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ M3n2 γn}
≤ 4M2 (2n− 1)!
τ
M3n2 γn∏n−2
m=0 |xn−1 − xm|2
≤ 2
5/2M3n+12 (2n− 1)!
τ
γ1/2n .
The Fubini theorem, Lemma 2.2.2, and the deﬁnition of the product measure
µst<2n,τ imply that
(3.46)
µst<2n,τ
{
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2;x0, . . . , xn−1)
}
≤ µst<n−1,τ
{
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤n−2,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xn−1)
}
×µstn−1,τ
{
un−1 :
∣∣∣f˜u,Xn(xn−1)− x0∣∣∣ ≤ Mn2 γn}× 2n−2∏
s=n
µsts,τ{Pst<2n,s,Xn(τ)}
×µst2n−1,τ
{
u2n−1 :
∣∣∣n−1∏
j=0
|(fu,Xn)′(xj)| − 1
∣∣∣ ≤ M3n2 γn}
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≤ 211/43n−1M4n+12
(n− 1)!
τ
(2n− 1)!
τ
×µst<n−1,τ
{
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤n−2,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xn−1)
}
γ5/4n .
The last inequality follows from the Distortion Lemma, which says that for
each s = n, n + 1, . . . , 2n− 2
µsts,τ{Pst<2n,s,Xn(τ)} ≤ 3.(3.47)
Since 211/43n−1 < 6n+1, this yields the required estimate (3.43) for m = n− 1.
Suppose now that for m + 1, (3.43) is true and we would like to prove it
for m. Denote by G1,γ˜n<2n,m,τ (f˜ , u(m−1);x0, . . . , xm) ⊂ Iγ˜n the set of points xm+1
of the 2γ˜n-grid Iγ˜n such that the (m + 2)-tuple x0, . . . , xm+1 is a
γ˜n-pseudotrajectory associated to some extension u(m) ∈ Pst<2n,≤m,Xm(τ) of
u(m − 1). In other words, G1,γ˜n<2n,m,τ (f˜ , u(m − 1);x0, . . . , xm) is the set of all
possible continuations of the γ˜n-pseudotrajectory x0, . . . , xm using all possible
Newton parameters um allowed by the family (3.8).
Now if x0, . . . , xm is a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory associated to u(m) = (u0,
. . . , um), then at most two values of xm+1 ∈ Iγ˜n are within γ˜n of f˜u(m),Xm(xm).
Thus for ﬁxed u(m − 1) = (u0, . . . , um−1) ∈ Pst<2n,≤m−1,Xn(τ), each value of
um ∈ Pst<2n,m,Xn(τ) corresponds to at most two points in
G1,γ˜n<2n,m,τ (f˜ , u(m− 1);x0, . . . , xm).
It follows that
(3.48)
∑
xm+1∈G1,γ˜n<2n,m,τ (f˜ ,u(m−1);x0,...,xm)
µst≤m,τ
{
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤m,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xm+1)
}
≤ 2 µstm,τ{Pst<2n,m,Xn(τ)} µst≤m−1,τ
{
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤m−1,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xm)
}
.
The Distortion Lemma then implies that
(3.49)
∑
xm+1∈G1,γ˜n<2n,m,τ (f˜ ,u(m−1);x0,...,xm)
µst≤m,τ
{
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤m,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xm+1)
}
≤ 6 µst≤m−1,τ
{
T 1,γ˜n<2n,≤m−1,τ (f˜ ;x0, . . . , xm)
}
.
Inductive application of this formula completes the proof of the Collection
Lemma. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 3.1.2. The number of starting points x˜0 ⊂ Iγ˜n for
a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory equals 1/γ˜n. Therefore, multiplying the estimate (3.42)
by 1/γ˜n = M2n2 /γn and using (3.21) we get
µst<2n,τ
{
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2)
} ≤ 62nM6n+12 (n− 1)!τ (2n− 1)!τ γ1/4n .(3.50)
To prove the required inequality (3.13), it remains only to prove (3.17).
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If a parameter ε belongs to Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn), then ε is associated with an
essentially (n, γn)-simple, (n, γn)-periodic, and not (n, γn)-hyperbolic trajec-
tory {xk = fkε (x0)}n−1k=0 . Our goal is to show that ε ∈ Bsimn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2); recall
the deﬁnitions (3.15) and (3.16).
The bound M2 on the C2-norm of f˜ε implies that for all x, y ∈ I we have
|f˜ε(x) − f˜ε(y)| < M2|x − y|. Essential simplicity of the trajectory {xm}n−1m=0
implies that for some j < n, the shifted trajectory {xj+m = f˜ j+mε (x0)}n−1m=0
is (n, γn)-simple and (n,M
j
2γn)-periodic. We approximate the shifted trajec-
tory {xj+m}n−1m=0 by a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory {x˜j+m}n−1m=0 ∈ Inγ˜n associated to the
(ﬁxed above) parameter ε. Consider the γ˜n-pseudotrajectory {x˜j+m}n−1m=0 ∈ Inγ˜n
starting at x˜j . Choose x˜j such that |xj − x˜j | ≤ γ˜n and choose x˜j+1 such that
|f˜ε(x˜j)− x˜j+1| ≤ γ˜n. Then
|xj+1 − x˜j+1| ≤ |f˜ε(xj)− f˜ε(x˜j)|+ |f˜ε(x˜j)− x˜j+1|(3.51)
≤ (M2 + 1)γ˜n = M
2
2 − 1
M2 − 1 γ˜n.
By induction on m, choosing x˜j+m such that |f˜ε(x˜j+m−1) − x˜j+m| ≤ γ˜n, we
have
|xj+m − x˜j+m| ≤ |f˜ε(xj+m−1)− f˜ε(x˜j+m−1)|+ |f˜ε(x˜j+m−1)− x˜j+m|(3.52)
≤ M
m+1
2 − 1
M2 − 1 γ˜n.
Using this estimate with m = n− 1, we have
|f˜ε(x˜j+n−1)− x˜j | ≤ |f˜ε(x˜j+n−1)− f˜ε(xj+n−1)|(3.53)
+ |f˜ε(xj+n−1)− xj |+ |xj − x˜j | ≤Mn+12 γ˜n + Mn−12 γn ≤ Mn2 γn.
So, the γ˜n-pseudotrajectory {x˜j+m}n−1m=0 is (n,Mn2 γn)-periodic.
Next, since {xj+m}n−1m=0 is (n, γn)-simple, this means
n−2∏
m=0
|xj+n−1 − xj+m| ≥ γ1/4n .
Each term in the product must then be at least 2−(n−2)γ1/4n . For m ≤ n−1, we
have already shown that |xj+m − x˜j+m| ≤ Mn2 γ˜n. Then since γ˜n = M−2n2 γn,
|x˜j+n−1 − x˜j+m| ≥ |xj+n−1 − xj+m| − 2Mn2 γ˜n(3.54)
≥ 2
−(n−2)γ1/4n − 2Mn2 γ˜n
2−(n−2)γ1/4n
|xj+n−1 − xj+m|
= (1− 2n−1M−n2 γ3/4n )|xj+n−1 − xj+m|
≥ (1− γ3/4n )|xj+n−1 − xj+m|.
Because γn ≤ γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn1+δ) with C > 2, a simple calculation
shows that (1 − γ3/4n )n−1 ≥ 2−1/4. Then taking the product of (3.54) over
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m = 0, 1, . . . , n−2 proves that the approximating pseudotrajectory {x˜j+m}n−1m=0
is (n, γn/2)-simple.
Now consider the diﬀerence of derivatives∣∣∣∣∣
n−j−1∏
m=0
f˜ ′ε(x˜j+m)
j−1∏
m=0
f˜ ′ε(x˜n+m)−
n−1∏
m=0
f˜ ′ε(xm)
∣∣∣∣∣ .(3.55)
Since ‖f˜‖C2 ≤ M2, for 0 ≤ m ≤ n− j − 1,
|f˜ ′ε(x˜j+m)− f˜ ′ε(xj+m)| ≤ M2|x˜j+m − xj+m| ≤ Mn+12 γ˜n ≤ γn(3.56)
and for 0 ≤ m ≤ j − 1,
(3.57)
|f˜ ′ε(x˜n+m)− f˜ ′ε(xm)| ≤M2|x˜n+m − xm| ≤ M2(|x˜n+m − xn+m|+ |xn+m − xm|)
≤M2n2 γ˜n + Mn2 γn ≤ 2Mn2 γn.
Then when |f˜ ′ε(x)| ≤ M2 for all x ∈ I, we get that the diﬀerence of deriva-
tives (3.55) is bounded by 2nM2n−12 γn ≤ M3n−12 γn. Therefore, if the ini-
tial exact trajectory {xk}n−1j=0 is not (n, γn)-hyperbolic, then the pseudotra-
jectory is not (n,M3n2 γn)-hyperbolic, and the parameter ε belongs to the set
Bsim,γ˜nn,τ (f˜ , γn,M2). Q.E.D.
3.5. Discretization method for trajectories with a gap. Recall that we
consider the C2-smooth 1-dimensional model, deﬁned in Section 3.1. Our
goal is to estimate the measure of the set (3.9) of all “bad” parameter val-
ues Bn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn). This set belongs to the union (3.12) of “bad” parameter
values Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) and B
non
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) associated with essentially simple
and essentially nonsimple almost periodic points. In the last three sections,
we developed the Discretization Method and estimated the measure of the
set Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) associated with essentially simple, almost periodic tra-
jectories (3.13). In this and the next section, we consider “bad” parameters
Bnonn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) associated with essentially nonsimple, almost periodic trajec-
tories (3.11) and get an estimate on the measure of this set.
It is helpful to read Section 6 in [GHK] and have in mind Figure 4 there
while reading this section.
Proposition 3.5.1. Let {f˜ε}ε∈HBst<2n(τ) be the family of polynomial per-
turbations (3.8) and M2 be an upper bound on the C2-norm of the family. Then
with the notation above, for any δ > 0, C > 100δ−1 logM2, τ > 0 and a suﬃ-
ciently small positive γn, e.g., γn ≤ γn(C, δ), there exists the following estimate
on the measure of parameters associated with maps f˜ε with an (n, γn)-periodic,
essentially non-(n, γn)-simple, but not (n, γn)-hyperbolic point :
µst<2n,τ
{
Bnonn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn)
} ≤ 128n1+δ 62n M10n+12 exp(−Cn log2 n/200).(3.58)
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Remark 3.5.2. Though we have stated Proposition 3.5.1 only for the C2
case in R, we will make our upcoming deﬁnitions for the general C1+ρ case in
RN so that they may be used later. For the time being, the reader may keep
in mind the case ρ = N = 1. The scheme of the proof of this proposition is in
Section 3.5.2.
According to the decomposition (2.42), the set Bnonn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) of param-
eters associated with essentially nonsimple trajectories can be decomposed into
a ﬁnite union of sets of parameters with a trajectory that has a weak gap. This
decomposition follows from Theorem 2.4.6 which needs improvement. Let us
sharpen Deﬁnition 2.4.3 of a weak gap for almost periodic trajectories.
Deﬁnition 3.5.3. Let g ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a C1+ρ-smooth diﬀeomorphism
of the ball BN (respectively g ∈ C1+ρ(I, I) be a C1+ρ-smooth map of the in-
terval I) and let 	r = {rk}∞k=0 be a nonincreasing sequence of sizes of the Brick
HBN (	r) that tend to zero, and D > 2 be some number. A point x0 ∈ BN
(respectively x0 ∈ I) or a trajectory x0, . . . , xn−1 = gn−1(x0) in BN (respec-
tively I) of length n has a (D,n, r2k)-gap at a point xk = gk(x0) if
(3.59) |xk − x0|
≤ min
{
D−n log2 n min
0<j≤k−1
|x0 − xj |, r4(N+N
2)
2k ,
k−2∏
j=0
|xk−1 − xj |4(N+2)
 .
In the case of the model when rk = τk! , we denote a (D,n, r2k)-gap by a
(D,n, τ)-gap.
This deﬁnition is designed to ﬁt the induction over the period n outlined
in Chapter 2. Recall that the ﬁrst term in the minimum (3.59) corresponds to
Deﬁnition 2.4.3 of a weak (D,n)-gap. For D = M30/ρ1+ρ , if a trajectory {xj}n−1j=0 is
(n, |xk−x0|)-periodic and has a weak (D,n)-gap at xk, then by Lemma 2.4.5 the
fraction p = n/k is an integer, and one can split the trajectory of length n into
p almost identical parts of length k each. Then by perturbing the linearization
dgku(x0) at xk−1 using the family gu(x) = g(x) + u(x − xk−1)
∏k−2
j=0(x − xj)2,
one can reach suﬃcient hyperbolicity for dgku(x0). Moreover, the ﬁrst and the
third terms in the minimum (3.59) allow us to extract suﬃcient hyperbolicity
of dgnu(x0) from suﬃcient hyperbolicity of dg
k
u(x0). Roughly, this is because
we have dgnu(x0) ≈
(
dgku(x0)
)p.
The second and the third terms guarantee that with respect to the nor-
malized Lebesgue measure µNr , “bad” parameters occupy a small measure set;
loosely speaking, they counteract terms like (2n−1)!/τ and ∏n−2j=0 |xn−1−xj |−1
in (3.30) and (3.33).
Recall that in our notation, γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn1+δ) for each n ∈ Z+.
Notice that we use both γk(C, δ) and γn(C, δ) in the deﬁnition below.
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Deﬁnition 3.5.4. Let g ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a C1+ρ-smooth diﬀeomorphism
of the ball BN (respectively g ∈ C1+ρ(I, I) be a C1+ρ-smooth map of the
interval I) for some ρ > 0. Let also C > 0, δ > 0 and k < n be positive
integers. We say that a point x0 has a (k, n, C, δ, ρ)-leading saddle if |x0−xk| ≤
n−1/ργ4N/ρk (C, δ). Also if x0 is (n, γ
1/ρ
n (C, δ))-periodic, we say that x0 has no
(n,C, δ, ρ)-leading saddles if for all k < n we have that x0 has no (k, n, C, δ, ρ)-
leading saddles.
Lemma 3.5.5. Let a C1+ρ-smooth diﬀeomorphism (respectively C1+ρ-
smooth map) g satisfy the Inductive Hypothesis of some order n− 1 with some
constants ρ > 0, C > 30ρ−1 logM1+ρ, and δ > 0, i.e., g ∈ IH(n − 1, C, δ, ρ).
Assume that g has a point x0 ∈ BN (respectively x ∈ I) that has a (k, n, C, δ, ρ)-
leading saddle. Then there is a periodic point x∗ = gk(x∗) of period k such that
|x∗ − x0| ≤ 2n−1/ργ3N/ρk (C, δ). Moreover, by the Inductive Hypothesis, x∗ is
(k, γk(C, δ))-hyperbolic.
This lemma follows from a lemma in Part II of this paper [K5] that is
used to prove Theorem 2.4.6 and the Shift Theorem below. It turns out that
Theorem 2.4.6 can be improved to
The Shift Theorem. Let g ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a C1+ρ-smooth diﬀeo-
morphism (respectively g ∈ C1+ρ(I, I) be a C1+ρ-smooth map of the interval I)
with some ρ > 0, M1+ρ = max{‖g−1‖C1 , ‖g‖C1+ρ , 21/ρ}, and let 	r = {rk}∞k=0
be an admissible sequence (see Deﬁnition 1.3.1). Assume that g satisﬁes the
Inductive Hypothesis of some order n − 1 with some constants δ > 0, ρ > 0,
and C > 100ρ−1δ−1 logM1+ρ, i.e., g ∈ IH(n − 1, C, δ, ρ). If a point x0 ∈ BN
(respectively x0 ∈ I) is (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic, then either x0 is (n, γn(C, δ))-
hyperbolic, or for some j < n log2 n the point xj = gj(x0) has no (n,C, δ, ρ)-
leading saddles.
Moreover, if x0 has no (n,C, δ, ρ)-leading saddles, then either it is
(n, γn(C, δ))-simple or it is (k, γn(C, δ))-simple and has a (D,n, r2k)-gap at
xk for some k dividing n and D = max{M30/ρ1+ρ , exp(C/100)}.
Remark 3.5.6. The Shift Theorem is the key for splitting all almost peri-
odic trajectories of period n into groups and is the main reason why the esti-
mate on the number of periodic points is exp(Cn1+δ), not, say, exp(Cn log n).
In view of the importance of the theorem, we present an outline of its proof.
Outline of the proof of the Shift Theorem. Let x0 be (n, γ
1/ρ
n (C, δ))-periodic.
• If x0 has a (k, n, C, δ, ρ)-leading saddle, then by Lemma 3.5.5 there is
a periodic point x∗ = gk(x∗) such that |x0 − x∗| ≤ 2n−1/ργ3N/ρk (C, δ), and
by the Inductive Hypothesis x∗ is (k, γk(C, δ))-hyperbolic. If xpk remains in
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the 2n−1/ργ3N/ρk (C, δ)-neighborhood of x
∗ for 1 ≤ p < n/k, then the approx-
imation dfn(x0) ≈ dfn(x∗) = (dfk(x∗))n/k is good enough to extract from
(k, γk(C, δ))-hyperbolicity of x∗ suﬃcient hyperbolicity of dfn(x0). (If n/k is
not an integer, we use a similar argument with k replaced by gcd(n, k); the
Euclidean Algorithm in Part II of this paper [K5] shows that x0 is almost
gcd(n, k)-periodic.)
• If x0 has a (k, n, C, δ, ρ)-leading saddle, but xpk leaves the
2n−1/ργ3N/ρk (C, δ)-neighborhood of x
∗ for some p < n/k, then we show (choos-
ing the smallest k and then the smallest p with these properties) that xpk has
no (k′, n, C, δ, ρ)-leading saddles for k′ < 2k. If xpk has a (k′, n, C, δ, ρ)-leading
saddle for some k′ ≥ 2k, then we proceed inductively. Either we can bound the
hyperbolicity of dfn(xpk) suﬃciently well to conclude that x0 is (n, γn(C, δ))-
hyperbolic (because xpk is still quite close to x0), or with a further shift we can
eliminate all leading saddles of period less than 2k′. Thus, either we prove the
necessary hyperbolicity at some step of the induction, or after at most log2 n
shifts of at most n > pk iterates per shift we eliminate all (n,C, δ, ρ)-leading
saddles.
• If we cannot prove (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolicity of x0 using the arguments
above, then for some j < n log2 n we have that xj = x˜0 has no (n,C, δ, ρ)-
leading saddles. Notice that x˜0 is a (n,M
n log2 n
1+ρ γ
1/ρ
n (C, δ))-periodic point. Put
D = max{M30/ρ1+ρ , exp(C/100)}. It turns out that x˜0 can have at most N weak
(D,n)-gaps at x˜k1 , . . . , x˜ks for k1 < · · · < ks < n, s ≤ N . The reason is that
each weak (D,n)-gap x˜kj after the ﬁrst one at k1 implies that the linearization
dfk1(x˜0) has an almost eigenvalue that is a kj/k1-root of unity, and the same
is true for ks+1 = n. (The Euclidean Algorithm from Part II of this paper [K5]
implies that kj is divisible by kj−1 for all j.) Heuristically, this follows from
replacing fk1 in a neighborhood of x˜0 by its linearization, and observing that
its (kj/k1)-th iteration nearly ﬁxes (x˜k1 − x˜0).
• One can prove that for all k < n, if there is a (D,n, r2k)-gap at x˜k
but no (D,n, r2k′)-gap at x˜k′ for k′ < k, then x˜0 is (k, γn(C, δ))-simple; this
completes the proof of the theorem in this case. Otherwise, x˜0 has at most
N weak (D,n)-gaps, none of which is a (D,n, r2k)-gap. In this case, we show
that x˜0 is (n, γn(C, δ))-simple.
• First we show that x˜0 is (n, γn(C, δ))-simple assuming that x˜0 has no
weak (D,n)-gaps; later we will extend the argument to the general case. With
no weak (D,n)-gaps, the Euclidean Algorithm gives that
min
0<j≤n−1
|x˜0 − x˜j | ≥ D−n log2 n.(3.60)
Consider concentric balls Bk centered at x˜0 of radii Rk = D−k log2 k. A pigeon-
hole argument shows that the number of visits mk of {x˜j}n−1j=1 to Bk is not too
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large. To be precise, let
Ak = {1 ≤ j < n : |x˜0 − x˜j | < Rk}
be the collection of indices of points of the trajectory {x˜j}nj=0 which visit the
Rk-ball Bk around x˜0. In part II of this paper [K5] we show that
mk = #{Ak} ≤ 16NC
ρ logD
n
(k log2 k)
1
1+δ
.(3.61)
Otherwise, there are consecutive visits x˜j and x˜j+ to Bk with  being small
relative to n, more exactly, of order (k log2 k)
1
1+δ . Thus, x˜j has an (, n, C, δ, ρ)-
leading saddle and, therefore, a periodic point x˜∗j = g
(x˜∗j ) close to x˜j and also
to x˜0. This implies that x˜0 has an (, n, C, δ, ρ)-leading saddle too, which is a
contradiction.
• Knowing that there are no visits to Bn, by (3.60), and given the bound
(3.61) on the number of visits mk to Bk for 1 ≤ k < n, we can get a lower
estimate on
∏n−1
j=1 |x˜0− x˜j | according the following scheme. By (3.60) we have
An = ∅ and mn = 0. Rewrite the product of distances as follows
n−1∏
j=1
|x˜j − x˜0| =
∏
j /∈A1
|x˜j − x˜0|
∏
j∈A1\A2
|x˜j − x˜0| · · ·
∏
j∈An−1
|x˜j − x˜0|.(3.62)
By deﬁnition of Ak, for each j ∈ Ak−1 \ Ak we have |x˜0 − x˜j | ≥ Rk. Put
ak = k log2 k. Then the product (3.62) admits the following lower bound:
(3.63)
Rn−1−m11 R
m1−m2
2 . . . R
mn−1−mn
n
= exp
(
− logD [a1(n− 1−m1) + a2(m1 −m2) + · · ·+ an(mn−1 −mn)]
)
.
Using Abel’s resummation and a1 = mn = 0, we can rewrite the last expression
in the form
exp (− logD [m1(a2 − a1) + m2(a3 − a2) + · · ·+ mn−1(an − an−1)]) .(3.64)
By deﬁnition of ak, we have ak+1 − ak ≤ 3 log2 k for k ≥ 2, while for k = 1
we simply estimate m1(a2 − a1) < 2n since m1 < n. Using inequality (3.61)
above, we get the following lower bound for the product (3.64)
(3.65)
exp
(
−48NC
ρ
n log2 n
n∑
k=1
k−
1
1+δ
)
≥ exp
(
−48NC(1 + δ)
ρδ
n1+
δ
1+δ log2 n
)
≥ exp
(
−Cn
1+δ
4N
)
,
where 192N2(1 + δ) n−
δ2
1+δ log2 n < ρδ for suﬃciently large n. This shows that
x˜0 is (n, γn(C, δ))-simple.
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• We return now to the case where x˜0 has at most N weak (D,n)-gaps. It
turns out that if k1+δ < ρ logD2C n and x˜0 has a weak (D,n)-gap at x˜k, then x0
is (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic. Indeed, in this case |x˜0 − x˜k| < D−n < γ1/ρk (C, dt)
and, therefore, by inductive hypothesis x˜0 is (k, γk(C, δ))-hyperbolic. Points
x˜k and x˜0 are so close that n is divisible by k, so we can approximate dfn(x˜0)
with (dfk(x˜0))n/k as we do in the ﬁrst item of the proof. Since x˜0 is shifted
from x0 by at most n log2 n iterates, we get suﬃcient hyperbolicity of dfn(x0)
as well.
• Let x˜0 have weak (D,n)-gaps at x˜k1 , x˜k2 , . . . , x˜ks = x˜n, none of which
is a (D,n, r2k)-gap. Then s < N and k1+δ1 ≥ ρ logD2C n. An estimate similar to
(3.61) leads to a lower bound of the form
k1−1∏
j=0
|x˜0 − x˜j | ≥ exp
(
−48NC(1 + δ)
ρδ
k1n
δ
1+δ log2 n
)
.(3.66)
Notice that because of the lower bound on k1, the exponent on the right-hand
side of (3.66) is as least of order n log2 n; thus multiplication below by factors
that are exponential in n or n log2 n do not aﬀect the general form of the
estimate. Next, x˜k1 is so close to x˜0 that the Euclidean Algorithm from Part
II of this paper [K5] implies that k2 is divisible by k1; denote p1 = k2/k1.
Moreover, x˜k1 is so close to x˜0 that the following approximation holds true:
k2−1∏
j=1
|x˜0 − x˜j | ≥ 12
p1−1∏
=1
|x˜0 − x˜k1 |
 k1∏
j=1
|x˜0 − x˜j |
p1 .(3.67)
Absence of a (D,n, r2k1)-gap at xk1 implies that
|x˜0 − x˜k1 |
≥ min
D−n log2 n min0<j≤k1−1 |x˜0 − x˜j |, r4(N+N2)2k1 ,
k1−2∏
j=0
|x˜k1−1 − x˜j |4(N+2)
 .
Since the next weak (D,n)-gap is at x˜k2 , we have
min
1≤≤p1−1
|x˜0 − x˜k1 | ≥ D−n log2 n|x˜0 − x˜k1 |.(3.68)
Combining (3.66), (3.67), and (3.68) we get a lower bound on
∏k2−1
j=1 |x˜0 −
x˜j |. To see that such a lower bound has the same form as (3.66), notice
that since k1+δ1 ≥ ρ logD2C n, all three terms on the right-hand side of (3.67)
are bounded from below by exp(−CKk1n
δ
1+δ log2 n) for some constant K =
K(N, ρ, δ). Therefore,
∏k2−1
j=1 |x˜0 − x˜j | has a lower bound of the same form
exp(−CK ′k2n
δ
1+δ log2 n) for some constant K ′ = K ′(N, ρ, δ). Iterating this
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argument s times and letting ks+1 = n, we obtain the lower bound
n−1∏
j=1
|x˜0 − x˜j | ≥ exp(−CK ′′n1+
δ
1+δ log2 n)(3.69)
for some constant K ′′ = K ′′(N, ρ, δ). This proves (n, γn(C))-simplicity of x˜0
as before.
• Unfortunately, using this scheme only for γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn1+δ)
we can prove that above x˜0 = xj is (n, γn(C, δ))-simple. For example, if
γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn log n), then x˜0 as above might be non-(n, γn(C, δ))-simple.
In Appendix D, we construct examples of trajectories of a full shift on two sym-
bols that have no (n,C, δ, ρ)-leading saddles and are not (n, γn(C, δ))-simple
for γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn log n). This shows that additional ideas are required
to improve γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn1+δ) to γn(C, δ) = exp(−Cn log n) or better.
3.5.1. Decomposition of nonsimple parameters into groups. With the
notation of the general problem (2.42) and (2.43), for any D > 2 we introduce
the set of parameters associated with an almost periodic point of period n
having a gap at the k-th point of its trajectory:
Bgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D) = {	ε ∈ HBN (	r) : f˜ε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, ρ),(3.70)
f˜ε has an (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-periodic, but not (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic
point x0 with a (D,n, r2k)-gap at xk = f˜kε (x)}.
Choose D = max{M30/ρ1+ρ , exp(C/100)}. Theorem 2.4.6 implies existence
of inclusions (2.42) and (2.43). Similarly, the Shift Theorem implies that the
following inclusions hold:
Bnonn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜)⊆∪k|nBgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D);(3.71)
Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜)⊆Bsimn (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) ∪
(
∪k|nBgap(k)n (C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜ ;D)
)
.
Return to our C2-smooth 1-dimensional model, N = ρ = 1. To ﬁt the
notation of the model, for a suﬃciently small γn, e.g. γn ≤ γn(C, δ), we
introduce the set
Bgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D) = {ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : f˜ε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, 1),(3.72)
f˜ε has an (n, γn)-periodic, but not (n, γn)-hyperbolic
point x0 with a (D,n, τ)-gap at xk = f˜kε (x)},
and rewrite inclusion (3.71) in the notation of the 1-dimensional model:
Bnonn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn)⊆∪k|nBgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D);(3.73)
Bn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn)⊆Bsimn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) ∪
(
∪k|nBgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D)
)
.
This inclusion shows that to prove Proposition 3.5.1, it is suﬃcient to prove
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Proposition 3.5.7. With the conditions of Proposition 3.5.1, let k be
some integer that divides n. Then for D = max{M302 , exp(C/100)} and a suf-
ﬁciently small positive γn, e.g., γn ≤ γn(C, δ), we have the following estimate
on the measure of maps f˜ε’s associated with an (n, γn)-periodic, but not (n, γn)-
hyperbolic point that has a (D,n, τ)-gap at the k-th point of its trajectory.
µst<2n,τ
{
Bgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D)
} ≤ 128nδ 62n M10n+12 exp(−Cn log2 n/200).(3.74)
Let us give a name to the right-hand side of the inequality (3.59) for the
Brick of parameters HBst<2k(τ) of the standard thickness. Let Xk = {xj}k−1j=0
be a k-tuple and D > 2 be some number. We call the number
(3.75) ∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D}
= min
D−n log2 n min0<j≤k−1 |x0 − xj |,
(
τ
(2k)!
)4(N+N2)
,
k−2∏
j=0
|xk−1 − xj |4(N+2)

the (D,n, τ)-gap number associated to the k-tuple Xk and the Brick HBst<2n(τ)
of standard thickness. In the case under current consideration, N = 1. Sim-
ilarly, one can deﬁne the (D,n, r2k)-gap number for a nonincreasing sequence
	r = {rm}∞m=0 replacing τ/(2k)! by r2k.
Let Xk(x0, g) = {gj(x0)}k−1j=0 . By the deﬁnition of the (D,n, τ)-gap num-
ber, if x0 has a (D,n, τ)-gap at xk, then x0 is (k,∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, g), D})-periodic.
Introduce the set of “bad” parameters
(3.76)
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D) = {ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : f˜ε ∈ IH(n− 1, C, δ, 1), f˜ε has
a point x0 that is (n, γn(C, δ))-periodic, has a (D,n, τ)-gap at xk = f˜kε (x),
is (k, γn(C, δ))-simple, and is not (k,M3n2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D})-hyperbolic}.
In Section 3.6 using the Shift Theorem above we shall prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.5.8. Let C > 0, δ > 0, and k, n ∈ Z+ be some positive integer,
and let k divide n. Then with the notation above for any γn ≤ γn(C, δ) and
D = max{M302 , exp(C/100)},
Bgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D) ⊂ Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D).(3.77)
The proof is postponed until Section 3.6.
Remark 3.5.9. Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D) depends only on properties of
trajectories of length k < n, whereas Bgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D) depends on prop-
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erties of those of length n. This reduces consideration of suﬃciently recur-
rent, nonsimple, and not hyperbolic, trajectories of length n to studying only
their initial simple parts of length k, where xk is a point of the ﬁrst suﬃ-
ciently close return to x0 with n divisible by k. In this case one can eﬀec-
tively perturb such a trajectory at the k-th return using the Newton family
f˜(x) + u0 + u1(x− x0) + · · ·+ u2k−1(x− xk−1)
∏k−2
j=0(x− xj)2.
3.5.2. Decomposition into i-th recurrent pseudotrajectories. We now split
the set Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D) into a ﬁnite union. Let
γ˜n,i(C, δ, ρ) = M
4ni/ρ
2 γ
1/4ρ
n (C, δ).
Deﬁnition 3.5.10. Let g ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ) be a C1+ρ-smooth diﬀeomor-
phism (respectively g ∈ C1+ρ(I, I) be a C1+ρ-smooth map), C > 0, δ > 0,
τ > 0, and D > 2 be some constants. We call a point x0 ∈ BN (respec-
tively x0 ∈ I) the i-th recurrent with constants (C, δ, ρ, τ,D) if for Xk(x0, g) =
{gj(x0)}n−1j=0 ,
M
2n/ρ
2 γ˜n,i(C, δ, ρ) ≤ ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, g), D} < M2n/ρ2 γ˜n,i+1(C, δ, ρ).(3.78)
Remark 3.5.11. Recall that the (D,n, r2k)-gap number is deﬁned by re-
placing, in the deﬁnition of the (D,n, τ)-gap number, τ/(2k)! by r2k. Similarly,
we deﬁne an i-th recurrent point with constants (C, δ, ρ, r2k, D) by replacing,
in Deﬁnition 3.5.10 above, the (D,n, τ)-gap number ∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D} by the
(D,n, r2k)-gap number.
For the purpose of this section, ρ = 1, and for brevity redenote γ˜n,i =
γ˜n,i(C, δ, 1). Deﬁne the set of parameters from B
gap(k),∆st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i)
associated to i-th order recurrent with respect to (C, δ, 1, D) trajectories that
satisfy conditions (3.76):
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i) = {ε ∈ HBst<2n(τ) : f˜ε has a point x0(3.79)
as in (3.76) and i-th recurrent with constants (C, δ, 1, τ,D)}.
Lemma 3.5.12.With the notation of Lemma 3.5.8, for L=[Cnδ/(4 logM2)],
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D) ⊆
L−1⋃
i=0
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ;M2, D, i).(3.80)
Lemma 3.5.13. Let C > 0, δ > 0, and n ∈ Z+ be some numbers, and let
k ∈ Z+ divide n. Then with the notation as above, for
D = max{M302 , exp(C/100)},
any γn ≤ γn(C, δ), and any i ∈ Z+ such that 0 ≤ i < L,
µst<2n,τ{Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i)} ≤ 128 · 62k M10n+12 D−n log2 n/2.(3.81)
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We postpone the proof of these lemmas until the next section.
Proof of Proposition 3.5.1. Since there are at most n numbers k < n di-
viding n, Proposition 3.5.1 is a corollary of Proposition 3.5.7 and the Shift
Theorem. Let γn be suﬃciently small, e.g., γn ≤ γn(C, δ), and let D =
max{M302 , exp(C/100)}. Then by the Shift Theorem, the set of all param-
eter values Bnonn,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn) associated to maps f˜ε with an (n, γn)-periodic,
essentially non-(n, γn)-simple, but not (n, γn)-hyperbolic point, is contained
in the union (3.73) over all k dividing n of Bgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D) associated
to maps f˜ε with an (n, γn)-periodic, but non-(n, γn)-hyperbolic point with a
(D,n, τ)-gap at xk. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 3.5.7. Let γn and D be as in the proof above. We
combine Lemmas 3.5.8, 3.5.12, and 3.5.13 as follows.
• By Lemma 3.5.8, we have that Bgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D) is contained in the
set of parameters Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D) associated to maps f˜ε which have a
non-(k,∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D})-hyperbolic point x0 with a (D,n, τ)-gap at xk.
• By Lemma 3.5.12, in turn, Bgap(k),∆stn,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D) is contained in the
union of {Bgap(k),∆stn,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i)}L−1i=0 such that the i-th set
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i)
is associated to maps f˜ε that have a non-(k,∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D})-hyperbolic
point x0 with a (D,n, τ)-gap at xk and such that the k-tuple {xj = f˜ jε (x0)}k−1j=0
is i-th recurrent.
• Lemma 3.5.13 then estimates the measures of Bgap(k),∆stn,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i)
suﬃciently well to prove Proposition 3.5.7. Q.E.D.
In the next section, we shall prove Lemma 3.5.13 using the Discretiza-
tion Method and then we shall prove Lemmas 3.5.8 and 3.5.12 using simple
approximation arguments similar to the one given in the proof of Proposition
3.1.2.
3.6. The measure of maps f˜ε having i-th recurrent, insuﬃciently hyperbolic
trajectories with a gap and proofs of auxiliary lemmas. We shall prove Lemma
3.5.13 in three steps.
Step 1. Reduction to polynomial perturbations of degree 2k − 1. The
measure µst<2n,τ is Lebesgue product probability measure and each of its com-
ponents µstm,τ is Lebesgue probability measure (see (3.3))
µst<2n,τ = µ
st
<2k,τ ×
(×2n−1m=2kµstm,τ) .(3.82)
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Therefore, by the Fubini/Tonelli theorem it is suﬃcient to prove that
µst<2k,τ
{
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i) ∩ {(ε2k, . . . , ε2n−1)}
}
≤ 128 · 62k M10n+12 D−n log2 n/2
uniformly over {(ε2k, . . . , ε2n−1)} ∈ HBst2k(τ)×HBst2k+1(τ)×· · ·×HBst2n−1(τ). To
simplify notation we omit (ε2k, . . . , ε2n−1) and write as if the set of parameters
B
gap(k),∆st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i) is a subset of the Brick HBst<2k(τ).
From now on we consider the 2k-parameter family of polynomial pertur-
bations {
f˜ε(2k−1) = f˜(x) +
2k−1∑
m=0
εmx
m
}
,(3.83)
where ε(2k − 1) = (ε0, . . . , ε2k−1) ∈ HBst<2k(τ). Recall that HBst<2k(τ) is sup-
plied with the Lebesgue product probability measure µst<2k,τ .
Step 2. An estimate of the measure of parameters associated with a tra-
jectory {xj}n−1j=0 with a gap at xk that is i-th recurrent and not suﬃciently
hyperbolic. With the notation of Section 3.2 we give the following:
Deﬁnition 3.6.1. Let D > 2. We say that a γ˜n-pseudotrajectory Xk =
{xj}k−1j=0 ⊂ Ikγ˜n associated to some map g : I ↪→ I has a (D,n, τ)-gap at a point
xk = g(xk−1) if (3.59) is satisﬁed and there is no m < k such that x0 has a
(D,n, τ)-gap at xm.
By analogy with (3.15), for each i satisfying 0 ≤ i < L of Lemma 3.5.12
we deﬁne
(3.84)
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (f˜ , γ˜n,i,M2;D, i;x0, . . . , xk−1) = {ε ∈ HBst<2k(τ) :
Xk = {xm}k−1m=0 ⊂ Ikγ˜n,i is a γ˜n,i-pseudotrajectory associated to ε that is
i-th recurrent with constants (C, δ, 1, τ,D),
(
k, 2Mn2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk, D}
)
-periodic
and not
(
k, 2M3n2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk, D}
)
-hyperbolic}.
To show an analogy with the simple trajectory case consider the following
Problem 3.6.2. Estimate the measure of ε ∈ HBst<2k(τ) for which the k-
tuple Xk = {xj}k−1j=0 is
(3.85)
A) a γ˜n,i-pseudotrajectory, i.e., |f˜ε(xj)− xj+1| ≤ γ˜n,i for j = 0, . . . , k − 2;
B) i-th recurrent with constants (C, δ, 1, τ,D), i.e.,
M
2n/ρ
2 γ˜n,i ≤ ∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D} < M2n/ρ2 γ˜n,i+1;
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C) (k, 2Mn∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D})-periodic, i.e.,
|f˜ε(xk−1)− x0| < 2Mn∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D};
D) not (n, 2M3n2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk, D})-hyperbolic, i.e.,∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
k−1∏
j=0
(f˜ε)′(xj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣− 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2M3n2 ∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D}.
For a ﬁxed k-tuple of points Xk = {xj}k−1j=0 , consider the Newton family
of polynomial perturbations
f˜u,Xk(x) = f˜(x) +
2k−1∑
m=0
um
m−1∏
j=0
(x− xj (mod k)).(3.86)
Recalling (2.17) and Figure 2.2, we notice that for any m < k and s > 0 the
image f˜u,Xk(xm) (respectively derivative f˜
′
u,Xk
(xm)) of (respectively at) the
point xm is independent of the Newton coeﬃcients um+s (respectively um+k+s)
with s > 0. This implies that the Newton coeﬃcients u0, . . . , uk−2 determine
if property (A) holds. Fix u0, . . . , uk−2. Now the Newton coeﬃcient uk−1
determines if property (C) of almost periodicity holds. Once uk−1 is ﬁxed, the
Newton coeﬃcient u2k−1 determines if property (D) of almost nonhyperbolicity
holds.
Following formulas (3.27), (3.28), and formulas (3.30), (3.33) with n
replaced by k and γn replaced by 2Mn∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D} for periodicity and
2M3n∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D} for hyperbolicity, we have that for ﬁxed Xk, the mea-
sure of (u0, . . . , uk−1, u2k−1) with conditions (3.85) is bounded as in (3.34).
Then we apply the Distortion Lemma with n replaced by k. This gives an
additional factor 6k. Thus we get a bound
µst<2k,τ
{
u(2k − 1) ∈ W u,Xn<2k,1 : f˜u,Xk satisﬁes conditions (3.85)
}
(3.87)
≤ 4 M2 6k
k−2∏
m=0
m! γ˜n,i
τ
∏m−1
j=0 |xm − xj |
(k − 1)!
τ
2Mn2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk, D}∏k−2
j=0 |xk−1 − xj |
(2k − 1)!
τ
2M3n2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk, D}∏k−2
j=0 |xk−1 − xj |2
.
Consider the last two terms in the right-hand side product. Deﬁnitions of the
(D,n, τ)-gap number and the inequality min(a, b, c) ≤ a1/2 b1/4 c1/4 show that
these two terms are bounded by
M4n2
k!
τ
(2k)!
τ
(
∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D}
)2
(
∏k−2
j=0 |xk−1 − xj |)3
≤ 2M4n2 D−n log2 n/2∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D}.(3.88)
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Therefore,
(3.89)
µst<2k,τ
{
u(2k − 1) ∈ W u,Xn<2k,1 : f˜u,Xk satisﬁes conditions (3.85)
}
≤ 32 M4n+12 6k
k−2∏
m=0
m! γ˜n
τ
∏m−1
j=0 |xm − xj |
M4n2 D
−n log2 n/2 ∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D}.
The next step of the proof of Lemma 3.5.13, as in the case of simple trajec-
tories (§3.2), is to collect all possible “bad” pseudotrajectories and make sure
that those pseudotrajectories indeed approximate suﬃciently well all “bad”
true trajectories.
Step 3. Collection of “bad” i-th recurrent, not suﬃciently hyperbolic tra-
jectories {xj}k−1j=0 with a gap at xk using grids {Iγ˜n,i}i of variable size in i. In
the case of simple trajectories in Section 3.2, we considered only one γ˜n-grid of
a ﬁxed size and collected all simple “bad” trajectories in the Collection Lemma
(§3.4). In the case of i-th recurrent trajectories with a gap at xk we deﬁne grids
{Iγ˜n,i}i of i dependent size γ˜n,i. Then we prove that γ˜n,i-pseudotrajectories
approximate real i-th recurrent trajectories with a gap at xk suﬃciently well.
Finally, we collect all possible i-th recurrent γ˜n,i-pseudotrajectories with a gap
at xk and sum the estimates of the measures of “bad” sets. Let’s realize this
program. Recall that γ˜n,i = M4ni2 γn(C, δ) and call the i-th grid
Iγ˜n,i = {x ∈ I : ∃k ∈ Z such that x = (2k + 1)γ˜n,i} ⊂ I.(3.90)
Deﬁnition 3.6.3. Let {xj}k−1j=0 ∈ Ikγ˜n,i be a k-tuple for some i ∈ Z+. Then
the k-tuple Xk = {xj}k−1j=0 is called i-th recurrent with constants D > 2 and
M2 > 1 if
1
2
M2n2 γ˜n,i ≤ ∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D} ≤ 2 M2n2 γ˜n,i+1.(3.91)
For simplicity if the k-tuple Xk = {xj}k−1j=0 is a γ˜n,i-pseudotrajectory as-
sociated to some parameter ε ∈ HBst<2k(τ) which is i-th recurrent with some
constants D > 2 and the C2-norm M2 of the family (3.7), then we say that Xk
is an i-th recurrent γ˜n,i-pseudotrajectory.
Remark 3.6.4. Deﬁnition of an i-th recurrent pseudotrajectory is reason-
able only for a grid of a suﬃciently small size. Indeed, for any i-th recurrent
trajectory we need to ﬁnd a γ˜n,i-pseudotrajectory whose periodicity, hyperbol-
icity, and product of distances along itself approximate well enough those of
the trajectory.
Deﬁne a discretized version of the set Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D, i), given
by (3.79) associated with all i-th recurrent trajectories of length k which has
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a weak (D,n, τ)-gap at xk and is not M3n2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D}-hyperbolic.
(3.92) Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2, γ˜n,i;D, i;x0)
= ∪Xk={xj}k−1j=1∈Ik−1γ˜n,iB
gap(k),∆st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2, γ˜n,i;D, i;x0, . . . , xk−1).
Similarly to the case of simple trajectories, we prove that after discretization
all real “bad” trajectories can be suﬃciently well approximated by pseudo-
trajectories of a certain grid so that quantities of periodicity, hyperbolicity,
existence of a gap, and product of distances along the trajectory are almost
the same. Namely,
Lemma 3.6.5. In the notation above,
Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ;D, i) ⊂ ∪x0∈Iγ˜n,iBgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2, γ˜n,i;D, i;x0).
(3.93)
The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5.8, given
below, and is omitted.
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.5.13 we apply the Collection Lemma
to (3.89) to estimate the measure of Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2, γ˜n,i;D, i;x0). We
get
µst<2k,τ{Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2, γ˜n,i;D, i;x0)}
≤ 32 · 62kM4n+12 D−n log2 n/2∆stk,n,τ{Xk, D}.
The number of grid points is 2γ−1n,i . By deﬁnition of i-th recurrent pseudotra-
jectory we have 2γ−1n,i∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk, D} ≤ 4M6n2 . This implies (3.81), which in
turn implies Lemma 3.5.13.
Proof of Lemma 3.5.8. Fix a parameter ε ∈ Bgap(k)n,τ (C, δ, f˜ , γn;D);
we wish to show that ε ∈ Bgap(k),∆stn,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D). By deﬁnition (3.72)
there is an (n, γn)-periodic, non-(n, γn)-hyperbolic point x0 with a (D,n, τ)-
gap at xk = f˜kε (x0). By deﬁnition (3.76), we want to show that x0 is not
(k,M3n2 ∆
st
k,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D})-hyperbolic.
Since n is divisible by k, we can split the trajectory {xj = f˜ jε (x0)}n−1j=0 of
length n into p = n/k parts of length k each. Consider the linearization
(f˜nε )
′(x0) = (f˜kε )
′(x(p−1)k) · · · · · (f˜kε )′(xk) · (f˜kε )′(x0).(3.94)
Deﬁnition 3.5.3 of a (D,n, τ)-gap at xk says that |x0−xk| ≤ ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D},
and hence for every 1 ≤ j ≤ p− 1 and 0 ≤ s < k,
|xs − xjk+s| ≤ Mn1 ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D}.(3.95)
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This implies that the trajectory {xj}n−1j=0 of length n consists of p almost iden-
tical parts of length k each. Thus, for each 0 ≤ m < n,∣∣∣(f˜ε)′(xm)− (f˜ε)′(xm (mod k))∣∣∣ ≤ Mn+12 ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D}.(3.96)
Considering the product over m = 0, 1, . . . , n−1 of each term on the left-hand
side above, we get that∣∣∣(f˜nε )′(x0)− ((f˜kε )′(x0))p∣∣∣ ≤ nM2n2 ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D}.(3.97)
Therefore, since
∣∣∣∣∣∣(f˜nε )′(x0)∣∣∣− 1∣∣∣ ≤ γn ≤ γn(C, δ), and by the proof of Lemma
3.5.12 below, γn(C, δ) < ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D}, it follows that
∣∣∣|(f˜kε )′(x0)| − 1∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣|((f˜kε )′(x0))p | − 1∣∣∣ ≤ 2nM2n2 ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D},(3.98)
and ε belongs to Bgap(k),∆
st
n,τ (C, δ, f˜ ,M2;D). Q.E.D.
Proof of Lemma 3.5.12. It follows from the Shift Theorem (last sentence)
with N = 1 that if a point x0 has no (n,C, δ, 1)-leading saddles and a (D,n, τ)-
gap at xk, then x0 is (k, γn(C, δ))-simple. Therefore, for the (D,n, τ)-gap
number (3.75) we have the following bounds
γn(C, δ) = exp
(
−Cn1+δ
)
≤ ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D} ≤ 2D−n.(3.99)
Thus since D = M302 ≥ 2, each such x0 with a (D,n, τ)-gap at xk is i-th recur-
rent with constants (C, δ, ρ, τ,D) for some i ≥ 0. If i ≥ L = Cnδ/(4 logM2),
then ∆stk,n,τ{Xk(x0, f˜ε), D} ≥ M4ni2 γn(C, δ) ≥ 1 > 2D−n. This contradicts the
above inequality. Q.E.D.
4. Comparison of the discretization method in
1-dimensional and N-dimensional cases
In this section we discuss changes that one has to make and diﬃcul-
ties that arise while generalizing the Discretization Method for C2-smooth
1-dimensional maps to a Discretization Method for the C1+ρ-smooth
N -dimensional diﬀeomorphisms. Recall that the proof of the Main Theorem
(see Section 1.3) reduces to estimating the measure of the set of “bad” param-
eters (2.1). In Section 2.4, we show how to decompose this set into “simple”
pieces. Namely, the set Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f˜) belongs to a ﬁnite union of sets. Each
of these sets consists of “bad” parameters, which are bad due to existence of
a simple nonhyperbolic trajectory of length either n or some k dividing n. To
estimate the measure of such sets, we need to carry out the Discretization
Method. The decomposition into pseudotrajectories of Section 3.2, remains
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essentially the same. Therefore, we focus primarily on the obstacles to gener-
alizing the estimates of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 for simple trajectories. In Sections
10 and 11 of [GK], we develop the Discretization Method for N = 2 in a
situation very similar to ours.
4.1. Dependence of the main estimates on N and ρ. Recall that the Induc-
tive Hypothesis (Deﬁnition 2.0.1) asserts that points that are (n, γ1/ρn (C, δ))-
periodic are also (n, γn(C, δ))-hyperbolic. The reason for the exponent 1/ρ is
as follows. In the Discretization Method, we approximate trajectories of length
n with γ˜n-pseudotrajectories on a grid. In order that γn-hyperbolicity of the
pseudotrajectory imply hyperbolicity of the true trajectory for a C1+ρ map,
we need that γ˜n ≤ γ1/ρn (up to a factor exponential in n). In our heuristic esti-
mate (3.24) on the measure of “bad” parameters, the number of initial points
in the γ˜n-grid is (again up to an exponential factor) γ˜−Nn ≥ γ−N/ρn . The best
possible bounds one can get (for nonrecurrent trajectories) on the “measure of
periodicity” and the “measure of hyperbolicity” in (3.24) are respectively the
N -th power of the periodicity and the hyperbolicity γn. Thus, in order for the
right side of (3.24) to be small, we need that the periodicity be approximately
bounded by γ1/ρn .
Next, we explain the exponent 1/(4N) in Deﬁnition 2.4.1 of simple trajec-
tories. The actual estimate we obtain on the “measure of periodicity” discussed
in the previous paragraph is not the N -th power of the periodicity γN/ρn , but
instead γN/ρn r−Nn−1 (
∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj |)−N , where {xj}n−1j=0 is a trajectory and
rn−1 is the width of an admissible Hilbert Brick in the direction of degree n−1
polynomials (see Deﬁnition 1.3.1). This estimate reduces to (3.30) in the case
N = ρ = 1 and rn−1 = τ/(n− 1)!, and is obtained in a similar fashion, treat-
ing each of the N coordinates independently. In Appendix A, we will show
(Proposition A.5) that the analogue of the bound (3.33) on the “measure of hy-
perbolicity” is, up to a factor exponential in n, γn r−N
2
2n−1 (
∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1−xj |)−2.
Again ignoring exponential factors, with γ˜n = γ
1/ρ
n the number of initial points
in (3.24) is γ−N/ρn , making the right side of (3.24)
γn r
−N
n−1 r
−N2
2n−1
n−2∏
j=0
|xn−1 − xj |
−N−2 .(4.1)
By Deﬁnition 1.3.1, for admissible Hilbert Bricks, γn decays faster than
any power of r2n. Thus to make the bound (3.24) on the measure of “bad”
parameters small, we basically need γn to dominate (
∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj |)−N−2.
This is certainly true if
∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1 − xj | ≥ γ1/(4N)n . Though our choice of
the particular exponent 1/(4N) is somewhat arbitrary, the factor of N in the
exponent is necessary.
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4.2. The multidimensional space of divided diﬀerences and dynamically
essential parameters. In the 1-dimensional case, with a ﬁxed n-tuple of points
{xj}n−1j=0 ⊂ I, the space of Newton Interpolation Polynomials (the Divided
Diﬀerences Space) is 2n-dimensional. In Section 2.2, in formulas (2.17), we
noticed that there is a simple relation between parameters of Newton Inter-
polation Polynomials and dynamical properties of the trajectory. In terms of
the family (3.86), we have that u0 determines the position of fu(2n−1);Xn(x0),
that u1 determines the position of fu(2n−1);Xn(x1), provided that u0
(and hence fu(2n−1);Xn(x0)) is ﬁxed, and so on — for k = 2, . . . , n − 1, we
have that uk determines the position of fu(2n−1);Xn(xk), provided that {uj}k−1j=0
(hence {fu(2n−1);Xn(xj)}k−1j=0) are ﬁxed. Similarly, for k = 0, . . . , n − 1, we
have that un+k determines the derivative (fu(2n−1);Xn)
′(xk), provided that
{uj}n+k−1j=0 (hence the positions {fu(2n−1);Xn(xj)}n−1j=0 and derivatives
{(fu(2n−1);Xn)′(xj)}k−1j=0) are ﬁxed.
This correspondence makes transparent estimates of the measure of pa-
rameters associated with a particular (pseudo-)trajectory having a given prop-
erty of periodicity and hyperbolicity (see (3.27)–(3.33)). In the multidimen-
sional case (N > 1), such a correspondence between dynamical properties
of trajectories and coeﬃcients of Newton Interpolation Polynomials becomes
much less transparent.
In Section 2.2, we deﬁne the space of Divided Diﬀerences DD1,n(I,R) =
In×R2n in the 1-dimensional case, where I = [−1, 1]. In this case, we estimated
the measure of “bad” parameters in Sections 3.3–3.4.
Recall now the notation of Section 1.3. In N dimensions, we deﬁne the
space of Divided Diﬀerences
DDN,n(BN ,RN ) =
{(
x0, . . . , xn−1; {	uα}|α|=0, . . . , {	uα}|α|=2n−1
)
(4.2)
∈BN × · · · ×BN︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
×Rν(0,N) × · · · × Rν(2n−1,N)
}
= BN × · · · ×BN︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
×W u,X00,N ×W u,X11,N · · · ×W u,Xnn−1,N ×W u,Xnn,N × · · · ×W u,Xn2n−1,N ,
where BN is the N -dimensional unit ball, ν(k,N) is N times the number of
N -dimensional multiindices α with |α| = k, Xk = {xj}k−1j=0 , and W u,Xk(mod n)k,N
is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k from RN to RN with the
Newton basis deﬁned below. There are two issues we face that were not a
concern for the 1-dimensional Newton basis (2.26).
Nonuniqueness. It turns out that the choice of a basis in the space of
Divided Diﬀerences DDN,n(BN ,RN ) and the deﬁnition of the Newton map
LNXn :
({	εα}|α|≤2n−1) → ({	uα}|α|≤2n−1)(4.3)
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(deﬁned by (2.24) for N = 1) for a multi-index α ∈ ZN+ is far from unique.
In the 1-dimensional case, the standard basis is {xk}2n−1k=0 and the Newton
basis is
{∏k−1
j=0 |x− xj |
}2n−1
k=0
. In the N -dimensional case, (x− xj) ∈ RN is an
N -dimensional vector. For a ﬁxed basis in RN , let (x − xj)s denote the s-th
coordinate of the vector (x − xj). The number of diﬀerent monomials of the
form 
k−1∏
j=0
(xk − xj)i(j)

{i(0),...,i(k−1)}∈{1,...,N}k
(4.4)
is Nk, while the number of homogeneous monomials in N variables of degree
k, i.e. {xα}|α|=k, is bounded above by kN , which is much smaller than Nk for
k  N .
Therefore, among the monomials (4.4) we need to choose an appropriate
basis and deﬁne an appropriate Newton map LNXn . The standard way to choose
a Newton basis [GY] is as follows. For α ∈ ZN+ , let the Newton basis monomial
for the multi-index α be
(4.5)
(
x;x0, . . . , x(|α|−1) (mod n)
)α = α1−1∏
i1=0
(x− xi1)1
×
α2−1∏
i2=0
(x− xα1+i2)2 × · · · ×
αN−1∏
iN=0
(x− xαN−1+iN )N ,
where αj =
∑j
i=1 αi for j = 1, . . . , N − 1. The Newton basis for W u,Xnk,N ,
the space of homogeneous vector-polynomials of degree k, consists of N such
monomials (one for each basis vector of RN ) for each α with |α| = k.
Dynamically essential coordinates. After a Newton basis is chosen, one
needs to make sure that it is eﬀective for dynamical purposes. Earlier, we
noticed in (3.30) and (3.33) that in order to perturb by Newton Interpolation
Polynomials in an eﬀective way, we need to make sure that the product of
distances
∏n−2
j=0 |xn−1−xj | is not too small. Similarly, in the multidimensional
case we need at least one Newton monomial (x;x0, . . . , xn−2)α with |α| = n−1
not to be too small. The most natural way to choose a “good” monomial is
by taking the maximal coordinates of corresponding vectors. Let v ∈ RN be a
nonzero vector and ‖v‖ = (∑Ni=1 v2i )1/2. Denote by
m(v) = min{i : 1 ≤ i ≤ N, |vi| = Nmax
j=1
|vj |}
the minimal index of one of the largest components vi of v. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−2∏
j=0
(xn−1 − xj)m(xn−1−xj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ N 1−n2
n−2∏
j=0
|xn−1 − xj |.(4.6)
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This is a satisfactory estimate, because γn(C, δ) is a stretched exponential
in n, so we can neglect factors that are exponential in n. For given Xn =
{xj}n−1j=0 , we call the monomials
k−1∏
j=0
(x− xj)m(xk−xj), k = 0, . . . , n− 1(4.7)
dynamically essential. Using these monomials, we shall imitate estimates
(3.27)–(3.34) in the multidimensional Discretization Method.
Consider the (nN + N2)-parameter family of dynamically essential per-
turbations
fU (x) = f(x) + 	u0 + 	u1(x− x0)m(x1−x0)
+ 	u2
1∏
j=0
(x− xj)m(x2−xj) + · · ·+ 	un−1
n−2∏
j=0
(x− xj)m(xn−1−xj)
+ U2n−1(x− xn−1)
n−2∏
j=1
(
(x− xj)m(xn−1−xj)
)2
,
(4.8)
where U = (	u0, . . . , 	un−1, U2n−1) consists of n vectors in RN and an N × N
matrix. This family is a natural candidate for the multidimensional Newton
family in the sense that 	uk moves the image of xk (respectively U2n−1 moves
the derivative at xn−1) at the maximal speed.
However, the dynamically essential monomials do not necessarily belong to
the standard Newton basis (4.5), so we will need to deﬁne the basis diﬀerently
depending on which monomials are dynamically essential for the given pseudo-
trajectory Xn. This is not a major obstacle, since we already use a diﬀerent
basis for each Xn in the Discretization Method, but it does further complicate
the argument.
The necessity of altering the basis is illustrated by the following example
for N = 2: x0 = (1, 0), x1 = (0, 1), x2 = (1, 1). Then for all α with |α| = 2, we
have (x2;x0, x1)α = 0. Thus, the monomial (x;x0, x1)α is useless to perturb
the image of x2 (see also Section 10 in [GK]).
Dynamically essential Newton basis. In view of the example above,
monomials from (4.7) do not always belong to the standard Newton basis
(4.5). Here we show how to modify the construction of the Newton basis so
that it contains dynamically essential monomials.
Recall that Xk = (x0, . . . , xk−1) for k = 1, . . . , n. For k ≤ n − 1 and
j = 1, . . . , N , using the functional m(v) given above, we let
sj,Xk+1 = {0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 : m(xk − xi) = j}(4.9)
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be ordered by increasing values of i. Deﬁne a permutation σ(Xk+1) on k
elements
σ(Xk+1) :
(
0, 1, . . . , k − 1) → (s1,Xk+1 , s2,Xk+1 , . . . , sN,Xk+1).(4.10)
Now we deﬁne a dynamical Newton basis in the space W<2n,N as follows.
For α ∈ Z+ with |α| < 2n, let k = |α|(mod n) and αj =
∑j
i=1 αi. Then
(x;x0, . . . , x|α|−1(mod n))ασ(Xk+1) =
α1−1∏
i1=0
(
x− x
σ(Xk+1)
(
i1
))
1
α2−1∏
i2=0
(
x− x
σ(Xk+1)
(
α1+i2
))
2
· · ·
αN−1∏
iN=0
(
x− x
σ(Xk+1)
(
αN−1+iN
))
N
.
(4.11)
The space W<2n,N with this basis is denoted by W
u,dyn
<2n,N (Xn) and is called the
dynamical Newton space with the trajectory respecting coordinate system. We
call the Newton map
LN,dynXn : W<2n,N → W
u,dyn
<2n,N (Xn)(4.12)
implicitly deﬁned by∑
|α|<2n
	εαx
α =
∑
|α|<2n
	u dynα (x;x0, . . . , x|α|−1(mod n))
α
σ(Xk+1)
,
LN,dynXn ({	εα}|α|<2n) = {	u dynα }|α|<2n
(4.13)
the dynamical Newton map.
Notice that if αj is the number of elements of sj,Xk+1 for each j = 1, . . . , N ,
then the monomial (4.11) is dynamically essential. This multiindex, which we
denote by α(Xk+1), is the unique multiindex such that
k−1∏
j=0
(x− xj)m(xk−xj) = (x;x0, . . . , xk−1)α(Xk)σ(Xk).(4.14)
The last vector-monomial (x−xn−1)
∏n−1
j=0 (x−xj)2m(xn−1−xj) in (4.8) has N mul-
tiindices corresponding to it. Denote by α1(Xn), α2(Xn), . . . , αN (Xn) the mul-
tiindices corresponding to (x − xn−1)1
∏n−1
j=0 (x − xj)2m(xn−1−xj), . . . ,
(x− xn−1)N
∏n−1
j=0 (x− xj)2m(xn−1−xj), respectively.
Deﬁnition 4.2.1. The set of multiindices α(X1), . . . , α(Xn), {αi(Xn)}Ni=1
deﬁned above is called the dynamically essential set. The (nN+N2)-dimensional
plane generated by the corresponding monomials in W dyn,u<2n (Xn) is called the
dynamically essential plane and its orthogonal complement is called dynam-
ically nonessential. These planes are denoted by Ddyn,essXn and by D
dyn,non
Xn
,
respectively.
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We have
W u,dyn<2n,N (Xn) = D
dyn,ess
Xn
⊕
Ddyn,nonXn .(4.15)
Denote by
πdyn,essXn : W
u,dyn
<2n,N (Xn) → Ddyn,essXn
πdyn,nonXn : W
u,dyn
<2n,N (Xn) → Ddyn,nonXn
(4.16)
the natural projections along the complement.
4.3. The multidimensional Distortion Lemma. One of the key ingredients
of the Discretization Method is the Distortion Lemma from Section 3.4. Fix
an n-tuple of points Xn = {xj}n−1j=0 ⊂ BN . The Distortion Lemma in dimen-
sion 1 shows that the Newton map L1Xn : W<2n,1 → W
u,Xn
<2n,1 expands a brick
HBst<2n(τ) of standard thickness along each direction by at most a factor of 3 in
each direction. Since, the space of 1-dimensional divided diﬀerences W<2n,1 is
2n-dimensional, this gives a total volume distortion of at most 32n. This factor
is part of the estimates (3.13) and (3.42), but is ultimately unimportant since
it is exponential in n.
In the multidimensional case, this naive approach does not work. One
can, indeed, show that the Newton map expands a brick of standard thickness
along each direction by at most a factor 3N . However, the space of divided
diﬀerences W<2n,N has dimension of order (2n)N . So, the naive estimate of
distortion is 3N(2n)
N
, which is highly unaﬀordable. In the multidimensional
case, we need a more precise estimate on distortion.
First, we deﬁne a Cubic Brick of at most standard thickness, which diﬀers
from the brick HBst<2n(	r) deﬁned by (2.27) in two ways. First, it is a paral-
lelepiped for all N , whereas HBst<2n(	r) is a product of balls whose dimension
is greater than 1 when N > 1. Second, we require that the side lengths of
a Cubic Brick decay very rapidly. We will estimate distortion of such Cubic
Bricks by the Newton map, then in the next section we will cover a brick with
Cubic Bricks.
Deﬁnition 4.3.1. Let 	λ<k = (λ0, . . . , λk−1) ∈ Rk+ be a vector with strictly
positive components. If for every 0 ≤ m < k we have λm ≥ λm+1(m + 1)4N ,
we call the rectangular parallelepiped
(4.17) CHBN,st<k (	λ<k, 	δ ) =
{{	εα}|α|<k : ∀ 0 ≤ m < k,
∀ α ∈ ZN+ , |α| = m, ∀ j = 1, . . . , N, |εjα − δjα| ≤ λm
}
a Cubic Brick of at most standard thickness centered at 	δ (here the superscript
j denotes the j-th coordinate). Similarly, for λk ∈ R+, let
(4.18) CHBN,stk (	λk, 	δ ) =
{{	εα}|α|=k : ∀ α ∈ ZN+ ,
∀ |α| = k, ∀ j = 1, . . . , N, |εjα − δjα| ≤ λk
}
.
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An example of a suitable thickness vector 	λ<k is {λm = τ(m!)4N }k−1m=0.
To formulate a multidimensional version of the Distortion Lemma, we ex-
tend the deﬁnition of the parameters (3.38) and (3.39) allowed by the family
(3.8) in Section 3.4. Consider a C1+ρ-smooth diﬀeomorphism f ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN )
of the unit ball BN into its interior and some positive integer n. Let
CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ ) be a Cubic Brick of at most standard thickness, which de-
ﬁnes the family of diﬀeomorphisms of the unit ball BN into its interiorfε(x) = f(x) + ∑|α|≤2n−1 	εαxα

{εα}|α|≤2n−1∈CHBN,st<2n(λ<2n,δ )
.(4.19)
Fix an n-tuple of points Xn = {xj}n−1j=0 ⊂ BN , and ﬁx the standard
Newton basis
{
(x;x0, . . . , x(|α|−1) (mod n))α
}
|α|≤2n−1 in the multidimensional
space of divided diﬀerences DDN,n(BN ,RN ), deﬁned by (4.5). Denote by
LNXn :
({	εα}|α|≤2n−1) → ({	uα}|α|≤2n−1)(4.20)
the Newton map that corresponds to rewriting an N -vector polynomial of
degree 2n− 1 given in the basis {xα}|α|≤2n−1 in the Newton basis (4.5).
Consider the reparametrization of family (4.19) by the Newton parameters
fu(2n−1),Xn(x) = f(x) +
∑
|α|≤2n−1
	uα(x;x0, . . . , x(|α|−1) (mod n))α.(4.21)
Denote by 	u(m) = ({	uα}|α|≤m) (respectively 	um = ({	uα}|α|=m)) the set of
all Newton parameters of degree at most m (respectively of degree exactly m).
In order to state the Discretization Lemma in the N -dimensional case,
we have to deﬁne the set of values of Newton parameters 	u(2n − 1) that are
allowed by the family (4.19) and the Cubic Brick (4.17).
Let Xk = {xj}k−1j=0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ n, and for convenience below let Xk = Xn
for n < k ≤ 2n− 1. Let
πN,u,Xk<2n,≤k : W
u
<2n,N → W u,Xk≤k,N and πN,u,Xk<2n,k : W u<2n,N → W u,Xkk,N
be the natural projection onto the space W u,Xk≤k,N of N -vector polynomials in N
variables of degree k and the space W u,Xkk,N of homogeneous N -vector polyno-
mials in N variables of degree k. As for N = 1, this projection depends only
on Xk, not on Xn \Xk.
Notice that the image of the Cubic Brick CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ ) under the
Newton map LN,dynXn is a parallelepiped
PN,dyn<2n,Xn(	λ<2n, 	δ ) = L
N,dyn
Xn
(
CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ )
)
,(4.22)
because the map LN,dynXn is linear.
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We call the parallelepiped PN,dyn<2n,Xn(	λ<2n, 	δ ) the set of parameters allowed
by the family (4.19). Notice that the values of 	u dyn(2n−1) = (	u dyn0 , . . . , 	u dyn2n−1)
∈ W u,dyn<2n,N (Xn) that do not belong to PN,dyn<2n,Xn(	λ<2n, 	δ ) are of no interest for us,
because they lie outside of the range of the family (4.19) under consideration.
Now we deﬁne the range of allowed parameters 	u dyn(2n− 1) ∈ W u,dyn<2n,N (Xn).
Denote the images of the Cubic Brick CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ ) under composition
of the Newton map LN,dynXn and the projections π
dyn,ess
Xn
and πdyn,nonXn by
PN,dyn,ess<2n,Xn (	λ<2n, 	δ ) = π
dyn,ess
Xn
◦ LN,dynXn (CHB
N,st
<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ )) ⊂ Ddyn,essXn
PN,dyn,non<2n,Xn (	λ<2n, 	δ ) = π
dyn,non
Xn
◦ LN,dynXn (CHB
N,st
<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ )) ⊂ Ddyn,nonXn .
(4.23)
It follows from the deﬁnition of the Newton map LN,dynXn that the sets
PN,dyn,ess<2n,Xn (	λ<2n, 	δ ) and P
N,dyn,non
<2n,Xn
(	λ<2n, 	δ ) are polyhedra depending on Xn.
We call PN,dyn,ess<2n,Xn (	λ<2n, 	δ ) (respectively P
N,dyn,non
<2n,Xn
(	λ<2n, 	δ )) the set of dy-
namically essential (respectively nonessential) parameters allowed by the family
(4.19).
Similarly to the 1-dimensional Distortion Lemma from Section 3.4, its
N -dimensional generalization gives an estimate on the ratio of volumes of the
polyhedra PN,dyn,ess<2n,Xn (	λ<2n, 	δ ) and P
N,dyn,non
<2n,Xn
(	λ<2n, 	δ ) of allowed Newton pa-
rameters 	u(k) and the corresponding Cubic Bricks CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ ). Let
Leb<2n,N , Leb
dyn,ess
<2n,N , and Leb
dyn,non
<2n,N ) be the Lebesgue measures on the spaces
W<2n,N , D
dyn,ess
Xn
, and Ddyn,nonXn , respectively.
The N-dimensional Distortion Lemma. Let Xn = {xj}n−1j=0 ⊂ BN
be an n-tuple of points in the unit ball BN , and let LN,dynXn : W<2n,N →
W u,dyn<2n,N (Xn) be the dynamical Newton map (4.12). Let 	λ<2n = (λ0, . . . , λ2n−1) ∈
R2n+ be a vector with strictly positive components that deﬁnes a Cubic Brick
CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ ) of at most standard thickness. Then we have the volume
ratio estimate
Lebdyn,ess<2n,N
(
PN,dyn,ess<2n,Xn (	λ<2n, 	δ )
)
Lebdyn,non<2n,N
(
PN,dyn,non<2n,Xn (	λ<2n, 	δ )
)
Leb<2n,N
(
CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ )
) ≤ 32N2n.
(4.24)
Remark 4.3.2. As in the 1-dimensional case, the Newton map LNXn is
volume-preserving, and hence the parallelepipeds
PN,st<2n,Xn(	λ<2n, 	δ ) and CHB
N,st
<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ )
have the same volume. However, the estimate (4.24) concerns the volumes of
projections of these parallelepipeds. Since CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n, 	δ ) is a rectangular
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parallelepiped (aligned with the coordinate axes) and PN,st<2n,Xn(	λ<2n, 	δ ) is not,
the projections of the latter set have larger volume according to the amount
of shear in the Newton map. The Distortion Lemma bounds the eﬀect of the
shear.
The lemma above will be proved in Part II of this paper in a slightly
diﬀerent form required for the proof of the Main Result (Theorem 1.3.9). Pre-
cise formulation requires the introduction of product measures of type (1.15)
on W<2n,N and W
u,dyn
<2n,N (Xn) and the induced measures on the subspaces of
dynamically essential and nonessential monomials (see also Section 10.1.2 in
[GK]). The other main ingredient of Section 3.4, the Collection Lemma, pro-
ceeds in much the same way for general N as it does for N = 1. (See also a
similar 2-dimensional Collection Lemma in Section 11.6 of [GK].)
4.4. From a brick of at most standard thickness to an admissible brick.
This section is very similar to Section 11.2 in [GK]. In order to apply the
method developed in this paper to other problems about generic properties
of dynamical systems, we need to have a suﬃciently rich space of parameters
(enough freedom to perturb). Various dynamical phenomena have a “size” that
is exponential in the period or number of iterations. Since we perturb trajec-
tories of length n with polynomials whose degree is proportional to n, it seems
essential to have a Hilbert Brick of parameters with sides decaying at most
exponentially in the period of the polynomials that the respective parameters
multiply. That is, with the notation of Deﬁnition 1.3.1, we would like to have
rn ≥ exp(−Cn) for some C > 0. However, even for the 1-dimensional model,
if we consider a brick of parameters with exponentially decaying sides, then we
cannot control the distortion properties of the Newton map (see Remark 3.4.1).
In order to circumvent this problem, we do the following. Consider a
Hilbert Brick HBN (	r) of an admissible size 	r = {rk}∞k=0 (see Deﬁnition 1.3.1).
Using Fubini’s reduction from Section 2.3 at the n-th stage of induction over
the period, we reduce consideration of an inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert Brick
HBN (	r) to a ﬁnite-dimensional brick HBN<2n(	r).
Recall that HBN<2n(	r) belongs to the space of N -vector polynomials of
degree 2n− 1, denoted by W<2n,N .
Deﬁnition 4.4.1. We call the Cubic Brick in W<2n,N of at most stan-
dard thickness centered at a point 	δ<2n ∈ W<2n,N and associated to the brick
HBN<2n(	r) the one denoted by CHB
N,st
<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n) and deﬁned by (4.17)
where λm(	r) = rm/(m!)4N and 	λ<2n(	r) = (λ0(	r), . . . , λ2n−1(	r)).
Remark 4.4.2. It follows from the nonincreasing property of the sequence
rm (see Deﬁnition 1.3.1) that
(m + 1)4Nλm+1(	r) = (m + 1)4N
rm+1
((m + 1)!)4N
≤ rm
(m!)4N
= λm(	r),(4.25)
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so that the Cubic Brick CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n) is of at most standard thick-
ness.
We wish to cover the brick HBN<2n(	r) in W<2n,N by a collection of Cubic
Bricks {CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n)}δ<2n∈G(r) of at most standard thickness asso-
ciated with it. First we deﬁne a grid in W<2n,N on which the centers 	δ<2n
should lie in order that the Cubic Bricks ﬁt together without overlap.
Recall that W<2n,N = ×2n−1m=0 Wm,N , dimWm,N = ν(m,N), and denote
η(k,N) =
∑k
m=0 ν(m,N). Let
Zη(2n−1,N)
2λ<2n(r)
= Zν(0,N)2λ0(r) × Z
ν(1,N)
2λ1(r)
× · · · × Zν(2n−1,N)2λ2n−1(r)(4.26)
⊂W0,N ×W1,N × · · · ×W2n−1,N = W<2n,N ,
where Zν(m,N)2λm(r) is the grid in R
ν(m,N) with spacing 2λm(	r) in each coordinate.
Let
G(	r) =
{
	δ<2n ∈ Zη(2n−1,N)
2λ<2n(r)
: HBN<2n(	r) ∩ CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n) = ∅
}
.
(4.27)
The Cubic Bricks with centers in G(	r) are the ones needed for our covering:
HBN<2n(	r) ⊂ ∪δ∈G(r)CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n).(4.28)
The Covering Lemma. The ratio of the volume of the covering (4.28)
by Cubic Bricks and the volume of the brick HBN<2n(	r) is bounded by e
6N .
Proof. We claim that the covering (4.28) is contained in the slightly larger
brick HBN<2n({(1 + 2
√
N
(m!)3N )rm}2n−1m=0 ). The amount that the covering extends
beyond HBN<2n(	r) in the direction of a given multi-index α with |α| = m is
at most the diameter in the α direction of one of the Cubic Bricks
CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ
j
<2n), which by Deﬁnition 4.4.1 is
2
√
N λm(	r) = 2
√
N rm/(m!)4N .
Recall the deﬁnitions (2.27) of HBN<2n(	r) and (1.12) of the norm used therein.
In this norm, the diameter of CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ
j
<2n) in the directions with
|α| = m is 2√Nrm/(m!)4N times the square root of
∑
|α|=m
(
m
α
)−1
< (m!)N ,
from which our claim follows. The ratio of volumes that we wish to bound is
then at most
∏2n−1
m=0 exp(2
√
N/(m!)3N ) ≤ e2e
√
N < e6N . Q.E.D.
Recall now that our main goal in the proof of Theorem 1.3.9 is to get
an estimate on the measure of the “bad” set of parameters (2.1) inside of the
Hilbert Brick HBN (	r). Using the Fubini reduction from Section 2.3, we know
that it is suﬃcient to get an estimate on the measure of the “bad” set in a
ﬁnite-dimensional slice of the form HBN<2n(	r) × {	ε≥2n} that is uniform over
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	ε≥2n ∈ HBN≥2n(	r) see (2.31)–(2.32). Notice now that if we can prove that
for each Cubic Brick slice CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n)× {	ε≥2n} from the covering
collection 	δ<2n ∈ G(	r) that the fraction of parameters in the slice that are
“bad” is uniformly small over 	δ<2n ∈ G(	r), then the same fraction is small in
the whole slice HBN<2n(	r)×{	ε≥2n}. (By the Covering Lemma, we must increase
the bound on the fraction of “bad” parameters only by the factor e6N , which is
independent of n.) By the Fubini reduction, this shows that the measure of the
“bad” set in HBN (	r) is small too. Thus it is suﬃcient to prove the following
estimate.
µN<2n,r
(
Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f, 	ε≥2n) ∩ CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n)
)
µN<2n,r
(
CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n)
) ≤ µ′n(C, δ, ρ,M1+ρ)
(4.29)
uniformly over all δ<2n ∈ J(	r) and so
∑∞
n=1 µ
′
n(C, δ, ρ,M1+ρ) converges for all
positive C, δ, ρ, and M1+ρ, and tends to zero as C tends to inﬁnity.
4.5. The main estimate on the measure of “bad” parameters. In this
subsection we formulate the main theorem of the rest of the paper which implies
(the Main) Theorem 1.3.9. It will be proved in Part II of this paper.
Theorem 4.5.1. For any ρ > 0 and any diﬀeomorphism f ∈ Diﬀ1+ρ(BN ),
consider a Hilbert Brick HBN (	r) of an admissible size 	r with respect to f and
the family of analytic perturbations of f
{fε(x) = f(x) + φε(x)}ε∈HBN (r)(4.30)
(see (1.10)) with the Lebesgue product probability measure µNr (see (1.15)) as-
sociated to HBN (	r).
Then for any positive integer n and any 	ε≥2n ∈ HBN≥2n(	r), consider a slice
(2.27) of the Hilbert Brick HBN (	r) of the form
HBN<2n(	r)× {	ε≥2n} ⊂ HBN<2n(	r)×HBN≥2n(	r) = HBN (	r).(4.31)
Inside of this slice ﬁx a grid point 	δ<2n ∈ G(	r), and consider the Cubic Brick
CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n)× {	ε≥2n} ⊂ HBN<2n(	r)× {	ε≥2n}.(4.32)
from the covering (4.28) associated to the brick HBN<2n(	r).
Let f˜ = f
(δ<2n,ε≥2n)
be a diﬀeomorphism corresponding to the center of the
Cubic Brick CHBN,st<2n(	λ<2n(	r), 	δ<2n) × {	ε≥2n}. Consider the family of diﬀeo-
morphisms
(4.33) {f˜ε<2n}ε<2n∈CHBN,st<2n(λ<2n(r),0)
⊃ {f
(ε<2n+δ<2n,ε≥2n)
}
(ε<2n+δ<2n∈HBN<2n(r)∩CHBN,st<2n(λ<2n(r),δ<2n).
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Then for C≥100 logM1+ρ/(ρδ), the fraction of the measure of “bad” para-
meters Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f, 	ε≥2n), deﬁned in (2.32), inside CHB
N,st
<2n(	λ2n−1(	r), 	δ<2n)
× {	ε≥2n} satisﬁes the bound
(4.34)
µN<2n,r
(
Bn(C, δ, ρ,	r, f, 	ε≥2n) ∩ CHBN,st<2n(	λ2n−1(	r), 	δ<2n)
)
µN<2n,r
(
CHBN,st<2n(	λ2n−1(	r), 	δ<2n)
)
≤ 512e6Nn1+δ62nN2M10Nn+11+ρ exp(−Cn log2 n/200).
The discussion from the end of the previous section shows that this theo-
rem implies (the Main) Theorem 1.3.9.
Appendix A: Properties of hyperbolicity
In this paper we have quantiﬁed the hyperbolicity of periodic points in
order to bound from below the distance between periodic points of the same
period. Recall the deﬁnitions of γ(L), γn(x, f), and γn(f) from (1.6) and (1.7)
and the text between them. In this appendix we will prove Proposition 1.1.6,
along with a result that says that the hyperbolicity of a power of a linear
operator is no smaller than the hyperbolicity of the operator.
Proposition 1.1.6 follows immediately from the next lemma.
Lemma A.1. Given the hypotheses of Proposition 1.1.6, for every pair of
distinct period n points of f , say x = fn(x) = y = fn(y), the distance |x− y|
between them is at least (M−n(1+ρ)1+ρ γn(f))
1/ρ.
Proof. Let v = (y − x)/|x− y|. Then
v =
fn(y)− fn(x)
|x− y| =
1
|x− y|
∫ |x−y|
0
d
dλ
fn(x + λv)dλ(A.1)
=
1
|x− y|
∫ |x−y|
0
dfn(x + λv)vdλ.
It follows that
1
|x− y|
∫ |x−y|
0
(dfn(x + λv)v − v)dλ = 0.(A.2)
Let w = dfn(x)v − v; by hypothesis |w| ≥ γn(f). Also,
|dfn(x + λv)v − v − w|= |(dfn(x + λv)− dfn(x))v|(A.3)
≤‖dfn(x + λv)− dfn(x)‖.
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Now
dfn(x + λv)− dfn(x)(A.4)
= [df(fn−1(x + λv))− df(fn−1(x))]dfn−1(x + λv)
+df(fn−1(x))[df(fn−2(x + λv))− df(fn−2(x))]dfn−2(x + λv)
+ · · ·+ dfn−1(f(x))[df(x + λv)− df(x)].
Since M1+ρ is an upper bound on the C1+ρ norm of f , it is an upper bound on
the norm of df(z) for all z ∈ M . It follows that |fk(x+ λv)− fk(x)| ≤ Mk1+ρλ
for k = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, and hence
‖dfn(x + λv)− dfn(x)‖≤
n−1∑
k=0
M1+ρ(Mk1+ρλ)
ρMn−11+ρ(A.5)
=Mn1+ρ
Mnρ1+ρ − 1
Mρ1+ρ − 1
λρ < M
n(1+ρ)
1+ρ λ
ρ.
(Recall that we assumed M1+ρ > 21/ρ in the deﬁnition of M1+ρ.)
By the results above we then have
0 =
1
|x− y|
∫ |x−y|
0
(dfn(x + λv)v − v) · w|w|dλ(A.6)
≥ 1|x− y|
∫ |x−y|
0
(|w| − ‖dfn(x + λv)− dfn(x)‖)dλ
>
1
|x− y|
∫ |x−y|
0
(γn(f)−Mn(1+ρ)1+ρ λρ)dλ
> (γn(f)−Mn(1+ρ)1+ρ |x− y|ρ).
From this we get the desired upper bound on |x−y|. This completes the proof
of the lemma. Q.E.D.
Notice that the notion of hyperbolicity γ(L) of a linear operator L as a
lower bound on |Lv− v| for unit vectors v occurs naturally in the proof above.
It is not possible to make an analogous estimate with the same power on the
period n hyperbolicity of f if the hyperbolicity is deﬁned in the more usual
manner, as in [Y], if we take the minimum distance of the eigenvalues of L from
the unit circle in C. To see this, consider the following C2 map f : RN → RN
for small γ > 0:
(A.7)
f(x1, x2, . . . , xN )
= ((1 + γ)x1 − x2, (1 + γ)x2 − x3, . . . , (1 + γ)xn − xn−1, (1 + γ)xn − x21).
Notice that f has two nearby ﬁxed points, 0 and (γN , γN+1, . . . , γ2N−1), that
are within roughly γN of each other. Notice also that df(0) is upper triangular
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and hence all N of its eigenvalues are 1 + γ, so that by the eigenvalue notion
of hyperbolicity, 0 is an (n, γ)-hyperbolic ﬁxed point of f . (Though df has
eigenvalues closer to the unit circle at the other ﬁxed point, they are still much
farther away than γN for large N .) On the other hand, for v = (1, γ, . . . , γN−1)
we have |v| slightly larger than 1 while
|Lv − v| = |(0, 0, . . . , γN )| = γN ,(A.8)
so that our notion of hyperbolicity is commensurate with the spacing between
the ﬁxed points.
To this point, when using the hyperbolicity of a linear operator L, it has
only been important that |Lv − v| not be small for unit vectors v. The reason
for estimating from below |Lv − exp(2πiφ)v| for φ ∈ [0, 1) in (1.6) is that the
hyperbolicity of L will be a lower bound on the hyperbolicity of Lk for positive
integers k. In terms of diﬀeomorphisms, this estimate gives a bound on how
close points of period nk can lie to a hyperbolic point of period n. For the
eigenvalue-based notion of hyperbolicity, the estimate is trivial, but for our
notion it must be proved.
Lemma A.2. For every linear operator L : CN → CN and k ∈ Z+, there
exists γ(Lk) ≥ γ(L).
Proof. Suppose γ(Lk) < γ(L); then for some φ ∈ [0, 1) and unit vector
v ∈ CN we have |Lkv − exp(2πiφ)v| < γ(L). Without loss of generality we
may assume that φ = 0; otherwise replace L with exp(−2πiφ/k)L, so that
γ(L) and γ(Lk) are unaﬀected and |Lkv− v| < γ(L). Let ω = exp(2πi/k), and
for j = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 let
uj = v + ωjLv + ω2jL2v + · · ·+ ω(k−1)jLk−1v.(A.9)
Notice that u0 + u1 + · · · + uk−1 = kv, and since v is a unit vector we must
have |uj | ≥ 1 for some j. But
(A.10)
Luj − ω−juj =Lv − ω−jv + ωjL2v − Lv + · · ·ω(k−1)jLkv − ω(k−2)jLk−1v
=ω(k−1)jLkv − ω−jv = ω−j(Lv − v),
the last step because ω is a k-th root of unity. This yields |Luj − ω−juj | =
|Lv−v| < γ(L), contradicting the deﬁnition of γ(L). This completes the proof
of the lemma. Q.E.D.
The next lemma is a simple estimate on how much a small perturbation
of a linear operator can change its hyperbolicity.
Lemma A.3. For any pair of linear operators L and ∆ of RN into itself,
hyperbolicity satisﬁes the estimate
γ(L + ∆) ≥ γ(L)− ‖∆‖.(A.11)
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Proof. By the deﬁnition of hyperbolicity,
γ(L + ∆) = inf
φ∈[0,1)
inf
‖v‖=1
|(L + ∆)v − exp(2πiφ)v|.(A.12)
By triangle inequality, for all v ∈ RN ,
|(L + ∆)v − exp(2πiφ)v| ≥ |Lv − exp(2πiφ)v| − |∆v|.(A.13)
This implies the statement of the lemma. Q.E.D.
The following lemma generalizes the previous two lemmas. The proof is
very similar to that of Lemma A.2, but we need to be a bit more careful.
Lemma A.4. For all linear operators L,L1, L2, . . . , Lk : CN → CN ,
γ(LkLk−1 · · ·L1) ≥ γ(L)−
k∑
j=1
‖L− Lj‖.(A.14)
Proof. Choose v0 ∈ CN and φ ∈ R such that
|LkLk−1 · · ·L1v0 − eiφv0| = γ(LkLk−1 · · ·L1)|v0|.(A.15)
Let v1 = L1v0, v2 = L2L1v0, . . . , vk = LkLk−1 · · ·L1v0. For j = 0, 1, . . . , k−1
let
ωj = ei(−φ+2πj)/k(A.16)
and
uj = v0 + ωjv1 + ω2j v2 + · · ·+ ωk−1j vk−1.(A.17)
Choose  for which |v| = max(|v0|, |v1|, . . . , |vk−1|), and notice that
k−1∑
j=0
ω−j uj = kv.(A.18)
Thus there exists j such that
|uj | ≥ |v| = max(|v0|, |v1|, . . . , |vk−1|).(A.19)
Then we have
γ(L) ≤ |Luj − ω−1j uj |/|uj |
=
| − ω−1j v0 + Lv0 − v1 + Lωjv1 − ωjv2 + · · ·+ Lωk−1j vk−1|
|uj |
=
|ωk−1j (vk − eiφv0) + (L− L1)v0 + (L− L2)ωjv1 + · · · (L− Lk)ωk−1j vk−1|
|uj |
≤ γ(LkLk−1 · · ·L1)|v0|+ ‖L− L1‖|v0|+ ‖L− L2‖|v1|+ · · ·+ ‖L− Lk‖|vk−1||uj |
≤ γ(LkLk−1 · · ·L1) + ‖L− L1‖+ ‖L− L2‖+ · · ·+ ‖L− Lk‖,
which is equivalent to the desired inequality. Q.E.D.
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Proposition A.5. Let r ≤ 1 ≤ K be positive numbers and A,B be linear
operators of RN into itself given by N × N matrices from MN (R) with real
entries. Consider an N2-parameter family {AU = A + UB}U∈CN2 (r), where
CN
2
(r) is the cube in MN (R) whose entries are bounded in absolute value
by r. Suppose that ‖B‖, ‖B−1‖ ≤ K. Then for the Lebesgue product probability
measure µr,N2 on the cube CN
2
(r) and all 0 < γ ≤ min(r, 1),
µr,N2
{
U ∈ CN2(r) : γ(AU ) ≤ γ
}
≤ C(N)K
2N2γ
r2
,(A.20)
where the constant C(N) depends only on N .
Proof. For 0 < γ ≤ 1 and φ ∈ [0, 1), deﬁne the sets of non-γ-hyperbolic
matrices by
NHγN (R) = {L ∈ MN (R) : γ(L) ≤ γ},(A.21)
NHγ,φN (R) = {L ∈ MN (R) : inf|v|=1 |(L− exp(2πiφ)v| ≤ γ}.
Then
NHγN (R) = ∪φ∈[0,1)NHγ,φN (R).(A.22)
We claim that
NHγN (R) ⊂ ∪j=0,...,[5/γ]−1NH2γ,j/[5/γ]N (R).(A.23)
Indeed, suppose that L ∈ NHγN (R). Then for some number φ ∈ [0, 1) and
vector v ∈ RN with |v| = 1, we have |(L − exp(2πiφ))v| ≤ γ. Let j be the
nearest integer to [5/γ]φ and let φγ = j/[5/γ]; then φ−φγ ≤ 1/(2(5/γ− 1)) <
γ/(2π). Thus
|(L− exp(2πiφγ))v| ≤ |(L− exp(2πiφ))v|+ | exp(2πiφ)− exp(2πiφγ)| ≤ 2γ
(A.24)
and L ∈ NH2γ,j/[π/γ+1]N (R) as claimed.
Next, we claim that every matrix in NH2γ,j/[5/γ]N (R) lies within 2γ of a
matrix in NH0,j/[5/γ]N (R), where we use the Euclidean (R
N2) norm on MN (R)
(not the matrix norm). Consider L ∈ NH2γ,j/[5/γ]N (R), φ ∈ [0, 1), and v ∈ RN
with |v| = 1 and |(L−exp(2πij/[5/γ]))v| ≤ 2γ. Let w = (L−exp(2πij/[5/γ]))v
and let M ∈ MN (R) be the matrix whose k-th row is wkv, where wk is the k-th
coordinate of w. Then the Euclidean norm of M is |w| ≤ 2γ and Mv = w, so
that (L−M − exp(2πij/[5/γ]))v = 0 and hence L−M ∈ NH0,j/[5/γ]N (R).
We complete the estimate (A.20) by estimating for each j the number of
γ-balls needed to cover NH0,j/[5/γ]N (R) within an appropriate bounded domain.
It then follows from the previous paragraph that if we inﬂate each of these
balls to the concentric ball of radius 3γ, the collection of larger balls will cover
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NH
2γ,j/[5/γ]
N (R), and from the paragraph before that the union over j of these
covers will then cover NHγN (R). To this end, we show that each NH
0,j/[5/γ]
N (R)
is a real algebraic set and compute its codimension.5 Then we will apply an
estimate of Yomdin [Y] on the number of γ-balls necessary to cover a given
algebraic set by polynomials of known degree.
Notice that
NH0,φN (R) = {L ∈ MN (R) : det(L− exp(2πiφ)Id) = 0}.(A.25)
We split into the two cases exp(2πiφ) ∈ R (that is, φ = 0 or 1/2) and
exp(2πiφ) /∈ R. In the ﬁrst case, the equation det(L ± Id) = 0 is a poly-
nomial of degree N in the entries of L, so NH0,0N (R) and NH
0,1/2
N (R) are real
algebraic sets deﬁned by a single polynomial of degree N .
In the second case, decompose the equation det(L−exp(2πiφ)Id) = 0 into
two parts: Re[det(L − exp(2πiφ)Id)] = 0 and Im[det(L − exp(2πiφ)Id)] = 0.
Each part is given by a real polynomial of degree N . Furthermore,
these two polynomials are algebraically independent, since otherwise
Re[det(L − exp(2πiφ)Id)] and Im[det(L − exp(2πiφ)Id)] would satisfy some
polynomial relationship and, thus, det(L− exp(2πiφ)Id) would take on values
only in some real algebraic subset of the complex plane. However, for N ≥ 2
(which is necessary for complex eigenvalues), by considering real diagonal ma-
trices L we see that the values of det(L − exp(2πiφ)Id) contain an open set
in C. Therefore, NH0,φN (R) is a real algebraic set given by two algebraically
independent polynomials of degree N .
Covering Lemma for Algebraic Sets ([Y, Lemma 4.6]). Let
V ⊂ Rm be an algebraic set given by k algebraically independent polynomi-
als p1, . . . , pk of degrees d1, . . . , dk respectively, i.e. V = {x ∈ Rm : p1(x) =
0, . . . , pk(x) = 0}. Let CmA (s) be the cube in Rm with side 2s centered at some
point A. Then for γ ≤ s, the number of γ-balls necessary to cover V ∩ CmA (s)
does not exceed C(D,m) (2s/γ)m−k, where the constant C(D,m) depends only
on the dimension m and product of degrees D =
∏
i di.
Remark A.6. Some additional arguments based on Bezout’s Theorem give
an upper estimate of C(D,m) by 2mD for γ suﬃciently small.
To complete the proof of Proposition A.5, we apply the Covering Lemma
for Algebraic Sets to each NH0,j/[5/γ](R), where j = 0, . . . , [5/γ] − 1, with
m = N2, s = Kr, and A as in the statement of the proposition. (Notice
that if U ∈ CN2(r) then A + UB ∈ CN2A (Kr), so we need only cover the
part of NH0,j/[5/γ](R) lying in the latter set.) In the case that j/[5/γ] =
0 or 1/2, we have k = 1, d1 = N , and D = N , so that the number of covering
5Unfortunately NH0N (R), in contrast to NH
0,j/[5/γ]
N (R), is not algebraic.
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γ-balls is bounded by C(N,N2)(2Kr/γ)N
2−1. In the case of other j, we have
k = 2, d1 = d2 = N , and D = N2, so that the number of covering γ-balls is
bounded by C(N2, N2)(2Kr/γ)N
2−2. The number of j’s of the second type is
less than 5/γ. Combining all these estimates along with (A.23) we get that
NHγ(R)∩CN2A (Kr) can be covered by C(N2, N2)(2 + 5/(2Kr))(2Kr/γ)N
2−1
balls of radius 3γ.
Finally, notice that the preimage of a ball of radius 3γ under the map
U → A+UB is contained in a ball of radius 3Kγ, whose µr,N2-measure is less
than (3Kγ/r)N
2
. Therefore the total measure of 3Kγ-balls needed to cover
the set {U ∈ CN2(r) : γ(A + UB) ≤ γ} is at most C(N)K2N2γ/r2, where the
constant C(N) depends only on N . Q.E.D.
Appendix B: Orthogonal transformations of RN
and the spaces of homogeneous polynomials
In this appendix, we prove that the scalar product (1.12) in the space Wk,N
of homogeneous N -vector polynomials of degree k in N variables is invariant
with respect to orthogonal transformations of RN .
Lemma B.1. Let x ∈ RN be given by N coordinates x = (x1, . . . , xN ).
For k ∈ Z+, consider homogeneous polynomials pk(x) =
∑
|α|=k 	εαx
α ∈ Wk,N
in N variables, where xα = xα11 . . . x
αN
N . Let O ∈ SO(N) be an orthogonal
transformation of RN . Denote by x′ = (x′1, . . . , x′N ) the new coordinate system
induced by the relation x = Ox′. Write p′k(x
′) = pk(Ox′) =
∑
|α|=k 	ε
′
α (x
′)α in
the new coordinate system. Then for all {	εα}|α|=k and {	να}|α|=k,∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)−1
〈	εα, 	να〉 =
∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)−1
〈	ε ′α, 	ν ′α〉.(B.1)
Proof. For this lemma it will be helpful to use a diﬀerent notation for
monomials. Given a k-tuple β = (β1, . . . , βk) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}k, deﬁne x(β) =
xβ1xβ2 · · ·xβk . Notice that x(β) = xα where αi is the number of indices j for
which βj = i. Write α(β) for the multi-index corresponding in this manner
to the k-tuple β, and notice that for each multiindex α there are
(
k
α
)
diﬀerent
k-tuples β for which α(β) = α. Let |β| = k.
Given a polynomial pk as in the statement of the lemma, we can write
pk(x) =
∑
|β|=k 	ε(β)x
(β), where 	ε(β) =
(
k
α
)−1
	εα(β). We can also rewrite the
scalar product as follows:∑
|α|=k
(
k
α
)−1
〈	εα, 	να〉 =
∑
|β|=k
〈	ε(β), 	ν(β)〉.(B.2)
(Remember that for each α, there are
(
k
α
)
corresponding terms on the right-
hand side.)
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Our goal is then to show that∑
|β|=k
〈	ε(β), 	ν(β)〉 =
∑
|β|=k
〈	ε ′(β), 	ν ′(β)〉.(B.3)
We prove this by induction on k. For k = 0, the identity is trivial. As-
sume that the identity now holds for some k ≥ 0. Given β with |β| = k
and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, let (β, i) be the (k + 1)-tuple (β1, . . . , βk, i). Also, let
	ε i(β) = 	ε(β,i). The reason for this alternate notation is that we will mean
something diﬀerent below by 	ε i′(β) and 	ε
′
(β,i). In the former case, we ﬁx i
and apply the coordinate transformation O to the polynomial
∑
|β|=k 	ε
i
(β)x
(β)
to get the coeﬃcients 	ε i′(β). In the latter case, we transform the polynomial∑
|(β,i)|=k+1 	ε(β,i)x
(β,i) to get the coeﬃcients 	ε ′(β,i).
Next, notice that
∑
|(β,i)|=k+1
	ε(β,i)x
(β,i) =
N∑
i=1
xi
∑
|β|=k
	ε i(β)x
(β).(B.4)
Applying the coordinate change x = Ox′ to both sides, we get
∑
|(β,i)|=k+1
	ε ′(β,i)(x
′)(β,i) =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
Oijx
′
j
∑
|β|=k
	ε i′(β)(x
′)(β).(B.5)
It follows that
	ε ′(β,j) =
N∑
i=1
Oij	ε
i′
(β).(B.6)
A similar identity holds with 	ε replaced by 	ν, whereupon
∑
|(β,j)|=k+1
〈	ε ′(β,j), 	ν ′(β,j)〉 =
N∑
j=1
∑
|β|=k
N∑
i=1
N∑
=1
〈Oij	ε i′(β), Oj	ν ′(β)〉.(B.7)
Since O is an orthogonal matrix,
∑N
j=1 OijOj = δi. Exchanging the order of
summation on the right-hand side above, we then have
∑
|(β,j)|=k+1
〈	ε ′(β,j), 	ν ′(β,j)〉 =
N∑
i=1
∑
|β|=k
〈	ε i′(β), 	ν i′(β)〉 =
∑
|(β,i)|=k+1
〈	ε i(β), 	ν i(β)〉(B.8)
by the inductive hypothesis. Q.E.D.
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Appendix C: Embedding of the space of diﬀeomorphisms
of a compact manifold Diﬀr(M)
into that of an open set in a Euclidean space
In this appendix, we describe how to extend and perturb a diﬀeomorphism
of a compact manifold embedded into a Euclidean space, and what conditions
we need to ensure that the results of Sacker [Sac] and Fenichel [F] about per-
sistence of invariant manifolds apply.
Recall that M is a smooth (C∞) compact manifold, and let f be a diﬀeo-
morphism in Diﬀr(M). First we consider a manifold M˜ = M× [0, 1]/ ∼, where
the equivalence relation is deﬁned by (x, 1) ∼ (f(x), 0) for all x ∈ M . Then
M˜ is as smooth as f is and carries a naturally deﬁned vector ﬁeld Xf whose
time one map, restricted to M × {0}, coincides with f . Such a construction is
usually called suspension. Now we embed M˜ into the interior of the closed unit
ball BN+1 ⊂ RN+1 in such a way that M ×{0} embeds into an N -dimensional
subspace. Given a compact manifold M˜ of dimension D, for N + 1 > 2D the
Whitney Embedding Theorem (see e.g. [GG]) says that a generic smooth map
from M˜ to RN+1 is an embedding, i.e., a diﬀeomorphism between M˜ and its
image. Fix coordinates in RN+1. Consider a smooth map E′ : M˜ → BN+1
such that E′(M × {0}) ⊂ RN × {0}, the hyperplane where the last coordinate
is zero. By the Whitney Embedding Theorem, we can choose a small pertur-
bation E of E′ such that E is an embedding of M˜ . Since E(M×{0}) is close to
RN ×{0}, we can change coordinates in RN+1 so that E(M ×{0}) ⊂ RN ×{0}
with a new coordinate system. The mapping x → E(x, 0) then provides an
embedding of M into the hyperplane in RN+1 where the last coordinate equals
zero, which we identify with RN . To simplify notation, we identify M˜ and M
with their images, so that M˜ and M become submanifolds of RN+1 and RN
respectively, with M × {0} a submanifold of M˜ .
Before we present a way to extend a vector ﬁeld on M˜ to its tube neigh-
borhood, we need to recall the notion of a k-normally hyperbolic manifold. For
a linear transformation L, let
m(L) = inf{|Lx| : |x| = 1}.
When L is invertible, m(L) = ‖L−1‖−1. Fix t > 0. Let X be a Cr smooth
vector ﬁeld on RN+1 and Xt be the time t map along trajectories of X. Let
TM˜R
N+1 be the tangent bundle of RN+1 over M˜ . Suppose we have a dXt-
invariant splitting into three subspaces
TM˜R
N+1 = W u
⊕
TM˜
⊕
W s,
i.e. for any y ∈ RN+1 we have dXt(y)W sy = W sXt(y) and dXt(y)W uy = W uXt(y).
Moreover, for some C > 0 and λ > 1 we have |dXt(y)v| ≥ Cλt|v| for all y ∈ M˜ ,
all v ∈ W uy (respectively W sy ), and all t ≥ 0 (respectively t ≤ 0). Denote
d(Xt)s(y) = dXt(y)|W s , d(Xt)u(y) = dXt(y)|Wu , d(Xt)c(y) = dXt(y)|TyM˜ .
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Let 0 ≤ k ≤ r. We say that the vector ﬁeld X is k-normally hyperbolic at M˜
if there is such a splitting that for all y ∈ M˜ we have:
m(d(Xt)u(y)) > ‖d(Xt)c(y)‖k and m(d(Xt)c(y))k > ‖d(Xt)s(y)‖.
Notice that if Xt is k-normally hyperbolic for small enough t, then it is k-
normally hyperbolic for all positive t.
Let T˜ ⊂ RN+1 be a closed neighborhood of M˜ , chosen suﬃciently small
that there is a well-deﬁned projection π˜ : T˜ → M˜ for which π˜(x˜) is the closest
point in M˜ to x˜. Then for each y˜ ∈ M˜ , by the Implicit Function Theorem,
π˜−1(y˜) is an (N −D)-dimensional disk. Then we can extend each vector ﬁeld
X on M˜ to a vector ﬁeld X on T˜ so that the component tangent to π˜−1(y˜) is
directed toward y˜ and is r-dominated by the orthogonal one, meaning that the
vector ﬁeld X is r-normally hyperbolic at M˜ . Such an extension is possible
because M˜ is compact and one can keep increasing the “strength” of attraction
toward M˜ by X until r-normal hyperbolicity is attained.
Consider the Poincare´ return map of Xf from T = T˜ ∩
{
BN × {0}} into
BN × {0}, which is well-deﬁned by the construction. Denote this map by F .
The vector ﬁeld Xf is directed so that F maps T strictly inside itself. Now we
shall use r-normally hyperbolicity of Xf to construct an Artin-Mazur approx-
imation fσ of f via approximating Xf and relying on persistence of M for the
Poincare´ return map of Xf .
Now the closed neighborhood T of M can be considered as a subset of
RN and can be chosen suﬃciently small that there is a well-deﬁned projection
π : T → M for which π(x) is the closest point in M to x. Every small
perturbation Fσ ∈ Cr(T ) of F can be suspended to a vector ﬁeld Xfσ close
to Xf . Then by Fenichel’s Theorem [F], for σ suﬃciently small Fσ has an
invariant manifold Mσ ⊂ T for which π|Mσ is a Cr diﬀeomorphism from Mσ
to M . Then to such an Fσ we can associate a diﬀeomorphism fσ ∈ Diﬀr(M)
by letting
fσ(y) = π(Fσ(π|−1Mσ(y))).
Notice that the periodic points of Fσ all lie on Mσ and are in one-to-one
correspondence with the periodic points of fσ. Furthermore, because fσ and
Fσ|Mσ are conjugate, the hyperbolicity of each periodic orbit is the same for
either map. Thus any estimate on Pn(Fσ) or γn(Fσ) applies also to fσ.
The construction above deﬁnes a function Π from a neighborhood of F ∈
Cr(T ) to a neighborhood of f ∈ Diﬀr(M) such that fσ = Π(Fσ). While Π
is not one-to-one, as mentioned above each Fσ for which Π(Fσ) = fσ has the
same periodic points as fσ with the same hyperbolicity. Thus the properties of
periodic orbits studied in this paper are the same for all elements of Π−1(fσ).
Furthermore, given fσ suﬃciently close to f , we can construct a canonical
diﬀeomorphism Fσ ∈ Π−1(fσ) as follows. First notice that while M˜ is deﬁned
in terms of f , if fσ is suﬃciently close to f then the manifold associated with
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the suspension ﬂow Xfσ of fσ is diﬀeomorphic to M˜ (see Theorem 1 in [V]).
Thus we can consider Xfσ to be deﬁned on M˜ , extend it as above to a vector
ﬁeld Xfσ on T˜ , and deﬁne Fσ to be the Poincare´ return map of Xfσ on T .
The meaning of the phrase “generic m-parameter family” in Theorems 1.3.7
and 1.3.11 is based on the constructions above. Given an m-parameter family
{fσ}σ∈Bm ⊂ Diﬀr(M) for which the perturbations are suﬃciently small, we
construct the corresponding family {Fσ}σ∈Bm ⊂ Cr(T ). Recalling the nota-
tion of Section 1.3, we say that a property holds for a generic m-parameter
family in Diﬀr(M) if there is a family of perturbations {φε}ε∈HBn(r) ⊂ Cr(T ),
independent of the family {fσ}σ∈Bm , such that for µnr -a.e. 	ε, the m-parameter
family {Π(Fσ + φε)}σ∈Bm has the desired property.
Theorem 1.3.7 then follows from the Main Theorem (and likewise, The-
orem 1.3.11 from Theorem 1.3.9) by the Fubini/Tonelli theorem. Speciﬁcally,
for each ﬁxed σ, we know that for µnr -a.e. 	ε, the conclusion of the Main The-
orem holds for Π(Fσ + φε). Therefore, for µnr -a.e. 	ε, the same property holds
for Lebesgue almost every σ, and this is what Theorem 1.3.7 says based on the
discussion above.
Appendix D: Pathological examples of decay of product
of distances of recurrent trajectories
In this appendix we present two types of orbits of a horseshoe diﬀeomor-
phism that show that with the methods in this paper, the estimate exp(Cn1+δ)
on the growth of the number of periodic points (the Main Theorem from §1.3)
cannot be improved to exp(Cn(log n)δ) for any real number δ. More exactly,
the Shift Theorem, stated in Section 3.5, is crucial to split all almost periodic
trajectories into classes as in (3.12). In Section 3.5, we outline the proof of
this theorem and it might be helpful to review the strategy presented there,
especially, the last remark right before Section 3.5.1. Suppose that we now
set γn(C, δ), which is roughly the inverse of the bound we get on the number
of periodic points, equal to exp(−Cn(log n)δ). In Example 2,we construct a
trajectory that for an inﬁnite number of periods n is nonsimple, has no leading
saddles, and no close returns (gaps), as deﬁned in Section 3.5. Thus for such
slowly decaying γn(C, δ), we cannot deal with these kinds of trajectories with
our methods.
First we give an example that shows more simply that the product of
distances along a period n orbit can be of order exp(−Cn log n) even though
the closest return along the orbit is of order exp(−Cn).
Example D.1. Consider the sequence of periodic orbits of a horseshoe map
with symbolic dynamics
S0 = 1
S1 = 0
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S2 = 01
S3 = 010
S4 = 01001
S5 = 01001010
S6 = 0100101001001
... .
Each sequence is the concatenation of the previous two sequences; it can also
be generated from the previous sequence by the substitution rules 0 → 01 and
1 → 0. The number of symbols in Sn is the n-th Fibonacci number Fn.
Notice also that
Sn =Sn−1Sn−2
=Sn−2Sn−3Sn−2
=Sn−3Sn−4Sn−3Sn−3Sn−4
=Sn−4Sn−5Sn−4Sn−4Sn−5Sn−4Sn−5Sn−4
= . . . .
More formally, the sequence Sn can be generated from Sk for any 0 ≤ k ≤ n by
replacing each 0 in Sk by Sn−k+1 and each 1 by Sn−k. We refer below to this
decomposition of Sn into copies of Sn−k and Sn−k+1 as “decomposition k”.
Every three symbol subsequence of Sn is either 010, 100, 001, or 101. Fur-
thermore, when each Sn is a cyclic sequence, each of the four triplets above
occurs at least once in S4, at least once in S5, at least twice in S6, and in
general at least Fn−4 times in Sn for n ≥ 4. The importance of this ob-
servation below will be that in decomposition k for 4 ≤ k ≤ n, each of the
substrings Sn−k+1Sn−kSn−k+1, Sn−kSn−k+1Sn−k+1, Sn−k+1Sn−k+1Sn−k, and
Sn−kSn−k+1Sn−k occurs at least Fk−4 times.
Now let x0, x1, . . . , xp−1 be points in the periodic orbit with symbolic
dynamics Sn, where p = Fn is the length of Sn. No matter where the symbolic
sequence of x0 starts within Sn, we claim that for n suﬃciently large,
p−1∏
j=1
|x0 − xj | ≤ e(c1−c2n)p ≤ ec1p−c3p log p
for some positive constants c1, c2, c3 independent of n. The latter inequality
follows from the fact that p ≤ 2n, so it remains to prove the ﬁrst inequality.
Assume that the distance between any two points in the nonwandering
set is at most 1. Say the symbolic sequence of x0 starts at the m-th symbol
of Sn. If for some positive integer q, the block of 2q − 1 symbols centered at
the m-th symbol is repeated centered at the -th symbol, then the distance
between the points x0 and x−m is bounded above by e−cq for an appropriate
positive constant c. Here the index −m is taken modulo p.
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Now for 4 ≤ k ≤ n, in decomposition k the m-th symbol in Sn lies in a
copy of either Sn−k or Sn−k+1, which in turn lies in the middle of one of the
four substrings Sn−k+1Sn−kSn−k+1, Sn−kSn−k+1Sn−k+1, Sn−k+1Sn−k+1Sn−k,
and Sn−kSn−k+1Sn−k described above. Each such substring occurs at least
Fk−4 times in Sn, and all but one of these occurrences contributes a factor of
at most e−cFn−k to the product of distances |x0 − xj |. Therefore for n ≥ 6,
p−1∏
j=1
|x0 − xj | ≤
n∏
k=6
(e−cFn−k)Fk−4−Fk−5
= e−c
∑n
k=6 Fn−kFk−6
≤ e−c(n−5)Fn/F8
= ec(5−n)p/34.
(The estimate Fn−kFk−6 ≥ Fn/F8 can be proved by induction, but heuristi-
cally this type of estimate follows from the fact that Fn is approximately an
exponential function of n.)
Example D.2. Consider now the aperiodic nonwandering orbit of the
horseshoe map whose symbolic dynamics are given as follows. Given a sequence
of positive integers k1, k2, . . . , let S0 = 0 and Sn = 1Sn−1Sn−1 · · ·Sn−11 where
Sn−1 occurs 2kn + 1 consecutive times. For example, if kn = n then
S0 = 0
S1 = 10001
S2 = 110001100011000110001100011
... .
Each sequence is symmetric, and for n ≥ 1, each Sn contains a copy of Sn−1 at
its center. Let Ln be the length of Sn; then L0 = 1 and Ln = (2kn+1)Ln−1 +2
for n ≥ 1. One can easily check that k1k2 · · · kn ≤ Ln ≤ 5nk1k2 · · · kn.
Let x0 be the point on the nonwandering set whose symbolic sequence has
middle Ln symbols Sn for each n ≥ 0. By symmetry, to estimate the product
of distances |x0 − xj | as j goes from 1 to Ln − 1, we can estimate the product
as j goes from −(Ln− 1) to Ln− 1, excluding j = 0, and take the square root
of the latter estimate.
As in the previous example, let c be a positive constant such that
|x0 − xj | ≤ e−cq, where q is the largest positive integer for which the mid-
dle 2q − 1 symbols of the sequences for x0 and xj agree, or q = 0 if their
middle symbols do not agree. Then for all n ≥ 1 and −kn ≤ m ≤ kn we have
|x0 − xmLn−1 | ≤ e−c(kn−|m|+1/2)Ln−1 . The square root of the product of these
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upper bounds, excluding m = 0, is
kn∏
m=1
e−c(kn−m+1/2)Ln−1 = e−ck
2
nLn−1/2 ≤ e−cknLn/10.
Here we used the inequality 5knLn−1 ≥ (2kn + 1)Ln−1 + 2 = Ln.
In addition, for n and m as above and all −kn−1 ≤ p ≤ kn−1 we have
|x0 − xmLn−1+pLn−2 | ≤ e−c(kn−1−|p|+1/2)Ln−2 . The square root of the product of
these upper bounds, excluding p = 0, is
kn∏
m=−kn
kn−1∏
p=1
e−c(kn−1−p+1/2)Ln−2 = e−c(2kn+1)k
2
n−1Ln−2/2
≤ e−c(2kn+1)kn−1(Ln−1+1)/12.
Here we used the inequality 6kn−1Ln−2 ≥ (2kn−2 + 1)Ln−2 + 3 = Ln−1 + 1.
Then in turn we can say (2kn + 1)(Ln−1 + 1) ≥ (2kn + 1)Ln−1 + 3 = Ln + 1,
so that the bound on the product above can be replaced by e−ckn−1Ln/12.
In a similar manner, we can bound above another set of terms contributing
to the product of distances |x0 − xj | by e−ckn−Ln/12 for  = 2, 3, . . . , n − 1.
Multiplying all these bounds together we conclude that
Ln−1∏
j=1
|x0 − xj | ≤ e−c(k1+k2+···+kn)Ln/12.
Notice that if kn = k independent of n, then Ln ∼ (2k + 1)n and k1 + k2 +
· · ·+ kn = nk ∼ logLn. Thus we get an estimate similar to Example 1.
If kn = nα, then logLn ∼ n log n and hence k1 + k2 + · · · + kn ∼
nα+1 ∼ (logLn)α+1, loosely speaking. The closest returns to x0 are of the form
− log |x0 − xLn | ∼ kn+1Ln ∼ Ln(logLn)α, loosely speaking again. Thus if we
attempt to apply the Inductive Hypothesis with γj(C, δ) = exp(−Cj(log j)δ),
this example with α = δ − 1/2 shows that the product of distances along a
hyperbolic trajectory can be smaller than any ﬁxed power of γj(C, δ) for arbi-
trarily large j = Ln, despite the fact that the closest return over j iterations
is larger than any ﬁxed power of γj(C, δ) for j suﬃciently large.
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